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SU_RY
The objectives of this program were to assess the capability of currently
,' . available modeling techniques for predicting nonfilm-cooled airfoil surface
heat transfer distributions in a 2-D flow field, to acquire experimental data
as required for model verification, and to make and verify improvements in the
analytical methods. The results obtained throughout this program, both exper-
imental and analytical, were structured to be of immediate interest and value
to the gas turbine designer.
Three airfoil data sets were selected from the literature for use in evaluat-
e: Ing the analytical methods, Two additional airfoils, representative of highly
il loaded, low solidity airfoils currently being designed, were selected for cas-cade testing at simulated engine conditions. The aerodynamic configurations
of the two vanes were carefully selected to emphasize fundamental differences
in the character of the suction surface pressure distributions and the conse-
:z. quent effect on surface heat transfer distributions. The experimental mea-
surements were made in moderate-temperature, three-vane cascades under steady-
state conditions. The principal independent parameters (Mach number, Reynolds
number, turbulence intensity, and wall-to-gas temperature ratio) were varied
over ranges consistent with actual engine operation, and the test matrix was
structured to provide an assessment of the independent influence of each para-
I meter. Data from these two cascades, coupled with that from the three litera-
l: ture cases, provide a data base covering a wide range of operating conditions
i_. and geometries and thus present a significant test for the predictive capabil-
ities of the analytical methods.
The analytical methods development program consisted of two separate phases.
In the first phase, the literature was reviewed to identify currently avail-
able general methodology, which would most likely be used in a gas turbine
airfoil heat transfer design system. As a result of this review, three candi-
date 2-D boundary layer methods were selected for evaluation. They were an
• integral method, a finite difference (differential) method with a zero-equation
mixing length hypothesis (MLH)turbulence model and a differential method with
a two-equation turbulence model. These f:hreegeneral, unmodified, methods were
, evaluated using relevant experimental airfoil heat transfer data available in
the literature. Based on the findings of this first phase general methods
evaluation process, the dlffsrential method with zeroth order turbulence mod-
i ellng was selected for the second'phase of the analytical program. During the
second phase this method was to be extended and/or modified using, initially, modi-
fications suggested in the literature for modelin_ the transition process,
laminar heat transfer augmentation due to free-stream turbulence effects and
longitudinal surface curvature effects.
Various single and/or combined model solutions were evaluated using data from
four different airfoil experiments. This evaluation process eventually led to
_ a final "gas turbine airfoil specific" modeling effort which resulted in aneffective viscosity fo_ulation that, when implemented, gave b tter overall
solutions than any literature modeling approach tested previously.
Finally, in response to the objectives of this program, a recommended proced-
ure is given for constructing a viable, 2-D airfoil external convective heat 1transfer method £or gas turbine deslgn systems, including the specification of
boundary conditions, initial conditions, and preferred definitions of effect-
lye Viscosity detex_tlned here to be most suitable for gag turbine preliminary i
design applications.
1
INTRODUCTION
The thermal design of contemporary high-pressure turbine nozzle guide vanes
• clearly represents one of the more difficult engineering tasks in the design
of any modern aircraft gas turbine. Aerodynamic and thermal analysis proced-
ures currently available to turbine designers have deficiencies that do not :]
I ....'
permit a priori designs that achieve design goals without expensive experimen-
tal development iterations.
[ In general, internal heat transfer correlations developed from simple bench/rig
i tests have proved reliable, and calculation of heat flow within the airfoilstructure via finite element techniques is well in hand. The external (gaS-
I to-wall) heat transfer coefficient, however, still eludes satisfactory predic-
I tion because of a highly complex and interactive external flow field environ-
I ment. In addition to the large gradients in the gas temperature distribution,
the airfoil row is characterized by a flow field reflecting passage Mach number
i (MN) variations from the low subsonic levels (_ 0.15) to the transonic range
i (_ 1.0). The flow field is strongly influenced by viscous effects in the near
wall region where, in turn, heat flow is alternately governed by molecular
I diffusion, laminar convective transport, turbulent shear transport, or combi-
[
i nations thereof. Although the character of the boundary layer over the great-i er radial xtent of most airfoils is nominally tw -dimensional (2-D), local
i boundary layer behavior (and, hence, surface heat transfer rate) is strongly
i ix_luenced by the several complex and interactive mechanisms.
I_ Presently, a variety of predictive techniques is brought to bear on this com- 1
! plex problem with varying degrees of success. The simpler, well established
correlative and integral techniques have met with some success (Refs. 1-4)
sufficient to provide initial design predictions. However, only recentlyhave
the more powerful numerical solutions of the complete time-averaged boundary
i layer equations shown real promise (Refs. 5-11). Reinforced by carefully
k,, derived empirical turbulence modeling, the numerical techniques have yielded
_. reasonable predictions of the effects of strong acceleration/deceleration where
the external flow field and state of the boundary layer are well defined. How- i
ever, direct comparisons between predicted and measured metal temperature dis- i
tributions on airfoils continue to be both favorable and adverse. For nonfilm
cooled airfoils, deviation of actual heat transfer predictions from true or
indicated levels can most probably be attributed to one or more of the follow-
ing analytical deficiencies:
o Lack of precision in the prediction of the Invlscid flow field around the
airfoil, particularly in the forward, highly accelerated stagnation region.
o Uncertainties regarding the surface location at which transition is initi-
ated as well as the surface extent of the transition zone.
o Uncertainties regarding the influence of free-stream turbulence on local
heat transfer rates in the laminar region as well as on initiation and ex-
tent of the transition region.
o Limited understanding of the role of airfoil surface curvature on turbu-
lence production/disslpatlon and boundary layer stability.
i/i_
Even if consideration is restricted to the nominally 2-D midspan region, the
complex and unforgiving environment described above suggests the need for an !
i
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improved, rational design approach based on numerical predictive tools with
sufficiently enlightened turbulence modeling to accommodate the several inter- i
active influences described previously, A corollary requirement is posed by
the clear need to confirm, through realistic cascade experlmentsm that the
physical details of the Inviscld/vlscous flow field are in fact correctly
modeled,
While a number of experimental turbine vane heat transfer studies have been
_ reported over the past 25 years (Refs. 12-20), the applicability of this data
to contemporary low solidity, highly loaded vane cows is limited by conserva-
tism in profile shape and/or NN range (Refs. 12-15) or by Incompleteness in
availability or range of data (Refs. 16-20). in general (Ref. 20 being the
exception), the studies cited above were not conducted under conditions t,hat
ensured coincident similarity of the principal independent aero-thermo parame-.
tars (MN, Reynolds number [Re], wall-to-gas temperature ratio [Tw/Tg], and
turbulence intensity [Tu]) to those existing in current generation core en-
gines.
, The work reported herein, done under NASA Contract NAS 3-22761, was performed
in an attempt to rectify several of the analytical and experlmental deficien-
cies cited above. This program was keyed to the following objectives: (i) to
_ assess the deficiencies of current (practical) analytical prediction tools,F
li (2) to recommend and incorporate empirically indicated changes to those tools,
(3) to acquire additional airfoil heat transfer data at simulated engine condi-
tions, and (4) to verify, utilizing the acquired data and literature data, that
the m del changes achieved the desired results.
The initial assessment phase of the program focused on the comparative evalua-
tion of selected analytlcal prediction tools (Refs. 3 and 8) against certain
existing data sets (Refs. 15, 16, and 20). The experimental phase placed em-
phasis on acquiring both aerodynamic (surface velocity) and heat transfer dis-
tributions over the surfaces of two different highly loaded, low solidity con-
temporary turbine nozzle guide vane designs. The aerodynamic configurations
of the two vanes were carefully selected to emphasize fundamental differences
in the character of the suction surface pressure distribution and the conse-
: quent effect on surface heat transfer distribution. The experimental measure-
ments were conducted in moderate temperature, three vane cascades under steady-
state conditions. The principal independent parameters (MN, Re, Tu, and Tw/
Tg) were varied over ranges consistent with actual engine operation, and the
i_ test matrix was structured to provide an assessment of the independent Influ-
ence of each parameter on airfoil surface heat transfer. In the final analyti-
cal phase of the program, the cascade test results, as well as data from the
literature (Refs. 15 and 16), were compared with predictions made by a recently
developed time d_pendent, transonic Invlseld cascade code (Refo 21) coupled to
a special version of the STAN5 (Ref. 8) boundary layer code featuring zero
order turbulence modeling. The boundary layer code is structured to accommo-.
date the full spectrum of commonly available empirical correlations addressing
the coupled influences of pressure gradient, airfoil curvature, and free-stream
turbulence on airfoil surface heat transfer distribution and boundary layer
transltlonal behavior.
The resul_s of this program should be of key interest to the aircraft gas tur-
bine industry in general. Uncertainty in the prediction of local gas-to-blade
heat transfer rates on turbine airfoils remains a principal obstacle to timely
. and cost-effective development of high-temperature turbine components. Im-
provements in predictive capability in this area can have a broad and signifi-
cant payoff in terms of enhanced turbine life, development cost, logistical
and maintenance cost, and turbine engine performance.
J
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EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM OF POOR QUALITY
; This section provides a detailed description of the _=cility and hardware used
for the experimental program. Complete descriptions of the two cascades are
.;, given together with the precise locations of all facility and cascade instru-
mentation. The heat transfer measurement technique and data acquisition and
_ reduction procedures are defined, and the uncertainties are assessed. Test
; c(P:_itionsare cataloged for each cascade in this section, but detailed tabu-
" lated results are reserved for Appendix A. This section is intended to pro-
_,, vide all the information necessary to permit use of the data to verify 2-D
i heat transfer predictions.
HARDWARE AND INSTRUMENTATION
! Facility Description
_
: _ The experimental investigation portion of the contract was performed in theDDA Aeroth rmodynamic Cascade Facility (ACF). The purpo e of this facility is
to conduct experimental research in high-temperature turbine component models
_ that embody advanced cooling techniques, aerodynamics, or materials. The ex-
i perimental approach employs a 2-D model technique, with full dynamic similarityin free-stream MN and boundary layer Re effects, and provides an experimental |
i method to separate the effects on local heat transfer. 1
I
i The facility consists of a burner, a convergent section, a free-stream sectionwith instrumentation and optical access, a test ction with in u entation, _!
a quench zone with back pressure regulation, and an exhaust system. The fa- I
; cility is shown schematically in Figure I.
Steam Pressure
/': Torch cooling shell
i ignitor Circumferential annulus_ \
naturalgas Flame Transition_ _, Turbulenceinjection holder .. '"". / / \ Quartz augmentation
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Figure i. Schematic of aerothermodynamic cascade facility, ii
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The MN and Re modeling considerations necessitate a burner with a large tem-
• perature, flow, and pressure range. This burner capability, coupled with the
back pressure regulating valve, allows experimental separation of free-stream
(MN) and boundary layer (Re) effects to accurately simulate a wide range of
engine designs and operating conditions.
A constant cross section is provided downstream of the burner to establish
uniform inlet velocity, temperature, and turbulence profiles. This section is
provided with tempLrature-controlled cooled walls and isolates the test sec-
tion from radiant heat transfer from the primary combustion zone. The walls
of the test section are cooled with steam to keep them at, or close to, the
vane surface temperature to prevent radiant exchange. The test section design
is unique in that it incorporates both aerodynamic and heat transfer data ac-
quisltlon in a single tunnel, thereby reducing costs and ensuring the correla-
tion of heat transfer and aerodynamic data for the single set of airfoils.
Facilit_ Instrumentation and Geometry
The various flow circuits of the ACF incorporate standard In-llne instrumenta-
tion for measurement of flow rate, pressure, and temperature. ASME standard
sharp-edged orifices are used throughout to provide flow-rate measurements.
The ten orifices used to meter the flow to the vane radial cooling holes for
the current tests were calibrated to provide flow measurement accuracy of +2%.
Facility and rig pressures are measured using a Scanivalve pressure scanner
with six modules, each capable of handling 48 individual sense lines. Pressure
transducers of appropriate ranges matched to the current experiment %re insert-
ed in these modules. These pressure transducers are calibrated before each
test series with a precision Mensor quartz manometer, which, in turn, is per-
iodically calibrated against a dead-weight system. There are 300 CA thermo-
couple circuits available in the laboratory for temperature measurement. The
circuits are coupled to the data acquisition system through _emperature-
stabilized reference junctions,
A two-axis computer-controlled traverse system provided surveys of inlet pres- i
sure and temperature fields. Provisions also exist at the cascade inlet plane
for optical access to the flow path. Specifically, quartz windows were in-
stalled In the cascade outer wall to permit the measurements of free-stream
velocity and turbulence with a laser Doppler anemometer (LDA). The LDA optical
system was mounted on a three-axls milling machine base to provide for a com-
plete survey. Specifications regarding facility instrumentation are detailed
in Table I.
The flow path upstream of the cascade in the ACF takes the burner discharge
from a 31.5 cm (12.4 in.) dla through a 50.8 cm (20 in.) long transition sec-F
tlou to a 7.6 cm x 27.9 cm (3 in. x ii in.) rectangular section. A photo of
i the transition duct is shown in Figure 2. Four removable 1.3 cm (0.5 in.) rods
are installed Just downstream of the inlet to the transition section rectangu- !
lar duct to augment the cascade inlet turbulence level. The rectangular sec- i
tion upstr&am of the cascade is 36.83 cm (14.50 in.) long and contains inlet
instrumentation and an optical access window. A schematic of the inlet and
8
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Mark II cascade=5.59cm(2.20in.)
C3Xcascade =4.70cm(1.85in.)
_ urbulenceaugmentationrods
Corerakes
Inletstaticpressuretaps
LDAm asurementvolume
_ Leadingedgeplane TE82-6020Exitstaticpr ssuretaps
Figure 3. Facility instrumentation schematic.
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increase the scale of the test vanes, allowing greater instrumentation density.
Flow splitters adjacent to the outer vanes and a tailboard were utilized to
ensure periodicity. The static pressurc tap_ at the inlet and exit of the
cascade provided the information necessary to establish periodicity.
The vane coordinates for the Mark II and C3X airfoilu are given in Table II
and Table III, respectively. Figures 4 and 5 show the cascade coordinate sys-
tems used to define the two airfoil shapes. Table IV lists additional geometry
information for both cascades.
Each of the vanes was cooled by an array of I0 radial cooling holes. The hole
configurations for the Mark II vane and th= C3X vane are shown in Figures 6
and 7, which depict their respective finite element models. The cooling holes
of each of the outer two slave vane5 of each cascade were supplied from a com-
mon plenum, whereas each hole in the test vane (at the center position) was
supplied from a separate, metered line.
Table II.
Mark II vane coordinates.
RLE " 1.280 cm (0.504 in.) RTE • 0.000 (blunt)
Position Position
number x-=cm (in,) y--cm (in.) number x--cm (in.) y--cm (in.)
1 0.0000 (0.0000) 10.8943 (4.2891) 31 6.8544 (2.6986) 0.0000 (0.0000)
2 1.0310 (0.4059) 12.1521 (4.7843) 32 6.4912 (2.5556) -0.0686 (-0.0270)
3 1.4006 (0"5514) 12"1844 (4"7970) 33 6"3409 (2"4964) 0"3119 (0"1228)
4 1.9025 (0.7490) 12.1067 (4.7664) 34 6.1874 (2,4360) 0.6927 (0.2727)
5 2.3584 (0.9285) 11.8803 (4.6773) 35 6.0315 (2.3746) 1.0729 (0.4224)
6 2.7259 (1.0732) 11.5262 (4.5379) 36 5.8727 (2.3121) 1.4521 (0.5717)
7 2.9812 (1.1737) II.0_33 (4.3635) 37 5.7112 (2.2485) 1.8306 (0.7207)
8 3.1923 (1.2568) 10.6175 (4.1801) 38 5.5466 (2.1837) 2.2080 (0.8693)
9 3.3978 (1.3377) 10.1491 (3.9957) 39 5.3792 (2.1178) 2.5845 (1.0175)
i0 3.5994 (1.4171) 9.6794 (3.8108) 40 5.2090 (2.0508) 2.9594 (1.1651)
11 3.7976 (1.4951) 9.2083 (3.6253) 41 5.0358 (1.9826) 3.3345 (1.3128)
12 3.9919 (1.5716) 8.7356 (3.4392) 42 4.8593 (I.9131) 3.7076 (1.4597)
13 4.1824 (1.6466) 8.2616 (3.2526) 43 4.6797 (1.8424) 4.0792 (1.6060)
14 4.3688 (1.7200) 7.7866 (3.0656) 44 4.4961 (1.7701) 4.4498 (1.7519)
15 4.5517 (1.7920) 7.3101 (2.8780) 45 4.3104 (1.6970) 4.8186 (1.8971)
16 4.7301 (1.8625) 6.8326 (2.6900) 46 4.1201 (1.6221) 5.1859 (2.0417)
17 4,9063 (1.9316) 6.3538 (2.5015) 47 3.9258 (1.5456) 5.5512 (2.1855)
18 5.0777 (1.9991) 5.8740 (2.3126) 48 3.7275 (1.4675) 5.9144 (2.3285)
19 5.2456 (2.0652) 5.3929 (2.1232) 49 3.5240 (1.3874) 6.2748 (2.4704)
20 5.4099 (2.1299) 4.9113 (1.9336) 50 3.3157 (1.3054) 6.6327 (2.6113)
21 5.5702 (2.1930) 4.4282 (1.7434) 51 3.1016 (1.2211) 6.9873 (2.7509)
22 5.7269 (2.2547) 3.9444 (I,5529) 52 2.8809 (1.1342) 7.3378 (2.8889)
23 5.8801 (2.3150) 3.4597 (1.3621) 53 2.6528 (1.0444) 7.6838 (3.0251)
24 6.0295 (2.J738) 2.9741 (1.1709) 54 2.4158 (0.9511) 8.0239 (3.1590)
25 6.1750 (2.4311) 2.4877 (0.9794) 55 2.1687 (0.8538) 8.3541 (3.2890)
26 6.3170 (2.4870) 2.0050 (0.7876) 56 1.9088 (0.7515) 8.6792 (3.4170)
27 6.4_54 (2.5415) 1.5128 (0.5956) 57 1.5337 (0.6432) 8.9891 (3.5390)
28 6.5900 (2.5945) 1.0244 (0.4033) 58 1.3396 (0.5274) 9.2809 (3.6539)
29 6.7211 (2.6461) 0.5354 (0.2108) 59 !.U208 (0.4019) 9.5456 (3.7581) !
30 6,8483 (2.6962) 0,0467 (0.0184) 60 0,6744 (0.2655) 9,7666 (3,8451)
q
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RLE - 1.168 c_ (0.460 in.) gTE " 0.173 c_ (0.068 in.)
Poaition Position
number x--cm (in.) _--cm (in.) number x--cm (in.) _--cm (in.)
1 0.1097 (0.0432) 11.654_ (4.5885) 40 7,4849 (2.9468) -0.0617 (-0.0243)
2 0.3894 (0.1533) 12.1890 (4.7988) 41 7.3188 (2.8814) 0.3559 (0.1401)
3 0.7658 (0.3015) 12.6764 (4.9907) 42 7.1483 (2.8143) 0.7737 (0.3046)
4 1.2723 (0.5009) 13.0233 (5.1273) 43 6.9736 (2.7455) 1.1895 (0.4683)
5 1.8743 (0.7379) 13.1376 (5.1723) 44 6.7950 (2.6752) 1.6035 (0.6313)
6 2,4707 (0.9727) 12.9939 (5.1157) 45 6.6116 (2.6030) 2.0155 (0.7935)
7 2.9835 (1.1746) 12.6538 (4.9818) 46 6.4237 (2.5290) 2.4254 (0.9549)
8 3.3985 (1.3380) 12.1976 (4.8022) 47 6.2309 (2.4531) 2.8329 (1.1153)
9 3.7376 (1.4715) 11.6817 (4.5991) 48 6.0328 (2.3751) 3.2380 (1.2748)
10 4.0272 (1.5855) 11.1364 (4.3844) 49 5.8296 (2.2951) 3.6406 (1.4333)
I1 4.2885 (1.6884) 10.5766 (4.1640) 50 5.6203 (2.2127) 4.0401 (1.5906)
12 4.5326 (1.7845) 10.0094 (3.9407) 51 5.4051 (2.1280) 4.4364 (1.7466)
13 4,7648 (1.8759) 9.4369 (3.7153) 52 5.183; (2.0407) 4.8290 (1.9012)
14 4.9870 (1.9634) 8.8605 (3.4884) 53 4.9548 (1.9507) 5.2177 (2.0542)
15 5.2019 (2.0480) 8.2814 (3.2604) 54 4.7191 (1.8579) 5.6020 (2.2055)
16 5.4110 (2.1303) 7.7003 (3.0316) 55 4.4760 (1.7622) 5.9817 (2.3550)
17 5.6157 (2.2109) 7.1176 (2.8022) 56 4.2248 (1.6633) 6.3564 (2.5025)
18 5.8171 (2.2902) 6.5336 (2.5723) 57 3.9654 (1.5612) 6.7249 (2.6476)
19 6.0160 (2.3685) 5.9487 (2.3420) 58 3.6975 (1.4557) 7.0874 (2.7903)
20 6.2126 (2.4459) 5.3632 (2.1115) 59 3,4204 (1.3466) 7.4430 (2.9303)
21 6.4074 (2.5226) 4.7767 (1.8806) 60 3.1339 (1.2338) 7.7909 (3.0673)
22 6.5997 (2.5983) 4.1897 (1.6495) 61 2.8374 (1.1171) 8.1308 (3.2011)
23 6.7894 (2.6730) 3.6015 (1.4179) 62 2.5314 (0.9966) 8.4615 (3.3313)
24 6.9756 (2.7463) 3.0122 (1.1859) 63 2.2149 (0.8720) 8.7826 (3.4577)
25 7.1575 (2.8179) 2.4221 (0.9536) 64 1.8885 (0.7435) 9.0935 (3.5801)
26 7.3335 (2.8872) 1.8301 (0.7205) 65 1.5519 (0.6110) 9.3932 (3.5981)
27 7.5024 (2.9537) 1.2357 (0.4865) 66 1.2052 (0.4745) 9.6815 (3.8116)
28 7.6624 (3.0167) 0.6391 (0.2516) 67 0.8494 (0.3344) 9.9578 (3.9204)
29 7.8115 (3.0754) 0.4115 (0.0162) 68 0.4999 (0.1968) 10.2116 (4.0203)
30 7.8161 (3.0772) -0.0053 (-0.0021) 69 0.3848 (0.1515) 10.3035 (4.0565)
31 7.8082 (3.0741) -0.0516 (-0.0203) 70 0.2822 (0.II11) 10.4094 (4.0982)
32 7.7879 (3.0661) -0.0935 (-0.0368) 71 0.1938 (0.0763) 10.5273 (4.1446)
33 7.7572 (3.0540) -0.1288 (-0.0507) 72 0.1212 (0.0477) 10.6556 (4.1951)
34 7.7180 (3.0386) -0.1542 (-0.0607) 73 0.0650 (0.0256) 10.7920 (4.2488)
35 7.6736 (3.0211) -0.1681 (-0,0662) 74 0.0264 (0.0104) 10.9342 (4.3048)
36 7.6269 (3.0027) -0.1699 (-0.0669) 75 0.0064 (0.0025) 11.0802 (6.3623)
37 7.5816 (2.9849) -0.1588 (-0.0625) 76 0.0046 (0.0018) 11.2278 (4.4204)
38 7.5408 (2.9688) -0.1356 (-0.0534) 77 0.0216 (0.0085) 11.3741 (4.4780)
39 7.5077 (2.9558) -0.1026 (-0.0404) 78 0.0569 (0.0224) 11.5171 (4.5343)
Test Vane Instrumentation
The method utilized to obtain heat transfer measurements is based on the work
Turner (Ref. 15), who employed a 2-V plane of the test vane as a fiuxmeter.
The technique is implemented by measuring the internal and external boundary
conditions of the test piece at thermal equilibrium and solving the steady- _i
state heat conduction equation for the internal temperature field of the test
piece. The heat transfer coefficient distribution can be directly obtained
from the normal temperature gradient at the surface.
For the current studies, the external boundary conditions were measured using
thermocouples installed in grooves on the exterior surface of the test Vane.
Average heat transfer coefficients and coolant temperatures for each of 10 ra-
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Figure 4. Hark II vane coordinate system.
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Table IV. !
Cascade geometry.
Mark II C3X
Setti_ angle--deg 63.69 59.89
Air exit angle--deg 70.96 72.38
Throat--cm (in.) 3.983 (1.568) 3.292 (1.296)
Vane height--cm (in.) 7.620 (3.000) 7.620 (3.000)
! Vane spacing--cm (in.) 12.974 (5.108) 11.773 (4.635)
Suction surface arc--cm (in.) 15.935 (6.274) 17.782 (7.001)
Pressure surface arc--cm (in.) 12.949 (5.098) 13.723 (5.403)
True chord--cm (in.) 13.622 (5.363) 14.493 (5.706)
Axial chord--cm (in,) 6.855 (2.699) 7.816 (3.077)
dial cooling holes provided the internal boundary conditions for the finite
element solution. The heat transfer coefficient for each cooling hole was
calculated from the hole diameter, measured flow rate, and coolant temperature
with a correction applied for thermal entry length. The technique is discussed
in greater detail in the next subsection.
Figure 8 shows the distribution of thermocouples for the Mark II and C3X air-
foils. Each airfoil surface was instrumented with approximately eighty 0.5 r_l
(0.020 in.) dia sheath._d CA thermocouples. The thermocouple junctions were
located in the fully 2,.Dregion of the airfoil in a plane near midspan. Ther-
mocouple leads were brought off the vane in 0.58 mm (0.023 in.) deep radial
_ grooves, covered with cement, and blended by hand to provide a smooth surface. The
vanes were fabricated of ASTM type 310 stainless steel, which has a relatively
[ low thermal conductivity, thereby minimizing the error introduced by the
_ grooves. Additional surface thermocouples were located off mldspan on each
" test vane to check the 2-D assumption.
Each cooling tube of the test vane was instrumented with a static pressure tap
and thecmocouple at the vane inlet and exit. The static pressure tap was lo-
cated upstream of the thermocouple in all cases. The flow to each cooling tube
was measured using a calibrated orifice meter.
Each test vane was instrumented with surface static pressure taps in addition
to the heat transfer instrumentation. Approximately 30 taps were located
around each airfoil outer surface in a plane near midspan. The taps were
spaced to provide a more dense coverage in the leading edge region to ade-
quately measure the steep pressure gradients in that area. Figure 9 illus-
trates the relative locations of surface pressure taps on the Mark II and C3X
airfoils. Figure 10 shows the installation technique used to install the
static pressure taps. Stainless steel tubing, 0.51 mm (0.020 in.) dis, was
laid in a radial surface groove, and the end of the tubing was bent 90 deg to
achieve surface normal orientat,Lon. The tube was secured to the adjacent vane
surface by laser welding. The excess tube length was then removed and dressed
down to ensure a flush local condition. The remainder of the g_oove was filled
with cement and hand blended smooth with the airfoil surface similar to the
thermocouple installations.
14
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C3Xthermocoupleocations
TE82-6025
Figure 8. Surface thermocouple locations for Mark II and C3X airfoils.
Figure II shows a photoBraph of the C3X cascade after instrumentation was com- ,'1
pleted. The filled thermocouple grooves are visible on the right side of the
center vane, and the static pressure tube grooves are visible on the left.
i The cooling tube instrumentation leads at the inlet and exit of the test vane
i and the coolant manifolds on the slave vanes can also be seen.DATA ACQUISITION AND REDUCTION
Data Acquisition System
The control room of the aerothermodynamlc cascade facility contains a dedicated
computer-controlled data acquisition system shown schematically In Figure 12.
Data input signals are multiplexed by a Hewlett-Packard (HP) Model 2911A/B 200- _
channel random access signal scanner, with A/D conversion performed by an HP I
3456A integrating digital voltmeter. High-speed A/D conversion capabilities _..
are provided by a 16-channel Model EP 2311A multiplexer-A/D converter system. !
The computer main frame is a Model HP 2112B with 128K words of memory available
under the RTE-IVB operating system.
Input/output devices complementing this CPU consist of an HP 7900A magnetic
disk drive (2.4 M wordS), line printer, cathode ray tube (CRT) terminal, tap_
reader, tape punch, and digital pen plotter. A multitask, facillty-oriented
software system containing general subprograms to do all routine control and
measurement tasks exists. The system is exceptionally flexible and provides
for real-time facility monitoring and diagnosis of instrumentation or control
17
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Mark II staticpressuretaplocations ,
: C3Xstaticpressuretaplocations TE82-6026
Figure 9. Surface static pressure tap locations for Mark II and C3X airfoils.
Figure I0, Installation of vane surface static pressure taps.
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Figure II. Instrumented C3X cascade.
problems. Software routines developed to meet the specific data acquisition
requirements of individual experiments are incorporated into the main system
as interchangeable program segments.
Data Acquisition Software
The data acquisition software written for this experimental progruz_ performed
two major tasks. The first task was to monitor and display the cascade oper-
ating condition as the desired run conditions were being established, and the
second was to read and store the steady-state data. The facility instrumenta-
l _icn ,:_tilized to dete_nine the cascade operating point was described in the
subsection of this section entitled, "Facility Instrumentation and Geometry."
Cascade inlet total pressure and temperature were based on readings at the up-
stream core flow rakes. The cascade inlet static pressure was defined as the i
average of readings at nine endwall static pressure taps near the upstream core ]
rakes. The average exit static pressure was taken as the average of readings
of 13 endwall static pressure taps at the cascade exit plane. The average wall
temperature was defined as the average of the midspan vane surface tempera-
tures, The operating conditions of MN, Re (based on true chord), and Tw/Tg
19
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/: Figure 12. Schematic of computer-controlled data acquisition system.
I_. were calculated from these averaged measured quantities and displayed periodi-
i rally on a CRT during the setup procedure until a satisfactory steady-statecondition was achieved.
The second major task of the data acquisition software was to sample, average,
and score the raw aerodynamic and heat transfer data, once the desired steady-
state operating conditions were achieved. This task was executed in three
phase s.
in the first phase, the facility operating point data and vane surface static
pressures were sampled and averaged. The final averaged run conditions and
vane static pressure distribution were thus established.
In the second phase, the vane surface ther_ocoupYes were read. The program
listed the surface temperature at each thermocouple and the change in tempera-
ture £or each thermocouple over a fixed period of time. This procedure was
programmed in a loop and was repeated until thermal equilibrium was achieved.
i When thermal equilibrium was reached, the surface temperatures and a final
_" Tw/Tg valve were stored, and the program entered the third phase.
20
IDuring the third phase, cooling hole data were sampled, averaged, and stored.
The coolant mass flow rate for each cooling hole was measured using a call-
! brated orifice meter. In addition, static pressure and total temperatures
were measured at the inlet and exit of uhe vane for each cooling tube•
_ The average coolant temperature for E_ach tube at the vane surface temperature
, measurement plane was calculated, assuming a linear temperature rise through
i the vane cooling hole The Re for each cooling tube was determined from the
i measured flow rate, cooling hole diameter, and viscosity based on the average• coolant temperature. The Prandtl number for the coolant flow was calculated
from the average coolant temperature. The Nusselt number was then calculated
i from the following relationship for turbulent flow in a smooth pipe:
NuD - Cr(0.022 Pr0.5 RED0"8 )
Cr is a function of Pr, ReD, and x/D, which corrects the Nu expression for a
fully developed thermal boundary layer to account for thermal entrance region
effects• The constant Cr found in Eef. 22 ranged from approximately 1.03 to
1.12 for the Pr, ReD, and x/D values encountered in this experiment. The
average heat transfer coefficient for each cooling hole was then calculated
from the Nusselt number, hole diameter, and thermal conductivity.
After the cooling hole data were processed, all of the aerodynamic and heat
transfer dataacqulred for one run were stored in a permanent file on a mag-
netic disk in the laboratory and punched on paper tape. The punched tape was
then used to transfer the data into the Panvalet mass storage system of the
_ DDA Data Center, which was accessed by the finite element program•
b
_- Heat Transfer Measurement Technique .........................................
i The heat transfer measurement technique utilized a finite element solution of
i the 2-D Laplacian heat conduction equation for the vane internal temperature
w field using measured surface temperatures and internal cooling hole heat _
transfer coefficients as boundary conditions. The technique is illustrated i IFigure 13. Inputs to the program in addition to measured exterior surfg_e "
%emperatures and coolant hole heat transfer coefficients were the 2-D vane
cross-sectlonal geometry, the thermal conductivity of the vane material, gas-
stream total temperature, and the average coolant temperature for each radial
hole.
A finite element _odel of the midspan cross section of each of the two air- 1
foils was constructed by utilizing DDA's CAD/CAM facilities. The finite ele-
ment grids used for the Mark 11 and C3X airfoils were previously shown in Fig- ]ures 6 and 7, respectively. Approximately 200 nodes were located around each
airfoil outer surface. A special effort was made to arrange sufficient ele-
ments in the thin trailing edge region to ensure the quality of the solution
in that region.
A cubic spllne fit of all measured mldspan surface temperatures for a given
run was used to provide the temperature for each surface nodal point of the
finite element model. Figure 14 shows a typical plot of measured sur£ace tem-
- peratures for one Mark 11 cascade run. The cubic spllne fit is superimposed Ion the data. This figure also shows the off-mldspan temperature measurements
made to verify that the region of measurement was truly characterized by a 2-D
boundary layer. i
]
o
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The finite element program solved for the vane internal temperature distribu-
tion, as previously indicated. A typical plot of the internal temperature
field of the Mark II airfoil is shown In Figur_ 15.
Hot gas side local heat transfer coefficients were derived from the surface
normal temperature gradient by equating the local normal conduction to the
local convection. The heat transfer coefficient distribution resulting from
the internal temperature field pictured in Figure 15 is shown in Figure 16.
Data Uncertainties
!
i An uncertainty analysis was performed for the key experimental parameters,
utilizing the technique of Kline and McCllntock (Ref. 23). The accuracy of I
the external heat transfer coefficient measurement is primarily dependent on
the accuracy of the external vane surface and free-stream gas temperature mea-
surement, the geometry description for the finite element program, the radial
cooling hole heat transfer coefficient calculation, and the knowledge of the !
I thermal conductivity of the vane material.
m
_ The measurement of the surface temperature is a well-developed technique, uti-
llzlng calibrated reference Junctions, thermocouple wire calibrations, a pre-
i_ elsion voltmeter, and computerized temperature/millivolt table lookups. The
uncertainty in this measurement is on the order of +I°C (2QF). Measurement of
the free-stream gas temperature is considerably less precise due to fluctua-
tlons associated with the facility combustor. The accuracy of the gas temper-
ature measurement is approximately +_II"C (_20°F).
In descrlblnE the airfoil geometry for the finite element program, three mea-
surements are involved. First is the external airfoil profile, including the
thermocouple grooves. The uncertainty In this measurement is approximately
+0.008 cm (0.003 in.). The second geometric measurement of importance is the
location of the radial cooling holes within the airfoil. This uncertainty is
on the order of +0.013 cm (0.005 in.). The final dimension is the cooling hole
diameter, which has an uncertainty of +0.005 cm (0.002 in.).
The technique for calculating the heat transfer coefficients in the radial
cooling holes was described in the subsection, "Data Acquisition Software."
The uncertainty associated with this calculation is estimated at +--3%.
Knowledge of the thermal conductivity of the airfoil material is required for
input to the finite element program. This value is well established if mater-
lals are carefully specifled_ as they were in this program. Consequently the
uncertainty associated with this value Ix on the order of +-3%.
Utilizing the uncertainties of the individual measurements Just dlscussed_ a
calculation of the overall uncertainty in the external heat transfer coeffi-
cient was made using the methods of Ref. 23. Because of the variation in th_
airfoil thickness along the chord, it is necessary to calculate the uncertain-
ty at several points. The airfoil was divided Into regions and a maximum un-
certainty was calculated in each region. This value is based on the minimum
wall thickness (distance from cooling hole perimeter to exterior surface) in
each region. The resulting uncertainty in the exterior heat transfer coeffi-
cient in each region is given in Table V for the Mark II cascade and in Table
VI for the C3X cascade. The uncertainties increase significantly beyond mid-
24
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: F C
A 360.0 182.22
B 420 0 215.$6
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E 6OO.O 31S.56
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G 728 0 382 22
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TE82-6041
Figure 15. Mark II vane internal temperature distribution.
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Figure 16. Mark II vane heat transfer coefflclent distribution.
Table V.
Uncertainty in heat transfer coefficient measurements
for Mark II cascade.
• Pressure surface Suction surface
Percent Percent Percent Percent
surface arc uncertaint_ surface arc uncertalnt_
0-20 + 8.4 0-18 + 9.0
20-29 + 6.9 18-32 + 8.1
29-42 + 8.4 32-42 + 7.1
42-55 _i0.0 42-52 • 7,7
55-67 +--16.7 52-63 +_I0.0
67-78 +14.4 63-73 +12.6
78-88 +18.8 73-32 +10.4
88-100 +18.2 82-91 +15.8
91-100 +15.4
chord due to the decrease in airfoil thickness. This increase in uncertainty
is reflected in significant data scatter in the downstream regions of the air-
foil. Attempts were made during the data reduction to reduce this scatter by
increasing the number of finite element grids in this region. However, thls
was relatively unsuccessful, and it was concluded that reduction of the scatter
would require slgnlflcantly greater thermocouple density In thls reglon, which
was not possible on thls size airfoil. Flgure 17 illustrates the data from
Run 4b for the Mark II cascade. The uncertainty for each data point is shown
on the plot. ..
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Table VI,
Uncertainty in heat _ransfer coefficient measurements for C3X cascade.
J
Pressure surface Suction surface
Percent Percent Percent Percent
surface arc uncertainty surface arc uncertainty
0-16 + 6.8 0-8 + 6.8
16-23 + 6.3 8-31 + 6.7
23-34 + 6.6 31-39 + 6.2
34-45 _+ 7.3 39-49 + 6.5
• 45-55 + 8.9 49-58 + 7.1
55-66 _13.3 58-67 _ 8.6
66-78 _I 1•6 67-76 _-II.9
., 78-89 _20 •1 76-85 _i0.9
89-100 +23.5 85-94 +15.8
- 94-100 __23.5
I
I Knowledge of the accuracy of the static and total pressure measurements is re-
quired to calculate the uncertainties in the MN and Re. As described in the
subsection, "Facility Instrumentation and Geometry," the pressures are measured
on a Scanivalve system, which is calibrated against a precision Mensor quartz
manometer. As a result, the uncertainty in pressure measurements is +0.7 kPA
(0.I psi). Utilizing this information with the measurement accuracies previ- I
ously discussed in this section, an uncertainty analysis based on the technique
Run 46
HO- 1135watts/M2/K
I H/HO I
t 1.0 (200Btulhrltt21_F)_ 1.0
x Datapoint i .
ti 0.8 I Uncertaintyrange _-,_[Jl _O.8J,,,I
04 4 04
02 ;_ _ 0.2
!
I
I
!0 ....... ' .... 01.0 0.8, 06 04 02 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
Pressure Suction TE82 !
Surfacedistance,s/arc " 1
Figure 17. Heat transfer coefficient distribution for Mark II cascade
with data uncertainty shown, i
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of Ref. 23 was performed for the MN, Re, and Tw/Tg. The results are given
In Table VII. Also given In the table Is the uncertainty associated wlth the
LDA inlet turbulence measurements. Thls value results from significant previ-
ous experience with the LDA system.
Table VII.
i Uncertainty In test parameters.
Reynolds number, Re + 3.1%
i Math number, MN _ 0.9%
Fi Wall-to-gas temperature ratio, Tw/Tg + 2.0%
i Inlet turbulence intensity, Tu _I0.0%
I
:i_ The uncertaintles presented in this subsection are intended to provide the an-
i alyst with an indication of the uncertainty In absolute level in utilizing thedata for verification purposes. In comparing data from runs for a given cas-
_ cade (that is, looking for Re trends, etc.), the uncertainty in the comparisons
I is considerably less than the values In Tables V and VI. This is due to the 4fact that several of e variables contributing to the uncertainty do n t
change from run to run. For example, an error of 3% in the airfoil thermal
conductivity would result in an error in the absolute value of the heat trans-
fer coefficient, but would be of the same order for each run. Thus comparisons
of runs from a given cascade would not be affected.
TEST CONDITIONS
Experimental results were obtained for both the Mark II and C3X airfoils over
the range of operating conditions shown in Figure 18. The engine design point
conditions for each airfoil are also shown in Figure 18. Each nominal test __
I i condition is represented by a four-diglt code number that corresponds to one
I Mark II cascade run and one C3X cascade run. Each digit of the code number
corresponds to one of the control variables of the experiment. The first digit 1
_i corresponds to exit MN, the second to exit Re, the third to Tu, and the l
fourth to Tw/Tg. Exlt Reynolds numbers referred to In the figure are based on
alrfoil true chord, and exlt Mach numbers are based on measured inlet total )
pressure and average measured exlt plane static pressure. All tests were con-
ducted at a nominal gas-stream total temperature of 811K (1460°F). The run (
number and actual run conditions corresponding to each four-diglt code number ,
are given in Table VIII for the Mark II cascade and Table IX for the C3X cas- l
cade. I
In Tables VIII and IX PTI is the inlet total pressure, TTI is the gas-stream
inlet total temperature, M1 and M2 are inlet and exlt Mach numbers, respective-
ly, Re 2 is the exit Re based on true chord, Tu Is the average inlet turbu-
lence intensity, and Tw/Tg is the average wall-to-gas absolute temperature i
ratio. i
The cascade Re range was achieved by varying the cascade mass flow rate from
approximately 2.27 kg/s (5 Ib/sec) to 4.54 kg/s (I0 ib/sec). At a given Re !
condition, exlt MN levels were independently established by adjusting the 1
cascade exit pressure wlth a controllable exhaust valve. Tw/Tg levels were l
varied by controlling the vane coolant flow rate. The cascade combustor-ln-
duced inlet turbulence intensity level was found to be 6.5% based on measure-
i
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Figure 18. T,.st condition mattiXo
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Mark II cascade ,test conditions.
Run PTI--Pa (psla) TTI--K (°R) M1 RelXl0"6 M2 Re2xl0-6 Tu--% Tw/TgCode
7 4311 46 5345 (40.10) 803 (1445) 0.18 0.45 0.90 1.56 6.5 0.71
4312 47 5381 (40.37) 807 (1452) 0.18 0.45 0.90 1.56 6.5 0.80
ii 4321 15 5109 (38.33) 772 (1389) 0.20 0.49 0.89 1.55 8.3 0.70
4322 16 5103 (38.28) 777 (1399) 0.20 0.48 0.89 1.54 8.3 0.82
4411 43 6617 (49.64) 784 (1411) 0.18 0.57 0.89 1.98 6.5 0.69 _
" 4412 44 6588 (49.42) 767 (1381) 0.18 0.58 0.89 2.02 6.5 0.7921 63 644 84 71 7 _ 3 8 3 1
i 4422 17 6557 (49.19) 790 (1422) 0.20 0.61 0.87 1.93 8.3 0.82
" 4511 40 7677 (57.59) 741 (133_) 0.18 0.70 0.91 2.46 6.5 0.73
4512 41 7679 (57.61) 736 (1325) 0.19 0.72 0.91 2.49 6.5 0.80
4521 57 7625 (57.20) 733 (1320) 0.19 0.74 0.91 2.48 8.3 0.74
4522 58 7554 (56.67) 719 (1294) 0.18 0.72 0.91 2.52 8.3 0.83
.... 5411 42 6517 (48°89) 788 (1418) 0.19 0.56 1.04 2.01 6.5 0.68
5421 24 6700 (50.26) 794 (1429) 0.21 0.64 1.04 2.05 8.3 0.70
i 5422 25 6684 (50.14) 797 (1435) 0.21 0.63 1.05 2.03 8.3 0.80
5511 39 7603 (57.04) 744 (1339) 0.18 0.68 1.04 2.51 6.5 0.71
5 1 59 7546 6 61 35 323 O 19 71 6 5 73
5522 23 7529 (56.48) 770 (1386) 0.20 0.71 1.06 2.39 8.3 0.79
Table IX.
C3X cascade test condltlons.
Code Run PT1--Pa (psla) TTI--K (°R) M1 RelxlO-6 M2 Re2xlO-6 Tu--% Tw/T8
4311 148 4732 (35.50) 802 (1443) 0.17 0.39 0.91 1.49 6.5 0.73
4312 149 4743 (35.58) 795 (1431) 0.17 0.39 0.92 1.51 6.5 0.81 _
4321 158 4707 (35.31) 808 (1454) 0.17 0.38 0.91 1.47 _.3 0.73
4322 159 4681 (35.12) 812 (1461) 0.17 0.38 0.90 1.45 8.3 0.83
4411 108 6177 (46.34) 786 (1415) 0.17 0.52 0.90 1.99 6.5 0.73
4412 109 6208 (46.57) 796 (1433) 0.17 0.52 0.90 1.96 6.5 0.82
4421 113 6248 (46.87) 781 (1406) 0.17 0.53 0.89 2.02 8.3 0.74
!_ 4422 112 6220 (46.66) 783 (1410) 0.17 0.53 0.90 2.01 8.3 0.84
4511 144 7889 (59.18) 815 (1467) 0.16 0.63 0.90 2.43 6.5 0.75
4512 145 7807 (58.57) 792 (1426) 0.16 0.64 0.90 2.49 6.5 0.81
4521 157 7990 (59.94) 818 (1473) 0.17 0.64 0.89 2.44 8.3 0.75
4522 156 7747 (58.12) 781 (1406) 0.16 0.64 0.89 2.50 8.3 0.84
5411 107 6030 (45.24) 798 (1436) 0.17 0.51 1.05 1.97 6.5 0.72
5421 110 6012 (45.10) 800 (1440) 0.17 0.51 1.05 1.96 8.3 0.73
5422 iii 5955 (44.67) 796 (1432) 0.17 0.51 1.05 1.95 8.3 0.84
5511 143 7755 (58.18) 811 (1460) 0.17 0.63 1.05 2.49 6.5 0.75
5521 154 7475 (56.08) 790 (1422) 0.17 0.64 1.06 2.47 8.3 0.76
5522 155 7469 (56.03) 789 (1421) 0.17 0.64 1.06 2.47 8.3 0.84
ments made with the LDA. This level was increased to 8.3% for 10 runs of each
cascade by tnstalltn8 circular rods upstream of the cascade, as was described
in the subsection, "Facility Instrumentation and Geometry."
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All of the experimental program results are tabulated in Appendix A by run
number. The measured vane surface temperatures and heat transfer coefficients
F c_ntained therein are given in normalized form, while static pressures are
i g_ven in the form of surface static to inlet total pressure ratio. The loca-
tion of each measurement is expressed as percent of surface length and percent
of axial chord. Representative data comparison plots for each airfoil'are
: presented and discussed in the following paragraphs.
i
I The measured surface static pressure distributions corresponding to the two
cascade expansion ratios tested are shown in Figures 19 and 20 for the Mark II
and C3X airfoils, respectively. The marked difference in the suction surface
;: MN distributions over the two airfoils is evident in these measurements. A
_. very strong adverse pressure gradient is apparent at about 20% of the Mark II
suction surface arc length. On the other hand, the C3X suction surface static
pressure distribution exhibits only moderate downstream diffusion.
The measured surface heat transfer distributions over the two airfoils also
exhibit correspondingly different characteristics. In the case of the Mark II
airfoil, the independent influence of exit MN (surface MN distribution) on
heat transfer distribution is shown in Figure 21. In general, the suction
surface heat transfer distributions indicate boundary layer separation and
re-attachment starting at about 20% of suction surface arc length. The loca-
tion of incipient separation as well as the character and level of the down-
stream (re-attached) heat transfer distributionu exhibit a distinct MN dis =
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Figure 19. Effect of exit Mach number on Mark II vane surflce static
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Figure 20. Effect of exit Mach number on C3X vane surface static
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_. tcibution depend_:nce. Comparison between Figures 19 and 21 shows a clear cor-
relation between the local:ion of separation (as indicated by the hea_ transfer
data) and the st=.ong adverse spike in the pressure distribution, On the other
hand, no independent effect of MN level on heat transfer level is apparent
• in the regions where the boundary layer remains attached (and largely lami-
i, nat)--an observation that is fully consistent with theoretical expectations.
The influence of exit MN level on heat transfer distribution over the C3X
airfoil surface is shown in Figure 22. The C3X airfoil exhibits a more typi-
cal transitional behavior on the auction surface. In Figure 22, the location
of transition shows a clear MN dependence. This is similar to the Mark II
airfoil (Figure 21), where subtle variations in MN distribution materially
!,* influence suction surface separation/re-attachment behavior.
ii The influence of Re level on airfoil heat transfer distribution i, shown in
Figures 23 and 24 for the Mark II and C3X airfoils, respectively. I_ the case
of the Mark II airfoil, the Re effect (at a given exit MN level) appears to
be largely reflected as a shift in general heat transfer level rather than in
' heat transfer distribution (see Figure 23). This behavior implies that the
abrupt heat transfer distributional changes on the suction surface are largely
controlled by the details of the MN distribution and not by Re level. This
observation gives some support to the contention that the large variations in
suction surface heat transfer are caused by separation/re-attachment phenomena
rather than simple transitional behavior. The pressure surface, on the other •
hand, exhibits some tendency toward transitional behavior as the Re is in-
creased. The downstream suction surface heat transfer levels vary approxi-
I
I:I
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Figure 22. Effect of exit Mach number on the heat trannfer coefficient !
distribution on the C3X airfoil.
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• merely with Re to the 0.8 power, as might be expected from first order consid-
• erations. The trend here is consistent with that for fully developed turbulent
flow over a flat plate, which is not surprising in view of the nature of the
I down/stream suction surface curvature and static pressure dlstribut.ons.
k;
The influence of Re level on C3X airfoil heat transfer distribution is re-
flected in the transitional behavior along the suction surface as well as in
the general level of surface heat transfer (see Figure 24), The onset and ex-
tent of the suction surface transitional zone exhibit a marked response to in-
creasing Re level. Airfoil heat transfer levels also appear to increase sys-
tematically with increasing Re in a manner_ar to that observed for the
Mark I/ airfoil. The heat transfer distributions over the pressure surface of
" the C3X airfoil exhibit a tendency toward transitional behavior at the higher
Reynolds numbers, a trend which is quite similar to that observed on the Mark
I/ airfoil.
t
Figures 25 and 26 show the effect of inlet turbulence intensity level on heat
transfer for the Mark II and C3X airfoils, respectively. The mean level of
free-stream turbulence (6%-8%) is reflected in a general elevation of laminar
region heat transfer over that which would be expected for the zero turbulence
I situation (_50%). The observed effect of the change in turbulence level from
_ 6.5% to 8.3% is an overall increase in heat transfer level for both airfoils
at the Re level shown. This shift was typically observed for the Mark II air-
foil over the full range of conditions tested. In the turbulent region of the
C3X suction surface, however, no significant effect due to the change in tur-
bulence level was observed at the two higher Re levels.
:i
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Figure 25. Effect of inlet turbulence intensity on the heat transfer
coefficient distribution on the Mark II airfoil, i
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Figure 26. Effect of inlet turbulence intensity on the heat transfer
coefficient distribution on the C3X airfoil. _
Figure 27 shows the effect of varying Tw/Tg on heat transfer distribution on
i_ the Hark II airfoil. The distribution is not significantly affected for the
levels of Tw/TE considered, In the largely laminar regions, the observed ef-
fect of changing Tw/TE is negligible, but the over&ll heat transfer level is
observed to decrease as Tw/TE increases in the turbulent regions at the sur-
face extremes.
The effect of Tw/Tg changes on the C3X airfoil can be seen in Figure 28. As
in the case of the Mark II airfoil, the distribution of heat transfer is not
significantly affected, but increasing Tw/TE lowers the level of heat transfer
in the turbulent regions. In the laminar stagnation point regions the trend
is observed to reverse--increasing Tw/TE increases heat transfer coefficient.
This effect is in qualitative agreement with previous observations (Ref. 24),
although the magnitude of the effect is somewhat larger than might be exptcted.
CONCLUSIONS OF EXPEEIMEHTAL PROGRAM
The results of the experimental program are systematic and appear to be quali-
tatively in agreemeu_ with theoretical expectations. Heat transfer distribu-
tions on the Mark II and C3X airfoils are sensitive to the details of surface
MN distribution.: especially in the regions where the state of the boundary
layer is transitory. The overall level of heat transfer for both airfoils is
most markedly influenced by Re changes. Re also strongly influences the onset
and extent of transition on the C3X airfoil suction surface, but its effect on
the nature of the apparent separation/re-attachment on the Mark Ii suction
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F_gure 28. Effect of Tw/Ts on the heat transfer coefficient
distribution on the C3X airfoil.
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surface is negliEible. Tw/Tg and inlet turbulence bevel changes do not clear-
ly affect the location of transition or separation (as indicated by the heat
transfer distributions) for the levels considered. The changes in level
achieved for these variables do produce small but systematic shifts in _he
level of heat transfer for both airfoils.
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,. ANALYTICAL PROGRAM
The overall objective of the analytical phases of this program has been to de-
fine and/or develop a suitable analytical technique for predicting local gas-
to-blade heat transfer coefficients for nonfilm-cooled airfoils operating in a
gas turbine environment. Before describing in detail the steps taken here for
accomplishing this objective, an explanation of the phrase "suitable analytical
technique" would be helpful in understanding what follows.
The results obtained within this program, both experimental and analytical,
were intended to be of immediate interest and value to the gas turbine design-
er. Analytical methods development was taken to mean structuring a tool with
which a designer would feel comfortable following incorporation into his every-
day design system. To gain confidence in a newly proposed method, a designer
is justified in asking the analyst the following four questions:
I. Does the method give significantly better qualitative and/or quantita-
tive results than what I am using now?
2. Has the method been sufficiently tested against relevant experimental
test cases that adequately encompass the conditions and phenomena en-
countered in my design domain?
3. Is the method relatively easy to implement into my current design sys-
tem?
4. Is the method (as a computer code) stable, free of ambiguous input,
' and relatively inexpensive to execute? I
IAnswering these four questions affirmatively and providing supporting evidence
is necessary (but not always sufficient) in convincing the gas turbine designer 1
that the analytical technique is "suitable" and therefore should be used. I
Therefore, the analytical approach taken here in defining a suitable external _!
heat transfer coefficient prediction method for solid surface airfoil_ operat-
ing in a gas turbine environment was structured to answer as completely as
possible the four questions stated above.
The analytical program was structured in two major parts referred to throughout
as Task I and Task III. The purpose of Task I was to characterize the predict-
ive performance of a number of general methods that represent the foundations
of current design system airfoil external heat-transfer coefficient prediction
methods. Task III was designed to define or develop what might be referred to
as a specific "airfoil in gas turbine environment" method based on extensions
to the general methodology explored in Task I. While the work scope for Task
I was definable at program inception, the actual Task llI approach evolved as
results from Task I and the accompanying experimental program (Task If) became
available. Task I represented an attempt to establish convincing supporting
evidence regarding the nature o_ current methodology, while Task Ill dealt
with final definition and verification of the reco_ended suitable analytical
technique.
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CHARACTERIZATION OF GENERAL METHODOLOGY: TASK l
This analytical program was based on the assumption that no universally ac-
cepted method currently provided consistent and accurate englneering predic-
tions of external convective heat transfer to solid surface airfoils operating
in a gas turbine environment. This assumption is consistent with the consensus
of numeruus working panels accessing the state-of-the-art in computational
: fluid mechanics and turbulence modeling (such as the 1980-1981 Stanford con-
_ i fereuce on Computation of Complex Turbulent Flows or the Haines Working Party
[Ref. 25]). Because of this, there exists a continuous effort within unlversi-
ties and industry to identify which methods work better than others for any
. particular application.
In keeping with this evolutionary philosophy, the initial task involved iden-
tification and assessment of the current state.-of-the-art methods addressing
the problem of predicting solid surface airfoil heat transfer for gas turbine :,
environments. Note again that in the stated objective, state-of-the-art re-
fers to procedures or methods routinely used as part of a turbine design
_ strategy. This necessarily excludes giving any consideration to so-called re-
_ , search codes, which usually represent the most advanced methodology but not
I the primary day-to-day design tool.
[.........
i Methods Selected
i Three methods selected for evaluation within this
were phase of the program.
All three methods fall under the classification of boundary layer methods.
These types of methods were Judged to be most representative of the degree of
!/ computational sophistication employed within the primary day-to-day gas tur-
_. blne design system. Of the three methods chosen, one is an integral method,
i.e. governing equations are expressed as ordinary differential equations, and
two are differential methods, i.e. governing equations are expressed as par-
i tial differential equations. The difference between the two differential
methods was in the type of turbulence model used for closure. One method used
I" a mixing length hypothesis (MLH) or zero-equatlon model,
turbulence while the
{ other employed a k-% two-equation turbulence model. The origin of these meth-
ods and some specific traits are summarized below:
Integral Method
This method, developed by Nealy (Ref. 3), solves a single, ordinary differen-
: tial equation--the integral form of the thermal energy equation. This method
perhaps represents the simplest type of differential equation boundary layer
method, which might be used to determine heat transfer. The method is capable
of solving both laminar and turbulent flows. For lamina_ flows, local simi-
larity is assumed at each computational station and, therefore, the results
obtained from exact solutions may be used. For turbulent flows, local equil-
ibrium is assumed and zero-pressure gradient (flat plate) results are used to
develop an expression for the turbulent Stanton number. Transition from lam-
inar to turbulent flow is treated as a single computational step process based
on an arbitrary specification of occurrence. Because of these assumptions,
this method, and/or integral methods in general, have questionable range of
application. However, these methods are numerically stable and efficient and
usually give correct qualitative trends. Therefore, they are often used for
preliminary design application.
4O
Differential Method with MLH Turbulence Model
This method was developed over a period of years at Stanford University and is
known as STANb, Crawford and Kays (Ref. 8). For boundary layer flow with heat
transfer, the method involves solutlon of two governing partial differential
i equations (streamwlse momentum and total enthalpy) using the finite difference
numerical scheme of Patankar and Spalding (Ref. 26). Closure is obtained
(i.e., definlng the turbulent shear stress and turbulent heat flux) using
I eddy-vlscoslty and turbulen_ Prandtl number concepts. This type of differen-
tial method, which relies on algebraic relations or known quantities for de-
fining turbulent viscosity and Prandtl number; is perhaps the most familiar
and widely used boundary layer method. The STAN5 code has received wide at-
tention because of its careful development, flexibility, and adequate documen-
tation. The MLH turbulence model in STAN5 was emplrlcally developed and tested
using a large amoun_ of basic hydrodynamic and thermodynamic test data obtained
!i at Stanford University. Computationally, laminar flows are calculated by
solving the exact boundary layer equations with the necessary fluid property
tables. Transition from laminar to turbulent flows is treated by arbitrary
specification of initiation in terms of a momentum thickness Reynolds number
• level. Transition length is fixed at twice the specified initiation value
within which interval the turbulence viscosity is "turned on" from a zero value
to full value, using a so-called empirical intermlttency function. This type
of transition model is often referred to as a backward extension of fully tur-
bulent concepts and, in theory, avoids actual transition process modeling.
Nevertheless, this type of boundary layer method is theoretically more complete
than most InteMral methods and represents a step increase in predictive so-
phistication over the first method described. The range of application and
quality of predictive results are expected to be better than those of integral
methods, i
Differentia ! Method with k-E Two-Equatipn Turbulence Model i
This method represents a special version of the STAN5 boundary layer code in- iI
corporatiug the k-_ turbulence of Jones and Launder (Ref. 27). Computation- i
ally, the method solves the same two governing partial differential equations
(streamwlse momentum and total enthalpy) as the previous method plus two addi-
tional partial differential equations (turbulent kinetic energy, k, and iso-
tropic dissipation rate, E ). The last two equations represent the turbulence
model or closure assumption for defining the turbulent shear stress or viscos- I
ity. The turbulent heat flux is modeled using the turbulent Prandtl number
concept, as in the case of the _H approach. The system of four partial dif-
ferential equations is solved using the same numerical finite difference 1
scheme, Patankas and Spalding (Eel. 26), used in Method 2. Basically then,
the only difference between the two finite difference numerical methods is the i
type of turbulence model being employed. Nevertheless, this type of differen-
tial boundary layer method is viewed by many (e.g., see Haines [Ref. 25] or I
Reynolds [Ref. 28]) as being a completely different conceptual approach repre-
senting a major step beyond differential methods using an eddy-viscosity turbu- t
lence model. _ Co_putatioually, this two-transport equation turbulence model
method in its so-called low-Reynolds number form can be solved simultaneously
with the momentum and thermal energy equations in laminar, transitional, and
turbulent flow regimes. This single-concept treatment of the entire boundsry I
layer is rather attractive and indicates the potential power of this
0
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method. Although a "built in" transition model is implled, the transition pro-
cesses should still be viewed as being modeled by a backward extension of a
fully turbulent concept. Thus, theoretically, these types of methods are not
viewed as ends, but rather as stepping stones. Finallyp because of their na-
ture, the two-equatlon methods would be expected to give better qualitative/
quantitative predictions over a wider range of application than the two previ-
ous methods mentioned. Howeverj at this time, these methods are not yet widely
:i used within preliminary design loops, primarily because they tend to be more
sensitive numerically, more expensive to execute_ and not as well demonstrated
as some of the simpler boundary layer methods.
In concluding this subsection, recall again that the purpose of this evaluation ......
I phase was to select and establish the predictive performance of the most fee-i quently used methods of predicting external airfoil he&t transfer coefficients
! within a gas turbine design environment. Three methods were chosen: integral,
differential with zero-equatlon turbulence model, and differential with two-
equation turbulence model. These basic methods have been Judg,_d to be most _i
representative of the lowest to highest levels of predictive s.,phlstlcatlon. "
Simple algebraic correlations and full Havler-Stokes methods w, re excluded from
the study.
• Experimental Data Base
i In conducting the evaluation process, attention was focused specifically on ,
i nonfilm-cooled airfoil external heat transfer predlctlc_. Therefore, in form-Ing the data base used in this program, only experimental cases of this type
were seriously considered. In addltlonj a primary obJectlv_ was to select
cases that were representative of the actual gas turbine environment in the
context of current design philosophy (e.g., highly loaded geometries or tran-
sonic flow states). Finally, to assist in modeling efforts and the evaluation
process, experimental isolation of key independent variables was an important
criterion in selecting data sets. It is useful here to list the important
geometric and flow field characterlstics often associated with the quality of
predicted heat trans£er for solid surface turbine airfoils in a gas turbine
environment. These characteristics are as follows:
I. Laminar, transitional, and turbulent states
2. Free-stream turbulence effects
3. Strong nonequillbrlum conditions (favorable adverse pressure gradl-
eats)
4. Surface curvature effects (convex/concave) .._!
5. Surface-to-free-stream temperature ratio effects !
6. Lamlnarlzatlon or reverse transition process 1
7. Shock/boundary layer interaction I
8. Flow separation with and without reattachment !
9. Surface roughness
Of the nine items listed, only the first five were considered in this study.
were considered beyond the scope of the ]The last fourl although important,
present evaluation. The first five items represent phenomena that influence _l
every turbine airfoil design and must be addressed by any method as a minimum
requirement. Thus, analytical methods development in terms of turbulence 1
modeling has focused on the first five items.
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Turbulence model development commonly follows an isolated effect approach.
For example, if the intent is to model the effects of tree-stream turbulence
intensity on observed heat transfer rates, the availability of data reflecting
the independent influence of free-stream turbulence intensity is highly desir-
able. Of course, this is usually a very difficult requirement to satisfy, in
practice, because the resulting phenomena implied by items one to six strongly
interact. For instance, changing free-stream turbulence intensity alone does
not guarantee that frequency and scale remain constant. Furthermore, any in-
tensity change usually results in a shift in transition point, which would be
reflected in a change of local surface-to-free-stream temperature ratio, etc.
Nevertheless, in forming the data base to be used here, experiments where the
isolated effects philosophy was best satisfied were ultimately selected for
I evaluation and future modeling efforts.
ii
i' Three sets of airfoil heat transfer data were determined to be particularly
relevant to the intent of this study, reflecting the imposed criteria sketched
out previously. These experiments were performed by Lander (Ref. 16), Turner
(Ref. 15), and York etal. (Ref. 20). A full review of other potential ex-
periments that could have been selected from the open literature will not be
given here. The interested reader is referred to Danlels (Ref. 29) for a com-
prehensive review. It suffices to state that other open literature data cases
were usually excluded because of insufficient information, nonrelevant unreal-
istic operating conditions, or lack of isolated effect information. Before
briefly summarizing the three data sets selected, it may be of interest to
_i; note that since the initiation of this program, other potentially attractive
_._ airfoil, heat transfer data, complete in detail, have appeared in the litera-
ture. Two such studies, not considered here, were recently reported by Daniels _
and Browne (Ref. 30) and Nicholson etal. (Ref. 31).
Lander (Ref. 16) Data
Lander reported suction surface heat transfer coefficient (h) and surface sta-
tic pressure distributions for two different solld surface airfoils denoted as
test airfoils 1 and 2. Five separate experiments were performed using a com-
bination of transition ducts and turbulence grids behind a gas turbine engine
combustor. Although the title of Lander's work emphasizes consideration of
free-stream turbulence effects (experimental range of 12%-27%), the cascade
pressure ratio for test airfoil 2 was essentially held constant as the chordal
Reynolds number was varied. Therefore if the change in free-stream turbulence
could be neglected (it cannot be in the strict sense), then at least a portion
of the Lander test matrix may be used to study Reynolds number effects on ob-
served suction surface heat transfer phenomena, including transition location,
length, and path. This led to the selection of test cases from the data mat-
rlx of test airfoil 2. The particular cases chosen are referred to by Lander
as test number 5. This set of data was taken with a turbulence grid upstream
of the cascade, which provided a more uniform measured turbulence intensity
spanwlse. The operating conditions for Lander's test airfoil 2 (test no. 5)
are shown in Table X. From these conditions, runs referred to as 52, 54, and
56 in Table X were used for the Task I experimental data base. These three
operating points are at essentially constant cascade pressure ratio and give
an approximate 2.5:1 range in Reynolds zmmber. The experimentally determined
suction surface heat transfer distributions for these runs are shown in Figure
29. As can be seen in this figure, Reynolds number increases are re£1ected in
progressive fo__ward ad%ancement of the indicated transition point on the sur- i
d
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face. This is a commonly observed Reynolds number phenomenon derived from
heat transfer measurements. However, because measured free-stream turbulence
levels also progressively increased as Reynolds number increased (Table Z),
this experiment was not a true isolated effects study.
Turner (Ref. 15) Data
Turner reported both suction and pressure surface heat transfer distributions
for a single solid surface airfoil cascade. Data at three exit Mach number
Table X.
Operatln_ conditions for Lander's (Ref. 16) test airfoil No. 2.
Inlet total Inlet total Inlet mldspan Chordal Cascade
Run No. _ressure--kPa (psia_ temperature--K ('F) turbulence intensity--% Reynolds No. X 10-5 preuure ratio
51 138 (20) 589 (600) 12.2 1.22 1.3)
52 207 (30) 589 (600) 12.0 1.83 1.55
55 276 (_0) 589 (600) 16.7 2.44 1.56
54 345 (50) 589 (600) 13.9 3.04 1.57
55 414 (60) 589 (600) 16.5 3.66 1.61
56 552 (80) 589 (600) 18.1 4.87 1.54
,9 .....
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Figure 29. Suction surface heat transfer distributions from
experiments of Lander.
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conditions (0.55, 0.65, 0.75) and at three different levels of inlet free-
stream turbulence intensity (0.45, 2.2, 5.9%) are reported. All the variable
exit Math number data have essentially the same qualitative trend with level
differences probably attributable to Reynolds number variation with Math num-
ber change. To reduce the computational matrix, only that data at an exit
Math number condition of 0.75 was selected for comparison as part of the Task
I data base. As mentioned previously, at this specific operatin8 point, three
i , different levels of inlet free-stream turbulence intensity were considered, i
I Data for these three levels are shown in Figure 30a and 3Oh. These results iii
_ essentially r pres nt an i olation of free-st am turbulence int nsity pheno-
mena. As can be seen in Figure 30b, a systematic increase in pressure surface
heat transfer levels was observed as turbulence intensity was increased. The
l.O
0.8 _,_• 11_15wettslM21K"
t2_ Btulhrlft21"F}, h
SDyn_bOlTurbulence
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(b) Pressure surface results "1|
Figure 30. Surface heat tratzsfer distributions from
the cascade tests of Turner. I
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absence of this same type of systematic increase on the suction surface (l.e,,
h levels for 0.45% and 2.2% free-stream turbulence on forward laminar part of
suction surface are nearly the same) indicates a rather complex difference be-
tween suction pressure surface physlcs and the role of free-stream turbulence.
The suction surface data of Figure 30a indicate a rather abrupt c_nge in phys-
ics as turbulence intensity ranges from 2.2_ to 5.9_. The abrupt change in h
levels on the suction surface near 70_ chord for the low Tu data would indicate
_i some type of transition from laminar to turbulent flow. Thls process has been
li described as either a laminar separation turbulent reattac_ent process or a
i natural transition (unseparated), e.g., see Dunham (_f. 32). Since surfacestatic pressure distributions were not measured in this heat transfer experl-
meat, the exact nature of the suction surface transition process is not clear.
Ii
: York et al. (Ref. 20) Data
. This third set of data selected for the Task I data base illustrates the occur-
,, fence of stro_ nonequllibri_ conditions (favorable/adverse pressure 8radl-
! eats). Thls is illustrated in Figure 31, w_ch shows a characteristic suction/
li pressure surface velocity distribution predicted by the Delaney (Eef. 21) in-
Ii viscid blade-to-blade solver for the solid airfoil profile at a representative! exit Math number condition. As can be seen, the "sl_le h_p" suction surfac_
;.,_ velocity distribution indicates strong rapid cha_es in pressure gradient alo_
_ the surface. York reported complete solid surface heat transfer coefficient
Ii (Stanton n_ber) results for a select n_ber of cases from the complete testmatrix, the operati_ conditions of which are sho_ in Table XI. Only a por-
i_: tlon of the pressure surface data is available because the actual airfoil
tested incorporated midchord pressure surface cooling discharge and no mea-
_ 1.2
,.o ii
- )tl
1
1
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Figure 31. Characteristic surface velocity distribution for the airfoil ofI .
i York as predicted by the method of Delaney.
i
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surements were made beyond the point of injection. An interesting feature of
this data is illustrated in Figure 32. Bore the experimentally determined
suction surface heat transfer distributions for four runs summarized in Table
XI are shown. Two significantly different trends are indicated by the data
and are highlighted by the hand-drawn curves labeled I and If. These two sys-
tematically different measured trends appear to be strongly dependent on oper-.
atln8 conditions. This is clarified somewhat in Figure 33. Here, measured
exlt chordal Reynolds number versus exit Mach number Is plotted for the cor _ i
responding run numbers of Table XI. When reviewing suction surface heat
transfer distributions, it was noted that all data below the dashed llne ex-
hibited the trendwlse behavior of the type I curve of Figure 32, while those
above the llne were qualitatively the same as the type II curve. This "double"
trend indicates a rather intrlgulng phenomenological observation. Physical in-
terpretation of this double trend is hampered by lack of surface static pres-
sure data. Based on detailed Invlscld solid airfoil blade-to-blade predlc-
tlons, and the indicated strong adverse suction surface pressure gradient pre-
dicted near 40_ chord (Figure 31) it Is speculated that the double trend reo_e-
sents a rather complicated transition process, the exact nature of which is
very sensitive to actual operating point conditions, i.e., Mach number ]ev_l
and/or Reynolds number. Nevertheless, this data set was chosen as part of the
Task I experimental data base as a good illustration of very rL_ong, nenequili-
brlum conditions that could possibly occur in gas turblne airfoil applications.
Table Xl.
Heat transfer cascade operatin_ conditions for tests of York etal. (Ref. 20).
Inlet conditions Exit conditions
Total Turbulence
Run pressure--kPa Temperature--K level Reynolds No. Mach Reynolds No.
i No. (psia) ('F) (%) x 10 "5 No. x 10 -5
3 323 822 6.4 4.6 0.94 i0.I
(46.9) (1020)
13 286 804 6.3 4.2 0.94 9.3
(41.5) (988)
9 223 817 6.4 3.1 0.89 6.9
(32.4) (lOll)
11 197 816 6.3 2.7 0.84 6.1
(28.6) (ZOO9)
15 310 1106 8.8 3.3 0.89 6.9
(44.9) (1531)
17 268 1118 8.8 2.7 0.85 5.8
(38.8) (1553)
19 234 If05 8.8 2.3 0.80 5.0
(33.9) (1529)
21 161 1067 8.4 1.5 0.67 3.2
(23.4) (1461)
23 L46 1086 8.6 1.3 0,58 2.7
(21.2) (1496)
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Figure 32. Suction surface heat transfer distributions from the cascade
tests of York et el.
In concluding this section, three open literature heat transfer experiments
were chosen. The data sets were specifically selected to be representative of
realistic gas turbine geometries, flow-fleld phenomena, and operating condi-
tions. Finally, data was selected based on adherence to the philosophy of
isolated effects.
Computational Evaluation Procedure
With three methods given and an initial experimental data base established, a
systematic computational procedure was established to assist in the general
methods evaluation process. The overall Task I evaluation proEram was somewhat
comprehensive in phllosophy, since by selecting _ultlple methods and multiple
experimental dataj it allowed for both method-to-method and method-to-experl-
mental data tomparlsons to be made. To assist in the method-to-method compar-
isons, each of the experimental test cases was computed (predicted) aesumln8
fully laminar or fully turbulent flow ove_ the entire airfoil surface. Since
necessary precautions were taken to speclfy, where appropriate, the sa_e Inl-
i, tial and boundary conditions to all methods, these one-state flow calculations
were used to compare and evaluate methods on a qualitative basis. But, in re-
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Figure 33. Exit Reynolds number variation with exit Math number
for the cascade test of York.
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aZity, one-state flow does not usually exist in gas turbine environments, and,
; therefore, a more realistic laminar-transitlon-turbulent flow computational
I mode was also defined. Since the transition models incorporated in the three
methods previously described were implied to be relatively weak elements in
the overall modeling, no special effort was made to computatlonally force
,, transition to occur at locations along the airfoil surfaces indicated by the
experimental data. In the dlfferential (STANS) method, featuring MLH turbu-
lence modeling, transition was arbitrarily initiated at a computed momentum
thickness Reynolds number of 250. An arbitrarily specified Re@ transition
initiation criterion was programmed in the published version of STAN5 (Ref.
8), which was used in this study, and was retained for purposes of general
(unmodified) methods evaluation. In the case of the integral method, the tran-
sition process was treated as an instantaneous change from laminar flow to
turbulent flow. The point at which this instantaneous transition occurred was
specified at the surface distance location do,stream of the stagnation point
corresponding to a predicted Re@ value of 250. This was accomplished by using
tile RE0-versus-surface distance r_sults from the differential fully laminar
STAN5 solution to specify equivalent locaLion for the integral method. This
procedure was used because the integral solution is restricted to the thermal
energy equation and the llydrodynamlcquantity Re0 is not directly calculated.
in the case of the STAN5 differential method with two-equatlon low-Reynolds
f. number turbulence modeling, no explicit transition origln information was spe-
cified. Rathcrj tho k-¢ transport equations Were solved simultaneously with
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the two basic hydrodynamic/_hermodynamic _ransport equations throushout the
; entire computational domain, Tilts procedure, therefore, tests the theoretic-
ally implicit transition model characteristics of the two-equation low-Reynolds
number turbulence model approach for computing either natural and or reverse
transition, e.g., see Wilcox (Ref. 33) or Jones and Launder (Ref. 27). How-
ever, as will be show_% in the next section, the low Reynolds number fo_ of
i the two-equatlon k-E model never indicated transition to turbulent flow. This
_ rather unsatisfactory result led to a careful re-examlnatlon of the implementa-
tion of the low-Reynolds number k-_ turbulence model within the STAN5 numerical
framework, Baseline computations for simpler flow cases (for instance, zero-
pressure gradient flat plate flows or mild favorable/adverse flows with and
• without freestream turbulence boundary conditions) indicated the model per-
formed as expected, i.e., a transitlon-type process was indicated. But these
equilibrium type flows are very different from the strong nonequilibrlum ,!
(favorable/adverse pressure gradient) conditions that occur onmost airfoils.
The most apparent problem with this approach (as applied to airfoils) was that d
the inward diffusion of turbulent kinetic energy, k, from the outer regions of
• the boundary layer to the inner near-wall regions appeared to be unrealistlcal-
ly suppressed (damped). In models of this type, the inward diffusion of turbu-
i- lent kinetic energy is the principal mechanism for triggering transition. The
suppression of inward diffusion of turbulent kinetic energy was Judged to be a
problem with the implementation of the low-Reynolds turbulence model in the
STAN5 numerical framework and not a fundamental peculiarity of two-equatlon
low-Reynolds number formulation in general. Without getting into a detailed
discussion of the specific numerical framework of STANb, it suffices to indi-
cate here that the suppression of inward diffusion of turbulent kinetic energy
is probably caused• by inadequate treatment of the outer edge sllp point, which
is a characteristic "special" grid point of the Patankar-Spaldlng (Ref. 26)
_ finite difference scheme employed in STANb. This implied numerical deficiency
led to specification of two alternate computational modes of the STAN5 two-
i equation turbulence model, which would allow evaluation of the fully turbulent
computational characteristics of the method rather than the transitional
aspects.
The two final computational modes for the differential two-equatlon method
represented an attempt to evaluate the fully turbulent high- and low-Reynolds
number two-equatlon methods. To thls point, no distinction has been drawn be-
tween a high- or low-Reynolds number formulation. In the low-Reynolds number
i approach, the turbulence transport equations are solved in both the inne_ and
outer regions of the boundary layer, i.e., entire computational domain. In
the hlgh-Reynolds number approach, the transport equations are solved only in
the outer regions of the boundary layer, and the inner region is modeled using
simpler (usually algebraic) relations, such as an MLB or eddy-vlscoslty formu-
lation. Thus the hlgh-Reynolds number formulation has charaeterletlcs of the
mlmpler eddy-vlscoslty approachs and is often placed in the came generic class.
The high and low terminology is in reference to the relative order of magnitude
of the local boundary layer streamwise velocity scale Reynolds number. For
low-Reynolds number turbulence model formulations, solution in both the outer
and inner regions implies low Reynolds numbers. For high-Reynolds number
formulation, solution of the _ransport equations in the outer region only im-
plies high Reynolds numbers, In the case of the differential hlgh-Reynolds
number k-c turbulence model method, computations were only performed for the
situation where the state of the flow was to be fully turbulent. Thus, compu-
tations were started fully turbulent usln8 the k-e hlgh-Reynolds number formu-
lation. At a point alor_ the surface where the momentum thickness Reynolds
5O
number,_Re , reached 200, the computation was switched to the low-Rcynolds
number k-_ formulation. This high/low-Reynolds number approach guaranteed a
fully turbulent low-Reynolds number turbulence model start, wblch avoided the
basic problem of never obtalnir_ a transition indication when attempting a
_i laminar type low-Reynolds number model start.
Predicted versus Experimental Result_
i This section presents the results of the computations performed using the threeboundary layer methods d scribed in the subsec ion of this section, "Methods
Selected," for the airfoil heat transfer experimental test _,ases described ini the subsection "Experimental Data Base." The types of computations performed
were discussed in the subsection "Computational Evaluation Procedure." To as-
I slat the reader in interpretln8 the heat transfer coefficient surface
versus
• distance (percent chord) figures referred to in this section, the curve label--
_ ing convention used here will be described first. Referring to Figure 34a, it i
is first pointed out that all symbols represent experimentally determined heat Itransfer coefficient distributions for a given set of operatln8 conditions.The analytical predictions are repre ented by curves labeled with numbers th
I are briefly described in an accompanying legend. A complete breakdown of the
I legend follows.The legend for integral method type predictions (e.g., Figure 34a) is:
I I.D.--INTEGRAL METHOD COMPUTATION
I 2--LAMINARTO TURBULENT, Re0t = 250
i 3--TURBULENT
L
i The descriptor, "Integral Method Computation" means the predictions are solu-
tions obtained using the integral method described in the subsection "Methods
Selected." "l--Lamlnar" means the solution represents a laminar flow predlc- I
tlon for the entire computational domain (airfoil surface). "2--Lamlnar toTurbulent" means transition criterion was specified, i.e., switch from laminar !to turbulent computation when origin criterion is satisfied. The transition
origin criterion is also given, Re0t - 250. "3--Turbulent" means the solu-
tion represents an assumed fully turbulent flow prediction over the entire
surface.
The legend for differential method type predictions (e.g., Figure 34b) is:
I.D .--DDA-STAN5 COMPUTATION
2--LAMINAR TO TURBULENT, Re0t - 250
3--TURBULENT, OEQ-MLH
4--TURBULENT, 2EQ-HI
5--TURBULEnt, 2EQ-LO
6--TURBULENT, 2EQ-HI/LO
The descriptor, "DDA-STAN5 Computation" means the predlc_ions are solutions
obtained using the In-house version of the STAN5 differential (finite differ-
ence) method with the published STANS-Crawford and Kays ,[Ref. 8) mixing length
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52 _
hypothesis (MLH) and the two-equation k-_ turbulence models described in the
subsection, "Methods Selected." "l--Laminar" again means the solution repre-
sents a laminar flow prediction for the entire computational domain. (Note:
Distinction regarding type turbulence model used is meaningless for this case).
"2--Laminar to Turbulent" means transition criterion was specified, i.e., com-
pute as laminar flow until transition criterion is satisfied then begin com-
puting as turbulent flow for the remainder of the airfoil surface. For these
predictions, turbulent flow quantities are based on the published version of
the STAN5 (Ref. 8) zero-equation mixing length hypothesis turbulence model.
I The transition criterion (Rest - 250) is also shown on this label. "3--Tur-
bulent, OEQ-MLH" means the solutlon represents an assumed fully turbulent flow
prediction over the entire airfoil surface using the published version of the
STAN5 zero-equatlon mixing length hypothesis (OEQ-MLH) turbulence model. "4--
i: Turbulent, 2EQ-HI" means the same as 3, except the turbulence model is the two-
equation high-Reynolds number (2EQ-HI) k-_ formulation. "5--Turbulent, 2EQ-LO"
means the same as 3 and 4, except the turbulence model is the two-equatlon low-
Reynolds number (2EQ-LO) k-e formulation. "6--Turbulent, 2EQ-HI/LO" means th'--_
same as 3, 4, and 5, except the turbulence model is the two-equation high
Reynolds number k-e formulation for Re8 <200 and the two-equatlon low Reynolds
number k-e formulation, (2EQ-HI/LO) for Re@ >200.
!With this description for both integral and differential method type computa-tions given, results obtained for the three airfoil heat transfer experiments,
Lander (Ref. 16), Turner (Ref. 15), and York, etal. (Ref. 20), can be pre-
sented.
Lander Results
Figure 35 shows the predicted and measured local static/inlet total pressure :t
_ distributions of Lander's test airfoil 2 for run 52 (Table X) conditions.
_ Since Lander (Ref. 16) reported only suction surface data, a direct comparison I
_ beween predicted and measured quantities can be made only on the suction sur-
i face. The predicted suction surface pressure and/or velocity distribution was
used as the required free-stream boundary condition in all computations. Pre-
di ted airfoil surface pressure (velocity) distributions were computed using
I the blade-to-blade Euler solver developed by Delaney (Ref. 21). (More will be
said concerning specification of boundary and initlal conditions in the sub-
section to follow, "Development of a Specific Method for Gas Turbine Applica-
tions: Task Ill.") Also note that, although Figure 35 shows results from run
52 only, predicted experimental results for the other operating points shown
in Table X are nearly the same as in this figure, since the cascade pressure
ratio was held nearly constant.
Figure 34 shows predicted versus experimentally determined heat transfer coef-
flclent distributions, H/HO, for the suction surface of run 52 (Table X). In-
_ tegral method predictions are shown in Figure 34a and differential method pre-
I dictions are shown in Figure 34b. Referring first to Figure 34a, it is obvious
_ that none of the three integral predictions gives acceptable quantitative re-
sults. Up ¢o 70% chord, the laminar solution gives better trendwlse agreement
with the experimental data than does the turbulent solution. After 70% chord,
the opposite appears to be true. The relative magnitude of the data suggests
a transition from laminar to turbulent type flow near 70% chord. For this case
It appears that the transition origin criterion, Re@t - 250, is reasonable but
that the assumed simple l_stanta_ous completion criterion is a poor model for
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Figure 35. Surface pressure dlstrlbutlon for the alrfoll No. 2,
run 52 of Lander's experiment.
the overall transition process. The discrepancy between the laminar prediction
and the experimental data fo_ard of 70% flow suggest thls region on the a_r-
foil is not well modeled, assuming strictly laminar flow (i.e., no turbulence
quantities, such as turbulent shear stress, are calculated.) This dlscrepancy
, between a laminar prediction and experimental airfoil heat transfer data for
nominally laminar regions has been widely suggested to be due, at least in
I_ part, to inadequate treatment of the free-stream disturbances (turbulence).
The la_nar heat transfer augmentation phenomena due to free-stream turbulence
is more easlly illustrated by reference to the data of Turner (Ref. 15), whl_
were sho_ In Figure 30. For the data of Figure 34, Lander reported a measured
free-stream turbulence level of 12%. The notewort_ aspect of thls turbulence
au_entatlon phenomena is that, as sho_ In Figure 34a, the laminar and turbu-
lent solutions appear to fo_ a lower and upper bound for the experlmental
data. That is, wlth free-stream turbulence present, actual heat transfer coef- 1
flclent levels in n_Inally laminar regions are higher than those predicted by
l_inar solutions but lower than the levels predicted assuml_ fully turbulent
flow. This lower/upper bound result for lamt_r/turbulent predtcttons_ ust_ !
the integral method, is the most obvious general conclusion that can be made
concerning this type of prediction. This _11 become more obvious as the re-
minder of the integral method results are presented.
Referring now to Figure 34b, the differential method predictions, it iS first
' ' noted that the laminar solution Is qualitatively and quantltatlvely similar to
that of the integral prediction and underpredicts the data over the entire sur-
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face. Again It should be pointed out that the laminar predictions were made :
without modeling any turbulence phenomena. Note also, that as discussed in
;: the subsection, "Computational Evaluation Procedure," the solution using two-
equation low-Reynolds number turbulence modeling (curve 5) dld not indicate
transition. Therefore the results were the same as laminar. Again, this re-
sult is questionable since, for the two-equatlon turbulence model predictions,
the measured free-stream turbulence was reflected in the imposed boundary lay-
er outer edge boundary conditions for the turbulent kinetic energy (k) and
Isotroplc dissipation rate (e) equations. Theoretically, predictions using
the two-equation low-Reynolds number turbulence modeling concept (with free-
stream turbulence intensity imposed as a boundary condition) should have pro-
vided better overall qualltatlve/quantltatlve predictions than other ap-
proaches, especlally in the nomlnally lamlnar-llke flow regions on the forward
part of the airfoil. Again this was not the case observed here, as the _wo-
equation low Reynolds number tucbulence modeling predictions _ave essentially
identical results as laminar solutions. But, as explained in the subsection,
"Computatloual Evaluation Procedure," thls result is probably due to numerical
method deficiencies rather than to weak uurbulence model concepts. Therefore,
no final conclusions can be drawn regarding the two-equatlon low Reynolds num-
ber turbulence mo=el concept.
The "best" differential method predictions shown in Figure 34b were obtained
from fully turbulent zero-equatlon mlxln_ length (curve 3) and fully turbulent
two-equatlon high Reynolds number (curve 4) turbulence model predictions. That
these two solutions give essentially the same result is related to the fact
that in both types of predictions, the same mixing length turbulence model is
being used to compute turbulent viscosity in the inner region of the boundary
layer. Again the principal difference between zero-equatlon and two-equatlon
high Reynolds number turbulence model formulations is the manner in which the
outer region turbulent shear stress is modeled. The simpler zeroequatlon model
uses algebraic relations, while the two-equatlon model solves additional trans-
port equations. Local surface heat flux and/or heat transfer coefficient is
computed using the surface normal thermal gradient. That parameter is strongly
influenced by the type of inner/near wall region turbulence model assumed, i
Therefore, both zero-equation and two-equatlon high Reynolds number solutions •
(curves 3 and 4 of Figure 34b give similar results. This result also suggests
that the additional computational expense associated wlth solving two addition- i
al transport equations as part of a differential hlgh Reynolds number turbu-
lence model method is not clearly Justified. i
Note now that the fully turbulent differential eddy viscosity predictions of !
Figure 34b are quantitatively better than the turbulent integral method I
solution of Figure 34a. This result is due to explicit modeling of pressure _I
gradient effects within the near wall MLH turbulence model. This type of ex- J
pllclt modeling is absent in the integral method formulation. The exact near
wall explicit local pressure gradient damping function employed here is the i
same as reported by Crawford and Kay, (Ref. 8) as part of the MLH turbulence
model formulated in STANb. Referring again to Figure 35, it is observed that
up to approximately 70X chord on tL_ suction surface, the flow is essentially
always accelerating. The strong acceleration is reflected in the fully turbu-
len_ differential solutions through the near _all damping term, which results
in lower heat transfer predictions compared with those made by the integral :_
method, which does not contain explicit pressure gradient modeling. This type
of modeling is also responsible for the wavy type turbulent predictions of .i
Figure 34b. The waves correspond directly to the changes in slope observed in
the analytical suction surface pressure distribution shown in Figure 35. What
is observe_ in the fully turbulent solutions of Figure 34b is a strong response
to imposed pressure gradient. This type of explicit pressure gradient modeli,$
in near wall turbulent length scale damping functions makes specification of
realistic pressure (velocity) boundary conditions an essential requirement.
Note finally that in Figure 34b, the explicit transition origin solution, lami-
nar-to-turbulent curve 2, is treudwise reasonable, i.e., the origin and transi-
tion length are consistent with the data. But, this reasonable result is some-
what misleading when it is noted that for this set of run conditions, the tran-
sition zone is rather short and closely corresponds to the predicted (and mea-l
sured) location of the velocity maximum (see Figure 35). What is observed in
the data is that transition appears to complete very rapidly once the strong
favorable pressure gradient is rather abruptly relaxed. What is dlfficult to /_
determine is the actual transition origin location. _f transition had actually
started in the region of strong favorable pressure gradient, i.e., upstream of
70_ chordD the turbulent buildup would most probably be suppressed due to pree-
i sure gradient. It is also worth noting that the transition origin criteria ispredicted based on a parameter (Re_t - 250) derived from a rather poor lami-
Ii nat region prediction. Thus the actual physical location where transition is
expected to occur is entirely dependent on the upstream boundary layer "his- _
tory" whe th transition origin criteria is based on a boundary l yer para-
i meter (such as momentum thickness), as was used here. Therefore it is probably
of little benefit to attempt development of transition origin models unless
the flow upstream of transition zone is adequately modeled. The two-equatlon
hlgh and low Reynolds number turbulence model prediction (curve 6) is a rather
poor prediction andD as noted in Figure 34b_ the solution indicated s_paratlon
near 80_ chor_, which on Figure 35 corresponds to a zone of adverse pressure
gradient. This _mreallstlc result is related to numerical problems associated
with the implementation of the twoequatlon low Reynolds number turbulence model
formulatlon in the STAN5 code, as previously pointed out. Overall, the best
qualltat:ive/quantltatlve prediction of the Lander experiment test case, repre-
sented in Figure 34b, resulted from MLH turbulence modeling. Again this posl- 1
tlve result is primarily credited to the explicit streamwlse pressure gradient
modeling in the near wall region length damping formulation.
Integral and differential method solutions aze presented in Figure 35 for tbe !
Lander data of run 56. Referring to Table X, the ma_or distinctions betweezl
this experiment and the run 52 results is in the overall Reynolds number level
and the measured free-stream turbulence intensity. The increase in overall
chordal Reynolds number plus the increase in free-stream turbulence would be
expected to result in an overall increase in measured heat transfer over the
entire surface and an earlier transition occurrence. These anticipated trends
appear to be consistent with Lander's measurements shown in Figure 29, where
runs labeled 52 and 56 should be noted. _hls figure indeed shows an overall
increase in level, due to increased Reynolds number and/or free-stream turbu-
lence intensity, and an associated earlier transition. Note also that for run
56 the physical transition length appears to be longer for this higher Reynolds
number case. This phenomenon is probably associated with the observation that
the initial transition process appear8 to occu_ in a zone where the stream_rlse
i
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i
pressure gradient is strongly favorable, (see Figure 35). It i_ speculated
i: strong gradient initially suppresses generation.
that this favorable turbulence
Returning to the integral and differential predictions shown in Figures 34 and
36_ it is noted that Reynolds number dependent increases in heat transfer coef-
ficient distributions (and earlier transition prediction) are observed in all
! correspcndlng predictions. (In general, increases due to differences in free-
.... stream turbulence levels are absent since most solutions shown do not explictly
account for free-stream disturbance effects.) The integral solution comparl-
i sons shown in Figure 36a are qualitatively the same as those shown for run 52
i in Figure 34a. That is, the laminar and turbulent solutions appear to form
i upper and lower bounds for the data. Other than that, the quantitative com-
parisons are poor. The differential method predlctlone shown in Figure 36b
for run 56 again are qualitatively similar to those shown for run 52 in Figure
34b and discussed in detail. The only important observations to make here are
that for thls case, all assumed fully turbulent predictions, (with the excep-
tlon of the two-equatlon low Reynolds number turbulence model solution, curve I5) give reasonable trends, and the best quantitative prediction results from
the two-equation hlgh/low Reynolds number turbulence model solution (curve 6 _
of Figure 36b.
Turner Results
t
i The rather detailed discussion of predicted results for Lander's d_a discussed
i above and the important observations noted there are, in general, valid for
I what was observed for Turner's airfoil data. Therefore, only the key observetlons unique to the Turner data set will be given here. First, reference is
made to Figure 30, which shows the suction and pressure surface heat transfer
coefficient distributions determined experimentally by Turner (Ref. 15). Three
distributions are shown for each surface, corresponding to the three levels of
free-stream turbulence intensity generated experimentally. Free-stream turbu-
; lence intensity was the only quantity varied among the three experimental dis-
_: trlbutions shown in these figures. The velocity boundary conditions used for
i i the integral and _Ifferentlal method solutions were again obtained using the
I Delaney (Ref. 21) inviscid blade-to-blade Euler solver. The Inviscid surfacevelocity distribution obtained for the exit Math No. case of 0.75 is shown in
Figure 37.
Figure 38 shows the results of _uctlon surface Integral and differential method
heat transfer coefficient distributions compared with the experimental data.
Referring first to Figure 38a, it is again noted that, essentially, the laminar
and turbulent solutions form lower and upper bounds for all the experimental
data. It is important to note that for the two lowest free-stream turbulence
intensity data, the laminar prediction is in good quantitative agreement up to
approximately 70% chord, where a transition process appears to begin. This
result implies that in the absence of free-stream turbulence, laminar solutions
are valid. In addition the fact that the experlmentally determined levels of
heat transfer are essentially the same for the two lowest free-stream turbu-
lence intensities on the suction surface indicates a criterion that implies
that laminar solutlon_ are valid for free-stream turbulence intensities below
a certain value (say 2.2%). However, this conclusion is premature if the pres-
sure surface results (shown in Figure 30) are considered. A final note 1:egard-
lag the integral predictions shown in Figure 38a is that the transition origin
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Figure 37. Predicted surface velocity distribution for the airfoil
of Turner for an exit Mach number _of 0.75.
criterion of Re@t = 250 (which seemed reasonable for the Lander results) is
a very poor criterion for predicting Turner airfoil transition data, which ap-
pear to complete near 80% chord. The integral method laminar-transltlon-turbu-
lent prediction (curve 2) shows transition occurs and completes near 20% chord.
I !
I The quality of the differential method predictions for the suction surface
• shown in Figure 38b are again similar to those obtained for Lander's data.
_ For the fully turbulent predictions, which used a two-equation turbulence mod' _
• el, the 5.9% free,stream turbulence intensity was used as basis for setting
the free-stream turbulent kinetic energy and dissipation rate boundary condi-
tions. Overall, the l_minar type solutions qualltatively/quantltatlvely pre-
dict the two lowest turbulence intensity data over most of the suction surface,
and the fully turbulent solutions show reasonable qualitative trends for the J
highest (5.9%) free-stream turbulence data. The two-equatlon hlgh/low Reynolds
number turbulence model solution (curve 6) gives the best quantitative compari-
son. Again it should be pointed out that the transition type solution (curve I
2) is a poor representation due to the imposed transition origin criterion. !
The integral and differential method pressure surface solutlons are shown in
Figure 39. Besides the reasonable agreement between laminar solutions and the
lowest (0.45%) free-stream turbulence intensity data, the overall prediction
of the pressure surface phenomena 18 poor. This is especially true for the
assumed fully turbulent differential predictions shown in Figure 39b, which,
up to approximately 50% chord, give results nearly identical to the laminar
L 60
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solution. Again thls results from the use of an explicit streamwise pressure ....
gradient function for modeling near wall length scale dalnping (and subsequently
turbulence viscosity suppression) in the MLH turbulence model. The turbulent
solutions indicate that, in effect, all the turbulence quantities are being _-
suppressed due to the strong favorable streamwise pressure gradient. That the
suppression is more pronounced on the pressure surface compared with the suc-
tion surface is due to the fact that, relatively speaking, the local streamwise
velocity, and hence local Reynolds numbers, are lower on the pressure surface
than on the suction surface. This implies both physically and computationally
[_ that a more laminar-like boundary layer on pressure ,.
exists the surface. This,
in urn, sults in lower levels of computed turbulent stress, which are more :,_:tcompletely damped out with streamwlse pressure gradient modeling.
York, et el. Results
l_ Again, as in the presentation for Turner's results given previously, observa-
tions regarding the overall quality of the computed solutions that have been
• noted before will not necessarily be repeated here. To obtain a complete pic-
ture of the overall methods evaluation, a review of the other results previ-
ously presented should be made. Results from two of York's experiments are
shown here. The cases are referred to as runs 19 and 9. A summary of the
cascade operating conditions and the experimentally derived suction surface
heat transfer coefficient distributions for these two runs are shown in Tabl,,
XI and Figure 32. Velocity boundary conditions for the integral and dlfferen--
tlal boundary layer methods were again supplied for these cases using the De-
laney (Ref. 21) Euler solver. The inviscid prediction for runs 19 and 9 are
shown in Figure 40. Note the exit Mach number levels for these two cases were
different, resulting in differences in predicted distributions. Figure 40 re-
flects the strong nonequilibrium conditions that may be encountered in gas
turbine airfoil design. In general, the distributions shown in Figure 40 are
similar with the exception of the suction surface beyond approximately 60%
chord. Beyond this area, the 0.80 exit Mach number (run 19) prediction indi-
cates an adverse pressure gradient distribution, while the 0.89 exit Mach num-
i bet (run 9) prediction shows a favorable zone followed by an adverse zone.
The predicted surface velocity distributions shown in Figure 40 are question-
able since the airfoil tested by York featured mass injection (film cooling)
on the pressure surface, while the predictions assume that no mass injection
occurs. Therefore, the pressure surface distributions are probably invalid
but the suction surface distributions may be reasonable. This cannot be veri-
fied, however, since the York airfoil cascade was not instrumented to measure
surfacestatlc pressure. Also, because of the pressure surface mass injec-
tion, no serious attempt was made to predict the York partial pressure surface
heat transfer results.
Figure 41 shows the integral and differential method solutions compared with
data for York (run 19). The most noteable aspect of the quality of the integ-
ral solutions shown in Figure 41a is that the turbulent prediction under-
predicts the data after approximately 50% chord. As was noted previously, in J
general, the turbulent integral solutions represented an upper bound for the !
measured data. The fact that this is not the case here has led to speculation i
regarding the nature of the flow field beyond 50% chord. Two experimentally
observed suction surface heat transfer coefficient distribution trends were
observed in the York data, as illustrated in Figure 32, and were highlighted
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Figure 40. Predicted surface velocity distributions for the airfoil of York.
by the hand-drawn curves labeled I and II. These trends were discussed previ-
etE ttr,,. ously in the subsection xperimental Data Base, and should be referred to
F for review. What is important to this discussion is that the type I measured
heat transfer levels beyond 50Z chord are significantly higher than turbulent ....1
integral method predictions. One possible explanation for this result is that
the boundary layer beyond 50Z for this condition is in a separated or fully
detached state. This possibility is suggested by the streamwise velocity dis-
tribution for the 0.80 exit Mach number (run 19) condition shown in Figure 40.
This distribution indicates the boundary layer is subjected to an adverse
pressure gradient beyond approximately 50Z chord. Initially, the stro_ ad-
verse gradient is followed by a relatively weak adverse zone. Zf he initial-
ly
i
strong streamwise adverse
pressure gradient was sufficient to separate the 1
boundary layer, then it is possible the reattachment would be difficult, since
the remainder of the airfoil surface is characterized by decelerating flow.
This represents a difficult environment for reattachment and, even if the
boundary layer did separate and reattach, the flow near the wall would have to
be considered highly unstable. Thus, fully separated condition is one possi-
ble explanation for the discrepancy between the turbulent integral method so- i
lutions and the data for ruz. 19 s .wn in Figure 41a.
The in_egr_ method laminar solution in Figure 41a shows a reasonable
trend with the data up to approximately 30% chord. Again the solution forms a
lower bound to the data, as previously noted, when free-stream turbulence ef-
fects are computationally ignored. Note also that the predicted heat transfer ..!
levels from the laminar solution are driven to zero in response to the stro_
favorable streamwise pressure gradient imposed. Thi_ rather questionable re-
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tsult is related to the fact that the integral method laminar solution is based
on tabulated exact similarity solutions which do not bound the imposed pres-
sure gradient conditions, i.e., extrapolation is being used. But, beyond ap-
proximately 40% chord, the laminar solution recovers to realistic laminar heat
I transfer levels reflecting interpolation rather than extrapolation
I The differential solutions for these data are shown in Figure 41b. As can be
seen, four curves are truncated upstream of 50% chord, which rep_euents a com-
putatlonally terminated solution because of predicted separation. The turbu-
lent zero-equatlon mixlng length and two-equatlon hish Rey_olds number turbu-
lence model solutions are complete. More significant than the poor qualitative/
i quantitative representation of the data is that the_e complete solutions do not• indica e turbulent boundary layer separation nywhere along the surface. This
I condition was previously suggested as a possible cause for the high levels of
i heat transfer data beyond 50% chord but was not indicated computatlonally.
i: Therefore the nature of the flow in this region is still uncertain, since the
analytical predictions provide no clear basis for any conclusions. Note fin-
ally that the very wavy turbulent predictions of Figure 41b are related to the
explicit streamwise pressure gradient inner region modeling, which appears to
I be inadequate for the levels of pressure gradient imposed here.
Figure 42 shows the integral and differential method solutions compared with
the data for York (run 9). Referring to Figure 42a, it should again be noted
that the laminar and turbulent solutions form a lower and upper bound to the
data. This has been _h_ dominant integral method solution theme everywhere
except for the York (run 19) solutions. Again, point transition at Re t "
250 gives a rather poor representation of the experimental data. The results _
for the differential method solutions shown in Figure 42b again show trends
; comparable to those observed previously. That is, fully turbulent solutions !
tend to give a reasonable qualitative type prediction but poor quantitative I
[ results. Also, transition solutions are poor representations. Again, trun- I
cared solutions shown in Figure 42b represent cases where the boundary layer i
I separated computatlonally, j
i 'summar II
i A discussion describing the ,'Task I: Characterization of General Methodology" I
portion of the Analytical Program has been presented. It is the purpose of _
this subsection to bring into final perspective the objective of this initial
task and set the tone for the Task llI methods development effort.
l
Three methods were chosen for evaluation within this program. The main crl- I
teflon used in selecting these methods was to choose scheme,_ that were most
representative of current turbine design system methodology for prediction of
external airfoil heat transfer coefficients. This led rathe, naturally to the
selection of boundary layer methods. The major difference among the three
methods was in the analytical form of the governing equations that were solved
and the complexity of the turbulence model assumed. Also, in the initial
evaluation phase, no special efforts were made to improve any of the modeling
currently incorporated within the general, as published, methods.
With tilemethods selected, an evaluation data base was constructed containing
airfoil heat transfer experimental data cases, which were chosen to be repre-
sentative of operating conditions, geometries, and physical phenomena assocl-
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ated with gas turbine environments. Additionally, the data were selected based
on their pot:ential for independently isolating various effects, such as free-
stream turbL_l=nce intensity or Reynolds number.
_ Finally with the methods and data base defined, actual solutions were computed
using various assumptions regarding the nature of the flow, and these solutions
were compared with the experimentally determined heat transfer coefficient
distributions. The major conclusions of this comparative study are as follows:
o Laminar flow solutions show good comparison with experimentally determined
heat transfer distributions only when free-stream turbulence levels are
small.
o Increased levels of suction/pressure surface heat transfer suggested byL
_ the presence of free-stream turbulence for an otherwise laminar flow re-
I_i gion ere, in general, predicted qualitative!7 better assuming laminar flow
but Ruantitativel7 better assuming turbulent flow.
o For all but one of the airfoil cases considered here, the integral method
i laminar and turbulent solutions form lower and upper bounds for the exper-
I imental data.
I
i o The "worst" quantitative predictions were observed for the Turner pressure
surface data.
o In a number of cases, the differential method solutions using the two-
equation high/low Reynolds number turbulence model formulation gave the
_ "best" quantitative results.
o In general, the simple transition origin and length models used here lead
to poor predictions.
o Fully turbulent flow computations and the resulting predicted heat trans'
fer coefficient levels are very sensitive to the specified free-stream
pressure (velocity) distributions, particularly when the near wall turbu-
lence model explicitly uses streamwise pressure gradient to define length
scale damping.
o In general, the boundary layer methods evaluated in this study using gen-
eral textbook-type turbulence models proved inadequate for predicting ex-
ternal heat transfer coefficients over the range of experimental test con-
ditions and geometries considered here.
The last observation, although probably the most important, was suspected to
be true before this program egan. So, one contribution of the methods evalu-
ation phase was to establish and document what was initially suspected to be
the case. These conclusions are of some importance to the designer who must i
i
L select or employ one of the several methods examined here. With this initial i
evaluation task obvious is: What should be done to im-completed, questionan
prove the predictions? After careful evaluation of the results of this Task
I, it was decided to concentrate all efforts on further examination and devel-
opment of only one method: The differential method approach (STANS), using a
zero-equation MLH turbulence model formulation. The decision to carry forward
the development of only one method was a practical decision b,_sed on a desire
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to satisfy the designer's needs. The decision to base modeling efforts on a
simple eddy viscosity concept over a higher order turbulence model concept is
based on the past attention given to the slmpler approach, especially for 8as
turbine environment specific applications. It should also be noted that the
detailed experimental data required to reallstically tune higher order turbu-
lence models for gas turbine environment applications are quite scarce. On
the other hand, global-type boundary layer data, normally used to develop more
empirical lower order turbulence models (such as eddy v_"coslty models), are J
more common. This is especially true if the experiment being performed is an
attempt to simulate realistic gas turbine operating conditions. Therefore the
subsequent Analytical Program efforts were focused on the development of a
suitable differential/mixing length turbulence model method for the predlctl._
of external solid surface airfoil heat transfer coefficients. |
!
DEVELOPMENT OF A SPECIFIC METHOD FOR GAS TURBINE APPLICATIONS: TASK III
• Although any computational method which does not solve the full (time depen-
dent) Navier-Stokes and energy equations cannot be expected to be universally
I
valid over the entire range of circumstances governed by these equations, |
[ there are solutions from reduced sets of these equations that are valid for
a subset of problems. In particular the boundary layer equations physically
i satisfy most of the theoretical assumptions used to formulate the reduced set
of equations. It is implied in this work that the flow field immediately adja-
i cent to the solid surface of an airfoil at typical turbine geometry condl-
gas
tions can be analytically modeled using the boundary layer equations. That
this is a reasonable assumption is partially Justified by the boundary layer
i methods evaluation study detailed in the previous section where particular"
classes of solutions were able to capture most of the qualitative aspects of
the physical phenomena indicated by the experimental data. That the methods
did not consistently give good quantitative solutions is an indication that
i reduced methods have a limited range of validity. Therefore, the objective ofthe boundary layer methods development effort performed within this program
I was to start with a particular general boundary layer method featuring basical-ly "good physics" and extend and/or modify it so that its useful range of vall-
dity would include gas turbine airfoil heat transfer problems. The general
method used here as the starting point was one which numerically solved the
streamwise momentum and energy partial differential boundary layer equations
using MLH/eddy dlffuslvity concepts for modeling the turbulent shear stress
and heat flux. The specific computer code selected was the Crawford and Keys
(Ref. 8) published version of the STAN5 two-dimenslonal boundary layer program.
The actual strategy used in extending and/or modifying the general MLH turbu-
lence modeling boundary layer methodology was to pay partlcular attention to
both the turbulence model and nonturbulence model aspects of the complete !
boundary layer problem. Boundary and initial conditions are considered to be _1
nonturbulent aspects of the boundary layer problem but are important since the !
boundary layer equations are parabolic in nature. The assumption that the
i
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boundary and initial conditions are known (or not critical) can be a dangerous
approach and has led to incorrect conclusions regarding the performance of a
particular turbulence model. In general, boundary conditions become very im-
portant when strong nonequilibrlum streamwise pressure gradients are present.
i This is because streamwise pressure gradient terms appear explictly in the
i. boundary layer equations and become dominant terms when the flow is strongly
accelerated or decelerated. The specified initial ccndltlons are usually not
i considered particularly important aspects of the boundary layer problem be-
cause the boundary layer equations themselves have rather weak "upstream mem-
I sty" properties. Therefore the boundary layer solutions can be desensitized
i to initial condition errors by starting the boundary layer solutions far enough
upstream of the actual zone of interest. This, of course, cannot be done for
airfoil boundary layer computations because the entire airfoil surface makesI
up the computational domain and, therefore, is of interest. Actually, initialI
i conditions are even more critical to airfoil heat transfer problems, becausecomputations are usually started near the leading edge stagnation point, which
I is of critical importance to the designer. Since the nonturbulent aspects ofthe airfoil boundary layer heat transfer problem, i.e., boundary and initial
I! conditions, are so important, the manner in they were specifiedwhich will be
discussed in two separate sections below.
I The turbulence modeling aspects of the boundary layer problem considered herein
!_ were treated initially as though an acceptable model reflecting free stream
i turbulence, curvature and transition effects were already available. The In-i ent here was to avoid a lengthy turbulen e model dev lopment effort beyond
i the scope of the present program. The previously developed approaches were
tested using selected experimental test cases, the data base used in Task I,
Lander (Eel. 16), and Turner (Ref. 15), as well as the data obtained in the
current program (Task If). It was found, however, that when tested against
these rather extensive data sets, simple extensions to the MLH turbulence mod-
eling were often inadequate. This result led to a turbulence modeling effort,
_ which speclflcally addressed the airfoil heat transfer problem. 1
|
Boundar_ Conditions ]
Any given boundary layer code is only as good as the invlscld blade-to-blade
code used to predict boundary layer edge velocity conditions. Therefore, any
discussion of the development of a suitable airfoil heat transfer prediction 4
scheme should beglnwlth a discussion of the manner In whlch boundary condi-
tions are provided via an invlscld blade-to-blade method.
For all airfoil boundary layer computations performed within this program,
boundary conditions were obtained from two-dlmensional inviscld blade-to-blade
solutions computed using the time dependent Euler equation solver of Delaney
(Kef, 21). The Velaney method uses a body-centered coordinate system, which
allows detailed resolution of the leading edge and/or stagnation region. Ac-
curate resolution of the stagnation region flow field is essential _o estab- !
lishlngsuitable initial conditions in the leading edge region. Figure 43 il-
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Figure 44. Delaney 2-D invlscid blade-to-blade analysis surface static/inlet
total (PSW/PTI) solutions compared with MARK II experimental data for
exit Mach numbers of 0.90 and 1.05.
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lustrates the body-centered coordinate grids generated analyt_cally for the
four airfoils that made up the experimental data base used in this Task 111
method development phase. For purposes of reproduction, only coarse grids are
shown. In actual applicatlonj the grid can be made as fine as necessary to
ensure that solutions are converged with respect to grld density. To demon-
strate the qualltatlve/quantltatlve attributes of the selected Invlscld flow
solutions reference is made to Figures 35, 44, and 45, which show predicted
surface statlc/Inlet total pressure distributions for Lander (Ref. 16), Mark
lip and C3X alrfoilsp respectlvelyp at the indicated exit Mach number condl- _I
tions. In general, the method captures all the qualitative and quantitative 1
aspects of the data. This is particularly significant in the case of the Mark ;
II airfoilp which indicates the presence of a strong shock on the suction sur-
face.
Initial Conditions
The initial conditions that must be specified for a compressible, two-dlmen-
sional boundary layer method with zero order turbulence modeling are the boun-
dary layer velocity and thermal profiles. As mentioned in the introduction of
this subsectlon_ alzfoll boundary layer methods are computatlonally started in
the near vicinity of a specified leading edge stagnation point. Therefore,
care must be exercised in defining these initial profiles to obtain realistic
stagnation region heat flux levels. The purpose of this section is to describe
the method used for generating the required initial velocity and thermal pro-
files. The particular method summarized below is referred to as the Inltial
profile generation method (IPGM). The IPGM used for all solutions computed in
the Task fir phase of the analytical program is an extended version of the
i Miyazakl and Sparrow (Ref. 34) similarity solution analysis developed for pre-
dlctln8 the effects of free-stream turbulence on heat transfer to cylinders in
cross flow. Although the method was not developed for airfoil boundary layer
i calculations, the fact that this analysis was based on the solution of a
I transformed set of the boundary layer equations (similarity form) means that
I both velocity and thermal profiles are part of the solution. The Miyazakl and
Sparrow method was generalized in two ways for application as an IPGM. Their
m del for eddy dlffusivlty (Em) was also extended to treat cases other than
cylinders in cross flow.
The first generalization was to recast their system of governing incompressible
differential equations into a compressible flow form. Starting with the
two-dlmenslonal incompressible momentum and energy equatlonsand introducing
the Goertler transformation, Miyazakl and Sparrow obtained the following
stagnation flow transformed momentum and energy equations.
I >I I Icm F" FF" = 0 (la)+ --- + + I - (F'j2
a
F = F'= 0 atn= 0
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+ prt T' + FT'= 0 (lb)
b
T=Oatn=O
I T_ l asn-_ ®
Ir
I F and T are the dimensionless stream function and dimensionless temperature,
respectively. The Goertler transformation relating the physical coordinate
, variables (x,y) to the nondlmenslonalized transformed variables (_,_) and the
v relations between the physical streamwise velocity component (u), temperature
I (t), and stream function (_) to the transformed quantities (and/or derivatives
i of) F and T are•: ;i
; = LrU=JoUe(X)dx= E(x) (2a)GoertlerTransformation
n = v Ue(X)dx Ue(_)Y = n(x,y)
I
with ( ) = d(., ) (2b)
x -]/2 ,i
and _(x,y) = 2 Ue(X)dx F(q) i
t(x,y)= tw + (te'tw)T(_)
Nondlmensionallzatlon quantities Lr and U_ are defined as a characteristic
length scale (cylinder diameter by Miyazakl and Sparrow) and uniform upstream
velocity level, respectively. The boundary layer outer edge (free-stream)
velocity and temperature and the wall temperature boundary conditions are
u , t , and tw, respectively. Equations la and Ib reduce to the stagnation
p_inteflow form of the Falkner-Skan equations if the terms labeled a and b are
set equal to zero. That is, the final similarity form was obtained by neglect-
Ing viscous dissipation in the energy equation, assuming constant free-stream
(t e) and wall (tw) temperature boundary conditlon_ and a power law free- 1
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stream velocity (Us) distribution as discussed below. The terms a and b of
i are modeled as described by Miyazaki and Sparrow. Equations la and ib cast
in generalized compressible similarity form are
[ ]'Em FF" ' (3a)c(I + _,._) F" + + B -(F ) = 0
a
....... F=F'=Oatn 0
F' as n ( + _-rt _ ) G + FG' :-C (I + ___m) (Y-l)Me (F") (3b)
b a
f
!ii,: G : Gw at n= 0
1
G-_ I as _ -_oo j
i
where !
C = pla = Chapman-Rubesin parameter (_)
b e e
f
• 13- 2_; du e
ue d_" - transformedEuler number
Y = Cp/Cv = specific heat ratio
Me = free-streamMach number
Equations 3a and 3b were derived starting with the two-dlmensional compres-
sible boundary layer equations and introducing this time the Illlngworth trans-
formation. This transformation relatlng the physical coordinates (x,y) to the
_ transformed variableq (_,_) along with the relations between physical stream 1function (_), streamwise velocity component (u), and static enthalpy (h) to
the transformed variables F, F', and G are
1
t
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C = e(X) Ue(X) Ue(X) dx = {(x) (sa)
• IlIingworth
Transformation
n _ 2_. pdy = n(x,y)
d
with ( )' - n--d_---()
I and o F(n) (sb)
i u(x,y)= Us(i)F'(n)
{ h(x,y)= he({) G(_)
i'
Note here that as implied by 5b, F and G are proportional to the stream func-
,ii tion (_) and static enthalpy (h) respectively. Equations 3a and 3b minus the
terms a and b are _he same as those given by White (Ref. 35) for compressible
laminar flow where the final similarity form was achieved by assuming constant
!_ free-stream total enthalpy (He), constant wall temperature (tw) , power law
free-stream velocity (Us) distribution, and ideal gas. The interested reader
should refer to Ref. 35 for more details. In 5b, he is defined as the bound-
ary layer outer edge (free-stream) static enthalpy. Note that in the energy
equation 3b the viscous dissipation term (rlght-hand side of 3b) has been In-
cluded. However, for stagnation point flows (_-I) this term is negligible
since Me _ O. For high speed flat plate flow (_ - 0), which is the other
I case where 3a and 3b represent compressible similarity equations, the contribu-
tion due to viscous dissipation may be significant. Numerically, equations 3aI
and 3b together with the boundary conditions listed above are solved in an
Iterative fashion on a nonuniform grid using a modlfled box scheme described
in detail by Welgand (Ref. 49). For property variation within the solution
domain D air is assumed and the Eckert and Drake (Refs. 50) tables are used.
Once equations 3a and 3b are solved in transformed (_,_) space, the relations
given by 5a and 5b are used to solve for the physical streamwlse velocity (u)
and static (h) or total (H-h+u2/2) enthalpy boundary layer profiles required
:_i, as input to the airfoil surface 2-D finite difference boundary layer analysis.
The second generalization made was to allow for stagnation point flow on arbl-
trary geometries. For similarity, an assumption is made that the free-stream i
velocity (ue) in the near stagnation point region satisfies the following
form:
ue = K xEu (6)
I
I
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where K is a constant, x is the surface distance, and Eu is the ruler numbur,
which for stagnation point flow is equal to unity. Nondimensionalizlng equa-
tion (6), using the upstream velocity (U_), a characteristic reference length
! (Lr) , and explicitly setting Eu equal to unity yields
V-I k r/
i due
dx Lr
where A =--_ - U_ = constant
In general, A, the normalized streamwlse velocity gradient, is a function of
geometry. For cylinders in cross flow, where Lr may be taken as the cylinder
radius, an acceptable value for A based on potential flow solutions is 2.0 for
x/Lr _ 0. Reduced values for A have been suggested (see Ref. 35) by various
authors to account for viscous effects. The vzlue used by Miyazakl and Sparrow
for cylinders in cross flow was 1.816. The heat transfer coefficient or Nus-
selt number obtained from the solution of Equations 3 and 4 is a function of A.
Theoretically then, the accuracy of the stagnation point heat transfer predic-
tion is dependent on how accurately A is known. In practice, the leading edge
" of an airfoil is commonly modeled as a cylinder in cross-flow. In that case, A
- 1.816 and the resulting IPGM w_u_d 5e equivalent to the Miyazakl and Sparrow
k formulation. Tbe basic approach can be readily generalized to more realistic
I;,_ airfoil stagnation point regions by relaxing the cylinder in cross flow assump-
tion and derivin 8 the value of A from the inviscid blade-to-blade solution atIi
_ the stagnation point. Establishing an appropriate value for A and/or K, near
_ the stagnation point on an airfoil, is a straightforward task if the inviscld
_ blade-to-blade solver uses body centered coordinates (see Figure 43). This
reinforces a previous argument that any boundary layer method (including a gen-
i:" eral IPGM) is only as good as the invlscid blade-to-blade analysis.
i In generalizing the Miyazakl and Sparrow approach to geometries other than
cylinders, the validity of their basic eddy diffus_vity (Em) model was also
I re-examlned. The basic Miyazaki and Sparrow model for Em, within the boundary
i layer (defined in physical variables) is given as,
- 2.2 _<U'>_ (_) (8)_m
10.4 y for 0 _ y _ 0.02258
where
0.098 for 0.2258 < y
" with <U'>._(TU® U® )
Based on extensive comparisons with the airfoil leading edge heat transfer data
reported herein, the Miyazaki-Sparrow viscosity model was eventually modified
for the generalized IPGM used here. The modified eddy diffusivity model is
glvenas,
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0.4 y for 0 < y <0.2258
O.09B for 0.225_ < y
- o.o =o:o_< _<
B- I12 forSO<(Ze/R  D) (9)
i
A = normalized stagnation point free-stream velocity gradient determined
from the invlscid blade-to-blade solution, Equation 7
< U'>= TU=U=
Re_
The implied length scale in the Reynolds number definitions is twice the radius
of curvature of the airfoil surface at the stagnation point (for cylinders,
this is equivalent to the diameter). With the exception of the term in
ii! brackets, Equation 9 is the same as 8. The function B, [1.2 _ B _ 3.24], re-
places the constant 2.2 of Equation 8 and was developed as a generalization,
'_r" which gave somewhat better results for cylinder data. The term involving A
reflects the increase, A > 1.816, or decrease, A < 1.816, of eddy dlffusivlty
for geometries other than cylinders. Note that for cyllnderc in cross flow
with A = 1.816, Equation 9 essentially reduces to the orlg_nal Miyazakl and
- Sparrow Equation 8. Therefore Equation 9 is still valid for cyllnders in
cross flow.
the marked improvement in predicting airfoil stagnation point heat transfer
(including the effects of free-stream turbulence and arbitrary pressure gradl-
ent), using Equation 9, is shown in Figure 46. In this figure, the predicted
stagnation point heat transfer coefflclent (hpRED) ratloed to the experl-
mentally determlned value (hMEAS) is shown plotted against the turbulent
Reynolds number ratio parameter for the four different airfoils shown in Fig-
ure 43. As can be seen in Figure 46, the airfoil stagnation point predicted
_ (using Equation 9 for defining turbulent dlffuslvlty) heat transfer coefficient
has a mean value about 5Z higher than the measured value and has a scatter ofi'
! +_i0_. It is important to point ou_ here that if an attempt is made to include
the effects of free-stream turbulence on airfoil sta_natlon point heat transfer
,>_ (assuming the airfoil leading edge can be modeled as a cylinder in cross flow),
I, = then the levels of heat transfer predicted could be in serious error. This is
• illustrated in Figure 46 by the Equation 8 results.
In summary, tibia subsection has described the _mnner in which required initial
conditions were specified for airfoil boundary layer computations. Again, it !
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_ Figure 46. Airfoil stagnation point heat transfer predictions, including the
effects of free-stream turbulence obtained using cylinder in cross-flow
assumption (Equation 8) and generalized geometry assumption
(Equation 9). Predicted heat transfer coefficient is shown
normalized by measured value (hpEED/hMEAS).
L
_! is important to note that reaiistlc initial conditions are essential because
_. the surface boundary layer computations are usually started near the leading
ii ating initial condit, ions in the form of velocity and thermal profiles, based l
airfoil cooling designer. An analytlcal/numerlcal procedure (IPGM) for gener-
on stagnation point similarity solutions, including the effects of free-stream
. turbulence and pressure gradient, was presented. The ZPGM used within this
program and suggested for general use in a design system environment is glven
by Equations 3a, 3b, and 9. It was demonstrated that this turbulent form of
the boundary layer similarity equation yields reasonable airfoil stagnation i
point heat transfer predictions. i
Effective Vlscoslty Modeilng !
Thls subsection deals with the so-called turbulent aspects of the airfoil heat
=_ transfer method development eluded to in the introduction. In this subsectlon, ii
a brzef di_uu_slon c_ -_'_" "_''*_ .... ,4s_-_*, _oncep_ will be followed by a
description of the formulatlo_ developed as part of this program.
_eneral Effe:tlve Vlscoe;It_ Formulation !
Zn the basic effective viscoslty/Prandt] number approach to modeling turbulent 4
.... shear stress and turbulent heat flux, eddy dlffuslvlties for momentum (Im) and ]
heat (iH) a_e introduced to model the unknown fluctuating quantities as given
below !
!
I
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'_ Thfs assumption relates the fluctuating quantites to more definable mean gra- ',
f! dient quantities. Using Equations I0 and iI, an effective viscosityj Meff,
"i" and an effective conductivity, (k/Cp)eff, may be defined as follows ._!
_i _eff = _ + _t =P(_ + Cm) (12)(
-:, elf Cp Cp th
il In practice, it is often easier to work with the dimensionless Prandtl number
ii! rather than with conductivity. Therefore an effective Prandtl number, Preff,is defined using Equations 12 and 13 together with the so-called turbulent
Prandtl number, Prt, which relates e m and EH. That is
' em l_t
I I (14)l_eff = =
Preff = Tk-_eff l + _m I _t lP-V +
where
era - _t ....
: Pr = T_ and Prt - _H (k/Cp)t
With this definition, Prt becomes _he unknown turbulent quantity in the en-
ergy equation rather than kt, the turbulent conductivity. The unknowns that
must be modeled in the effective viscosity/Prandtl number approach are the
turbulent viscosity, _t, and turbulent Prandtl number,, Pr t. t
In this s_udy, more generalized forms of the effective viscosity/Prandtl number _
were used to accommodate explicit modeling of free-stream turbulence and tran- :
sition as part of an MLH turbulence modeling approach. _ese forms are I
_eff - _ +( Vt _t-+ YTU _TU) (15)
1+ (Y¢ I_t+,7TU _TU) _',
Preff : _. (16) i
l (Yt l_t+ YTU I_TU) 1
+
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i where (Yt Pt + YTU PTU) OE pOOR Q_#_Li,'TY
; Prt : Z)
: (k/cp.t
L
Note that the term in parenthesis above replaces the single term representa-
tion of turbulent viscosity, _t, in Equations 12 and 14. Use of the same
variable, _t, in both Equations i2 and 15 is intentional. In simple ap-
_ proaches, which explicitly include the effects of free-stream turbulence, mod-
eling of the turbulent viscosity, _t, is not changed but rather free-stream
turbulence is accounted for by intro_ucir_ an additional term (_O) referred
to here as the "turbulence" viscosity. With this approach, Equations 15 and
i 16 are equivalent to Equations 12 and 14 only if 7t is unity and 7TU and/or_TU equals zero. t
I_ As a side note, it is interesting to note that the so-called turbulence via-
l cosity, _TU, was introduced explicitly, but a corresponding turbulence
i!: Prandtl number, which might be defined as the ratio of turbulence viscosity,
MTU, to turbulence conductivity, was not introduced. This apparent over-
site or inconsistency would seem to be important when attention is being so
specifically paid to airfoil heat transfer type problems, where the effects of
free-stream turbulence are so pronounced. That it is not defined or modeled
emphasizes the lack of historical attention given to modeling turbulent heat
flux. This is unfortunate, as pointed out in Haines (Ref. 25), and truly
hampers turbulence modeling efforts when heat transfer is important. The con-
cept of turbulence Prandtl number (and the modeling of turbulent Prandtl num-
_ bet in general) have been largely neglected in the sense that phenomena asso-
ciated with airfoil heat transfer are explicitly modeled only through the too-l
• mentum equation and hence affect the energy equation only through rather poorly
developed turbulent Prandtl number modeling. Any serious attempts to directly
p model turbulent heat flux and/or turbulent Prandtl number in this particularprogram would be difficult, if not impossible, at this time because the de-
, tailed airfoil heat transfer data necessary to verify any new modeling concept
are absent.
Returning now to the discussion of the effective viscosity formulation given
by Equation 15, it should be noted that two additional terms 7t and 7TU
are introduced. These terms are connnonly referred tc as intermittency func-
tions. Their purpose is to "turn-on" or "turn-off" the terms they multiply in
specified manner. In practice, the transition process from laminar to tur-
*+
bulent flow is modeled _hrough 7t. That Is.
IO 0 Laminar zone
Yt = <yt< l transitionzone (17)
1 turbulentzone
Specification of the actual functional form of the intermittency, 7t, is
the result of transition origin, path, and length modeling.
8O
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If >t were allowed to range from zero to one and also from one to zero, then
both a natural (forward) transition and a reverse transition (relaminarization)
could be modeled.
" Finally, the term 7TU is introduced to specify in which zone--laminar, tran-
sition, or turbulent--the turbulence viscosity is added. In practice, YTU
may be directly related to 7t (e.g., 7TU = 1 - 7t) or a 7t independent function
,._ may be developed.
:
. Before leaving this section, it is of interest to contrast the "original" and
! "final" approaches to turbulence modeling put forward here. This will hope-
_ fully highlight the main framework of the MLH turbulence model used in the
_.-..
....:" Task I methods evaluation in terms of Equation 15. That is, in the baseline
STANS-MLH method used in Task I (and as a starting point for Task Ill):
IJeff= _ + Yt _t + YTU I_TU (a ..
!
IJt = pD2£21_'lau (b
o<y_ _-_ 1<
<y ........
< = 0.41, _= 0.086 1i
i D : 1.0- exp[-y+/A+) (d 1+ u_!x_ A
I Y = A+ !v ' (P+) I
p+
UT :_" , = -- -- ',
_. PwUT3 dx
0 for Ree< Reet
Yt = (e
I for Re0 >2 Reet
PTU " (Notmodeled) = 0 (f
7TU " (Notmodeled)= 0 (g
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Complete description of this MLH turbulence model and its implementation in
STAN5 is glven in Crawford and Kays (Ref. 8). The important points to make
about Equatlon 18 are that neither TO or TU are modeled (Implylng that
no attempt was made to explicitly represent free-stream turbulence phenomena).
Also, there are no explicit surface curvature corrections, and there is no ex-
pliclt functional transition origin model. These points are not made to dis-
L parsee the original model but rather to support statements that extensions to
i the general differential method (with ML_ turbulence modeling) are necessary
for de_eloplng a suitable airfoil heat transfer prediction scheme.
In closing this subsection, it should be stated that the generalized effective
_ vlscoslty/Prandtl number forms given by Equations 15 and 16 are not new con-
Ii cepts. Rather they are convenient forms for setting up and systematizing MLH
_ turbulence model extensions found in the literature. In the next subsection, !
i several of the various models suggested for defining the terms of Equation 15
are discussed together with their potential for implementation into a gas tur-
bine airfoil design code.
I I........ Previous Modelin_ Efforts and Results !
Ii The objective of the Task III phase of this program was to evaluate available
_odlflcations and/or extensions applicable to the various terms of the effect-
ive viscosity definitions (Equation 15), and to select the "best" combination
L_ for final recommendation. In working towards this objective, it was found
that it was not possible to find a satisfactory combination that would give
!_ consistently reasonable heat transfer coefficient predictions. The principalreason for this deficiency was that a relatively large set of relevant airfoil
! heat transfer data was used to test the extended models. In particular, thei
heat transfer data of Lander (Ref. 16) and Turner (Ref. 15), as well as the
Mark II and C3X data obtained in this program, were used in the Task Ill ex- {
tended methods evaluation phase. These four airfoil heat transfer data sets
represented a wide range of geometrles and operating conditions characteristic
of the gas turbine environment. The fact that the extended "literature" models
were evaluated against a relatively large and diverse airfoil heat transfer
data set proved to be a severe test of the range of validity of most models
tested. The fact that most MLH turbulence model extensions given in the llt-
erature were not specifically developed for the gas turbine airfoil heat
t_ansfer problem reinforces the opinion that solutions obtained from reduced
fo_s of the Navler-Stokes/energy equations canno_ be expected to be valid for
every fluid flow/heat transfer problem envisioned. What was observed in this
study was tha_ the modellng approaches developed for nonalrfoll geometries
were not adequate for predictlng the wide range of representative gas turbine
alrf_il-speclflc data used for verlflcati'-----on.This statement should not be I
misunderstood to mean that every model tested failed for every case. In fact,
certain model combinations tried gave respectable results for certain data !
cases. However, for other cases, these same model combinations were inade-
quate. The purpose of this subsection is to document what was tried and how
a best single or combined approach was searched for computatlonally.
The types of models extracted from the llterature fall within one of the fol-
lowln 8 five categories listed:
o Transition orlgin models
o Transition length models
o Transition path models (intermittency) OF POOR QUALITY
o "Turbulence" viscosity (_TU) models
_ - o Surface curvature models
7_
Taken together, models in the first three categories give a complete definition 1
of the transition process and mathematically define the intermittency term, |L
Tt, in the effective viscosity definition given by Equation 15. Models in !
:[
_ the fourth category define the turbulence viscosity term, MTU. These models
are almost exclusively dedicated to modeling the effects of free-stream turbu- ,I
fence within an MLH turbulence modeling approach. Models that fit into the
surface curvature modeling category are suggested mixing length scale correc- 1
tions ard are often referred to as "Beta-Richardson number" models. Finally, _
models for 7TU , the turbulence viscosity intermittency function of Equation i
15, were not originally specified. Rather, the approach taken was to define !
7TU by trial and error using the experimental data to determine in which re-
gions _TU should be "turned-on" or "turned-off" to best fit the data trends, j
Before listing the models tested, it is useful to first define some of the 1
nomenclature used in the analytical definitions given for these models. A
number of the models are functions of free-stream turbulence. A distinction
is made between upstream level of free-stream turbulence intensity (TU m ),
local boundary layer outer edge level (TUe) and average level (T-U). The def-
initions of these three types of turbulence intensity level follows Dunham
(Ref. 32), who developed a transition origin model using _. TU= is defined
as the assumed isotropic free-stream turbulence intensity that would correspond
to the uniform flow field approaching a cascade of airfoils. This would re-
present, for example, an experimeDtally reported upstream value. TUe is the
local boundary layer edge value and is defined here (as suggested by Dunham)
using the following equation
(19)
{sTU= for S > lTUe : {TU] O<_S<l
and C = _ ORIGI_'_ALpAGE IS
(PU)_ OF POOR QUALITY
In computations, TUe, is constrained, as implied by Equation 19, to be less
! than or equal to TU= . Also_ Dunham originally defined e = Ue/U=, (i.e., ,
velocity ratio) but h_re the density-velocity ratio is used. The averageI
.'- is defined _s follows,
f l
i ",_. TU = (TU_+ TUe) (20)
i 2
I Equations written as functions of either of the three of turbulence in-
types
' tensitie defin d bove assume that actual values ar given in decimal qu va-
I lent (i.e., I0% TU is 0.I0, not I0.) The variable k is a pressure gradient
_ term (Pohlhausen parameter) and is defined as
82 du (21)
where 8 is the local boundary layer momentum thickness. The various Reynolds
....: number defi_titions given are all based on the use of local boundary 14_..._dg _
velocity with the first subscript indicating length scale basis and the second
" identifying how the Reynolds number is used. The important Reynolds number
definitions used in what follows arei
!
i
Re@t = momentum thickness Reynolds number, where transition begins i(transition origin criterion) ,
Re@e = momentum thickness Reynolds number, where transition ends !
(transition length criterion) ]
i i
Rext = surface distance Reynolds number, where transition begins 1
(transition origin criterion)
Rexe - surface distance Reynolds number, where transition ends (tran-
sition length criterion) ......
Re_ = transition zone lengthReynolds number. I
For zero-pressure gradient flows, the last three definitions are related by
the following equation
Rexe = Rext + Re£ (22)
Also, _, as used here, corresponds to physical length of the transition zone
defined as follows
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; ; Or, alternately, _ is the distance from the transition origin to where transi-
tion is 99% complete. The definition of 7t used in Equation 23 is repre-
sented by Equation 17. Certain of the transition length and path (intermit-
tency) models found in the literature are based on other definitions of tran-
sition zone length. For instance, Dhawan and Narasimha (Ref. 36) define th_
transition zone length, d, as
,! d = Xlyt=0.75- xIyt=0.25 (24)
. '
i
_ which defines the physical transition zone length as the distance between the
i points where transition is 25% and 75% complete. Dunham (Ref. 32) relatedgiven by Equation 23 to d _iven by Equation 24 using the following relation
g = 3.36d (25)f
I The procedure used by Dunham (and in this work) was to convert all transition
I zone length detlnitions to the equivalent of Equation 23.! Transition Origin Models
I" :'7
'__ Five analytical models for the prediction of transition origin were tested,
the goal being to replace the arbitrarily specified transition origin momentum
thickness Reynolds number criterion used in the Task I methods evaluation phase
of this program. These five methods are analytically summarized below, along
i_ with brief comments when appropriate.
A full discussion of each model will not be given here for purposes of brevity.
The reader interested in full details should refer to the appropriate referen-
ces.
o [i] VanDriest and Blumer (Ref. 37)
This is a flat pla_e type model, which specifies transition origin as a function
of free-stream turbulence only. Selection of this flat plate model was intended
tu demonstrate the use of zero-pressure gradient correlations for nonequilib-
rlum applications.
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i¢., o [2] Seyb (Ref 1, 38) "" .... ": _'_"_""
]
i Reot: I._ + 70TUe + 10. X + 0.09 : (27) "-
- [0.oio6; ai6TUi
I
I,
i This model was tested using the upper and lower limits for TUe suggested by
Brown and Burton (Ref. i_), i.e.D
0.015 _f TUe<O.OI5
TUe = TUe if O.OI5_TUe_O.04 (28)
O.04 if TUe> O.04 i
Seyb's model for transition origin is a function of both free-stream
turbulence intensity_ TUe, and pressure gradient, A.
! !,io [3] Cebeci (Re_. 39)
Ill (29)
Reet 1.174(I + 22400/Rex) ReOx'46- • _I
Limits .lx I06<_Rext<_60x lO6 i
_ This model implies that a unique relation exists between the momentum I
,!
thickness Reynolds number and the surface distance Reynolds number at the
_: transition initiation location. This model is also a flat plate type model ,I
_ and does not include the effects of free-stream turbulence intensity i
explicitly. !
O [4] Dunham (Ref. 32) I
-I
_i
{co..• + (,o, I
where =I(21X'IOOTO)if (21X-100_0)<_0.75 l]
D Iw0.75 'if (21},-100 T'U)>0.75 !
This model, llke Seyb's, predicts transition origin as a function of both free- 1
stream turbulence intensity (de£ined by Equation 20) and pressure gradient.
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ReGt = 163 + exp [F(X).(I.- fU/O.0691)] (31)
where
1.91 + 12.75_+ 63.6412 for _<0
F(X) =
.91 + 2.48X- 12.27X2 for l>O
This model was developed based on extensive experimental data taken by the
authors, where both pressure gradient and free-stream turbulence level were
varied. In form, Equation 31 is similar to the transition origin model of
Hall and Gibbings (Ref. 41) but more generalized.
,i: Transition-Length Models
Following are descriptions of the five transition zone length or endpoint mod-
els tested. Th common feature of all these models (with the exception of the
Ref. 41 model) is that the transition zone length is defined in terms of an
appropriate transition origin Reynolds number. This implies that these length
models are only as good as the transition origin model used.
o [I] Dhawan and Narasimha (Ref. 36)
Red = 5.0 R-0"8 (32)ext
where
d = (x Yt=0.75 - xIyt=0.25) eq.(24)
This model defines the actual zone length Reynolds number based on 25% to 75%
intermittency. As discussed earlier, for ease of implementation into a numer-
ical code and/or systematizing definition, the models were all used in a modi-
fied form, where the characteristic length scale, i, was defined as 0-99_ inter-
mlttency as in Equation 23 (also referred to as the total length). Therefore,
based on the total length, using Equation _S, the Dhawan and Naraslmha model
becomes
Re£ = 16.8 Kext-0.8 , £_ Eq.(23) (33)
and Rexe = Rext + Re_
where as defined abuve, Rexe is the surface distance Reynolds number, which
defines the end of the transition zone.
B7
O [2] Debruge (Ref. 42)
_ Red 0.005_ 1.28: Kext , d _Eq.(24) (34)
i
i
t Again this model was used in the following modified form,
1.28
I: Re_= 0.0168 K_xt , _Eq.(23) (35)
i!.
_' = Rext+ Re_, and Rxe
"i o [3] Chen and Thyson (Ref. 43)!
• The assumption was made that Chen and Thyson's (Rsf. 43) original model, as ........ I
k given by Equation 36, was based on total length, as defined by Equation 23,
F and therefore was not modified. Me is defined here _s the local free-s_ream
I Mach number.
o [4] Hall and Gibbings (Ref. 41)
[..
i . Rese= 320.+ exp (7.7- 44.75TUe) (37) 1
!
This model is unique in the sense that the transition endpoint is not an ex- 1
• plicit function of the-origin. Therefore, Equation 37 should be considered -
together with Hall and Gibbings transitio_ origin model, .i
Rest= 190+ exp(6.88- 103.TUe) (38)
to be consiotent with the authors' original modeling concept.
o [5] Abu-Ghannam and Shaw (Ref. 40)
Reee= 540.+ I83.5(Re_x10-5 - 1.5)(I - 1.4_) (39)
where Re_ = 16.8Re0-8 Eq.(33)
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The authors define A as the endpoint value of the pressure gradient parameter
defined by Equation 21. In practice a local value of I was used therefore
implying that the transition eudpoint was not necessarily fixed once the
origin Reynolds number was known. This brings up another important
characteristic of most of the transition length models studied here. The
simpler transition zone length models given above imply that once the
transition origin has been determined, the total length and/or transition
endpoint is known. This implicitly assumes the downstream flow behavior is
I somehow characterized by the transition origin criteria. This concept is not
,I unreasonable if one is considering equilibrium flows in the sense that _ is
constant. However, if one accepts the concept of relaminarlzation, su:h as
_ was developed by Jones and Launder (Ref. 27), then it is not too difficult to
II conceive of nonequilibrium flow cases for which the simple fixed endpoint
formulation is inadequate. In conclusion then, use of the transition length
models given above for strong nonequilibrium flows is questionable.
• Transition Path Models (Intermittoncy)
_ The three models used to define the intermittency function T_ are listed
below. Again, these models were redefined, where necessary, xn terms of the
I total transition zone length,_ , given by Equation 23.
! o [I] Dhawan and Narasimha (Ref. 36)
IL 2
yt = .l . exp [.0.412 (_) ] (40)d
where d _ Eq(24)
x and xt correspond to local physical location along the surface and
physical location of the transition origin point, respectively. Redefining
,i Equation 40 in terms of _ using Equation 25 yields,
: ij
_ Yt = 1 - exp -4.65 (x - xt) (41)
where
_ Eq (23)_H_(xe - xt)
o [2] Chen and Thyson (Ref. 43)
l
where
G : 3.0 ue ext
_2A2
and A = Re_6_.Re_
I
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Chen and Thyson developed their model assuming a 0-95% intermittency transi-
tion zone length, which implied a constant of 3.0 in the definition of G above.
This constant was changed to 4.65 for consistency with the 0-99% intermittency
zone length used herein.
o [3] Abu-Ghamman and Shaw (Ref. 40)
Yt = I. - exp(-4.65n 3) (43)
I,. where (Rex. Rext _
This model differs from the previous two in that Reynolds numbers are used in
place of physical surface distances.
In concluding this presentation of the intermittency models, it should be noted
i that, as defined, 7 t assumes that transition origin and length informationare known. Therefore it can be argued that these intermittency representations
i are only as 8ood as the models developed for transition origin and length.!
I Turbulence Viscosity (_TU ) Models
Four models extracted from the literature are given below. As part of the
generalized effective viscosity definition given by Equation 15, turbulence
viscosity models are used to account for the effects of free-stream turbulence
using MLH turbulence modeling concepts. The idea behind _TU formulations
is that the characteristic velocity that should be used to define the velocity _i
• scale depends on free-stream turbulence intensity. To further explain the 1
MTU concept, reference is made to a suggestion put forward by Spalding _i
(Ref. 44) for modeling the effects of free-stream turbulence in a _ tur-
bulent flow where
'I
_t=P .(lengthscale).(velocityscale) (44) !
Spalding suggested that the proper velocity scale to use might be the greater
of the two values defined as
velocityscale: (lengthscale)• I_] (45)
or
velocityscale= (free-streamturbulenc,intensity),ue (46)
9O
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However, rather than combining Equations 45 and _ into a single definition
of Ft as suggested by Spalding, a "split" form represented by the eff_c_i:_
viscosity definition given by Equation 15 is used here. This may be more
clearly illustrated by repeating Equation 15 here and defining _t and FTU
in terms of Equations 45 and 46. That is,
_eff : _ +Y@t + YTU_TU (47)
where
_t = p " (lengthscale)2.1_I
and ]JTU= p " (lengthscale). (free-streamturbulenceintensity).(velocityscale)
c
Presumably the proper turbulent/turbulence viscosity level could be controlled
by definition of 7t and_Tu. Hence, the difference between turbulent
(Ft) and turbulence _TU) viscosities is in the assumed velocity scale.
If Equation 47 implies that for flows where free-stream turbulence is present,_TU should be defined to model the effects. The effective "turbulence"
r viscosity (_TU) models considered in this study are defined below.o [I] Smith and Kuethe (Ref. 45)
_TU = 0.164py TU U_ (48)
The normal distance, y, is the length scale, and TU_ is the velocity
scale. This model was actually developed for predicting the effects of
free-stream turbulence on stagnation point heat transfer to cylinders in cross
flow and was included in this study to test its validity in airfoil surface
boundary layer computations.
: o [2] Becko (Ref. 46)
i : (49)
' _TU = pDA TUeUe
where A_ Eq (18c)
DE Eq (18d)
Here the length scale, _ , and near-wall damping function D s:e defined in the
same manner aS in the MLH definition of turbulent viscosity, Ft" This model
was developed for use within a surface boundary layer prediction method to
model _he effects of free-stream turbulence for nominally laminar flows,
o [3] Miyazaki and Sparrow (Hcf. 34)
UTU = ".2 Op_ TU®U® (50)
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where 9.-: Eq(18c)
D_y/_
This model should be recognized as the unmodified turbulence model used to de-
velop the initial profile generation method discussed in the section on boun-
dary conditions. Like the Smith and Kuethe model, it was developed to account
I for the effects of free-stream turbulence for cylinders in cross flow. The
model is very similar to Becko's, the major exception being in the definition
_ of V. Miyazaki and Sparrow actually grouped V with TU= U= to imply a par-
ticular velocity scale, but V may also be considered a damping function.
o [4] Forest (Ref. II)
VTU = CTDpg.TU®Uo= (51)
where _ =-Eq (18c)
D- Eq(18d)
CT = { B if B<0.75
I 0.75 if B>0.75
I 0.75B
, B =
L B+ 00lF,
i B =_/0.0625_2+Yt '_
X - Eq (21)
This FTU model of Forest is actually only part of a more complete turbulence
model developed for gas turbine applications. Some comr.ents regarding the
complete model are given later. However, the purpose of testing the turbu-
lence viscosity model given by Equation 51 was that it is th_ only model of
the four listed here that explicitly includes the effects of pressure gradient.
This aspect is important in that an attempt is made to model the interaction
::_ between free-stream turbulence and pressure gradient directly.
As a final note to this presentation of FTU models, it should be mentioned
that two of the models were specifically developed for the cylinder in cross-
flow stagnation point problem and two were developed for surface boundary layer
problems with emphasis on airfoil heat transfer. Therefore, it could be argued
that the latter two methods, Becko (Ref. 46) and Forest (Ref. 11), might be
most applicable in this study.
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Surface Curvature Models O_ }_{)O_ q-_;_i_.....:iI
In this study, only one model accounting for the effects of curvature was
evaluated. Without getting into a detailed discussion on the sub,eeL of
streamwlse surface curvature effects (e.g., Bradshaw [Ref. 47]), it is argued
here that a realistlc treatment of the influence of surface curvature on ]
airfoil heat transfer in gas turbine environments may be premature, For
example, a proven turbulence model for predicting strong nonequlllbrlum flows, 1
in the presence of high levels of free-stream turbulence for non___curved
surfaces, does not exist. In addition, basic curvature effect experiments to
date have been mostly limited to conetant curvature and/or radius of curvature
geometries, which are not representative of airfoil suction and pressure
surfaces. This set of circumstances has tended to de-emphaslze development of
any explicit representation of curvature effects in this study. However, it
should be pointed out that curvature effects are being implicitly treated in
two ways. First, any given curved geometry, e.g._ airfoils, has associated
wlth it a unique pressure field. Therefore, realistic prediction of the
pressure field, followed by realistic modeling of the effects of pressure
gradient in a (noncurvature corrected) turbulence model, implicitly address
the effects of curvature. Also, the use of local free-stream turbulence
intensity, TUe, as the appropriate boundary condi--'-"-tionin models that are a J
function of free-stream turbulence implicitly accounts for curvature effects
because the decay and/or growth of the free-stream turbulence is a function of
the particular pressure field, which in turn is a function of tlleparticular
curved geometry. In summary, the effects of curvature were modeled indirectly
by assumin_ that pressure (velocity) and free-stream turbulence intensity
boundary conditions were specified using realistic methodology.
The sln_le explicit curvature effects turbulence model demonstrated in this
study is essentially the mixing length scale modification approach suggested
by Bradshaw (Ref. 47). This is,
_c : Ac£ (52)
_ Eq (18c)
where !
0.5 if Ac<0.5
i_ Ac = IAc if 0.SSAc_l.5
p
i 1.5 if Ac>I.5 ,
i-
Ac _ (I. -8 Ri)
Ri = 2u , Richardsonnumber
{7.0 for I/R>O (convex)
"; 4.0 for <0 (concave)
-]-=curvature• l
"," R Radius of curvature
_. ':)3
;}
k ....... - ................................ ................ ,/ .... " ...... .2T_T±T_i,,d _-- .... - ,/- ....
As pointed out earlier in this section, models such as those given by Equation
52 are sometimes referred to as 'Beta-Richardson number' models, implied by
the _eflnltlon of Ac. Other curvature models of the Beta-Richardson number
category differ principally in the values defining _ for convex/concave curva-
ture (e.g., Eide and Johnston [Ref. 48] suggest _- 6 to 9 for both convex and
concave surfaces). In actual computations where the curvature model given by
Equation 52 was used, the mixing length previously referred to as, _ , is re-
placed by fc or equivalently Ac_.
Evaluation of Previous Modeling Efforts
The several models discussed herein for defining transition origin, length and
path, turbulence viscosity, and explicit longitudinal curvature corrections
were added as modifications to the STAN5 computer code, and an evaluation pro- __
gram was initiated. The evaluation activity involved definition of comblna- _
tlons of models, generation of Solutions, and comparisons with experimental
_ data. As discussed at the beginning of this section, no single combination of
models was found to be satisfactory in the sense that both qualitative and
• quantitative aspects of all four airfoil heat transfer data sets were conslS-
tently predicted. The essential conclusion reached here was that more work
_ _ was needed, and this is addressed in the next section. However, before be-
! ginning that discussion, the procedure used to evaluate the literature models
given above, together with the types of solutions obtained, is briefly dis-
cussed.
i The scheme used to evaluate the models is below in the
computational given or-
der in which solutions were computed and wer c mpared with a given set of data
for determining "best" combinations.
• Step No. 0 Choose experimental data taken at one operating condition.
Step No. 1 For a baseline, compute Task I type solutions. That is, compute
laminar, turbulent, and transitional solutions as was done in
i the general method evaluation phase. Compare with data.
Step No. 2 Determine "best" transition origin model. That is, compute so-
lutlons using different origin model each time with common length
model and path model and no turbulence viscosity (TTU = 0),
and no curvature correction. Compare with data. Choose "best"
model.
Step No. 3 Determine "best" t,ansition length model. That is, compute So-
lutlons using a different length model each time with a common
"best" (step no. 2) origin model, path model, 7TU - O, and no
curvature correction. Compare with data. Choose "best" model.
,. Step No. 4 Determine "best" transition path (intermittency, 7t) model.
That is, compute solutions using a different path model each
time but the same Step No. 2 origin model, Step No. 3 length
model, _TU " O, and no curvature correction. Compare with
data. Choose "best" model.
Step No. 5 Determine "best" turbulence vlscoslt_ _TU) model. That is,
compute solutions using different _TU models each time but
with no transition ( Y t " O) and no curvature correction.
Co,pare with data. Choose "best" model.
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Step No. 6 Combine results of Steps 4 and 5. That is, compute one solution
using Step No. 2 transition origin model, Step No. 3"l_ngth
model, Step No. 4 path (Tt) model, Step No. 5 turbulence
viscosity _TU) model but no curvature correction. Dcflne
(YTU " l-Tt). Compare with data.
Step No. 7 Evaluate curvature correction model. That is, repeat Step No. 6
but this time use curvature model. Define (TTU = l-Tt).
i Compare with data.
Step No. 8 Choose a different set of experimental data. Compute one solu-
tion using "best" combination of models from Step No. 6 a'---nd/or
Step No. 7. Compare with new data.
Step No. 9 Repeat Step 8 until data comparison is unacceptable (in which
case, use this data set and return to Step I) or all data have
been predicted. In this case, Step No. 6 and/or Step No. 7
model is best for all data included and evaluation terminates.
The order in which the transition model is determined in Steps 2, 3, and 4 is i
important because the models evaluated in the higher number steps are functions ....
of results obtained from models in previous steps. For example, path (inter-
mlttency, 7t) models are functions of transition origin and length variables
previously determined.
Results obtained from a single loop through the evaluation procedure given by
Steps 0-9 are shown in Figures 47 through 57. A detailed analysis of each
particular solution will not be given. Rather, the "best" model selected at
each step will bepolnted out together with the reasons for selection of that
model. For Step No. 0, an experimental data case from the C3X experiments
performed in Task II of this program was selected. This case is referred toi
as Run 109, or 4412, and is characterized by the following operating condi"
riots.
i M 2 _ 0.90I Re 2_ 2 x 106TU _6.55% (0.0655 for computations)Tw/Tg_ 0.80
The experimentally determined heat transfer coefficient distribution for this
set of operating conditions and the Step i, Task I type solutions, are shown
in Figure 47. The truncated auction surface laminar solution reflects a nu-
merically predicted lami. ar separation. The determination of the best transi-
tion origin model (Step 2, is shown in Figures 48 and 49. Note the laminar
solutions are repeated for comparison purposes. For these solutions, the fixed
transition length criterion used was Rege - 2 Re@t , and the fixed path
(Tt) model used was Dhawan and Naraslmka (Ref. 36). From these predictions,
the model of Seyb (Ref. 38) was selected as best because it predicted transi-
tion only on the suction surface. All other models either indicated no tran-
• sitlon on either surface or transition on both surfaces. The determination of
best transition length model (Step 3) is illustrated in Figures 50 and 51.
For these solutions, the fixed transition origin model was that of Seyb (as
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Figure 47. Baseline unmodified STAN5 solution results obtained for
modified method evaluation process Step No. 1 (C3X-4412 data).
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Figure 50. Modified STAN5 solution results obtained for determination of
"best" transition length model Step No. 3 (C3X-4412 data).
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;L Figure 51. Modified STAN5 solution results obtained for determination of
! "best" transition length model Step No. 3 (C3X-4412 data).
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' Figure 52. Nodified STAN5 sOlution results obtained for determination of
"best" transition path (intermittency) model Step No. _ (C3X-_12 data).
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Figure 53. Modified STAH5 solution results obtained for determination of
"best" turbulence viscosity model Step No. 5 (C3X-4412 data).
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Figure 5g. Modified STAN5 solution results obtained for determination of
"best" turbulence viscosity model Step No. 5 (C3X-4412 data) ....
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Figure 56. Modified STAN5 solution results obtained using previously
determined "best" combined model applied to a different data set,
Step No. 8 (Mark II-4411 data).
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Figure 57. Modified STAN5 solution results obtained using previously
determined "best" combined model applied to a different data set,
I Step No. 8 (Lander data).
determined above), and the fixed path (_t) was again, as in Step 2, that of
_ Dhawan and Narasimha. The length model of Dhawan and Narasimha was selected
from these solutions based on suction surface solution shape and data fit.
The determination of best path (Tt) model (Step 4) is shown in Figure 52.
In these solutions, fixed transition origin and length models were used as de-
i term/ned above, i.e., Seyb, and Dhawan and Naraslmha respectively. There is
little difference between the three solutions, and the Dhawan and Naraslmha
model was sel cted for further study primarily because th ir length model was .....
i previously selected in Step 3. The determination of best turbulence viscosity
(_TU) model (Step 5) is shown in Figures 53 and 54. Zn these solutions, ]
transition was not allowed to occur (7t - 0), and the turbulence viscosity lJ
was added only to the molecular viscosity. Attention was directed to the pres- I
sure surface in selectln8 the best model because transition is not predicted
on the pressure surface and therefore the results shown in Figures 53 and 54 !
represent final, complete solutions. The model of Forest (Ref. ii) was ulti-
mately selected because that solution gave the best qualitative/quantitative i
representation of the pressure surface data. The results of Steps 6 and 7 are I
shown together in Figure 55. In these results, the best models f_'om all prevL- i
ous steps have been combined to form a "complete" model. That is, the transi-
tion origin, length, path models, and turbulence viscosity model are respec- j
tively Seyb, Dhawan and Naraslmha (D&N), and Forest. Also in these solutions, I
the definition (TTU - l-Tt) was used to "shut-off" turbulence viscosity 1
O,_1). Note that the curvature corrected solution, (dashed curve of Figure
55) gives the expected trend (i.e., heat transfer increase on concave pressure
surface and decrease on convex suction surface), but there Is negligiblet
quantitative improvement over the noncurvature corrected solution. The Step 8
procedure, which involved selecting another data case and evaluating the best
combined solution method of Steps 1-7 is shown in Figure 56. The experimental
; data represents that of the Mark II airfoil Run 43 (4411) operating conditions.
As far as comparisons go, the solutions shown yield reasonable qualitative
trends, but there are quantitative discrepancies. Three more cycles between
i Steps 8 and 9 are shown in Figure 57 involving solutions of the same modelsused in the C3X and Mark II predictions. In this cased predictions are shown
for three different Lander experimental operating conditions. A_ can be seen
in this figure, the solutions begin to deviate significantly from th_ data for
the higher two Reynolds number/free-stream turbulence cases (Runs 54 and 55).
i At this point, the solutions were Judged unacceptable and a return to Step 1
was indicated.
As skated previously, the literature models evaluation phase conducted by
executing the procedure given by Steps 0-9 (illustrated in Figures 47 to 57)
did not produce a complete combined models method, which consistently compared
favorably with all data in the verification data base. It has been argued
that the primary reason for this failure is associated with the fact that most
of the models used here were developed or based on experimental operatln8 con-
dltlons, which were not representative of a gas turbine environment and were
therefore of questionable validity to begin with. However_ since range of va-
lidity is difficult to define, an evaluation program, such as that described I
in this section, is necessary and useful in guiding future work, even if it
does not lead to the desired result. Finally, lessons learned in this litera-
ture methods evaluation task (and the previously described Task I general
methods evaluation) were put to use in a final model development and verifica-
tion effort.
Current Modeling Effort and Results
Up to this point, the major emphasis of the analytical methods development
program has focused on the selection and evaluation of methodology available
in the literature. As the various evaluation phases of the program were per-formed, various opinions were formed relative to workability of one approach
versus another. In an attempt to take full advantage of information acquired
in the previous phases of the program, a final turbulence modeling development
task was initiated. This section discusses the significant results of this
final task. In particular, an effective viscosity model is presented which
provided better, overall solutions than any single or combined literature
model previously evaluated.
It became apparent early in the evaluation phases that the pressure surface
experimental heat transfer results would be very difficult to predict assuming
fully laminar, fully turbulent, or a lamlnar-transltlon-turbulent flow char-
acter. This is effectively illustrated by the results obtained usln8 these
three types of assumptions, as shown for example in Figure 47. This die-
crepancy initially forced the modeling effort toward development of a model
that would give better pressure surface predictions. AS a first step in that
direction, the concept of a natural transition occurring on the pressure sur-
face was eliminated. It was argued that if transition models of the type given
in the previous section are considered reasonable for predicting natural tran-
I
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sition, then the pressure surface was not undergoing natural transi_i,)n
i because no transition model tested produced satisfactory pressure su;face
predictions. As an aid in understanding the implications of eliminating the
natural transition concept (in terms of MLH turbulence modeling), the
definition of effective viscosity used throughout Task III, Equation 15, is
i* again repeated below.
!;
i _eff= _+ Yt _t + YTU _TU (53)
!
In terms of Equation 53, elimlnating the possibility of pressure surface tran-
sltion in the usual sense is accomplished by setting 7t " 0. Additionally,
the assumption was made that in the presence of free-stream turbulence, mea-
sured pressure surface heat transfer levels would always be greater than those
p_edicted by laminar solution.
• In terms of Equation 55, this assumption implies 7TU 0 over the entire i
surface. In an attempt to simplify nomenclature without any loss of generali-
_ ty, this condition was satisfied by setting 7TU - i. The effective viscosity
i definition now becomes,
_eff = _+ _TU (54)
Thus, dropping the concept of natural transition simplifies the form of the
effective viscosity definition, but forces the turbulence viscosity _TU) to
model all the turbulent phenomena. In thi regard, the turbulence viscosity
(_TU) model developed expressly for the initial condition (similarity solu-
tion) model, i,e., Equation 9, was selected as the baseline model to be
extended. The reason this particular model was selected was because of its
i relative success in the prediction of airfoil stagnation point heat transfer
in the presence of free-stream turbulence and pressure gradient. Therefore it
was felt that thesame model might conceivably yield satisfactory predictions .-
as a surface boundary layer technique applied to regions downstream of the
stagnation point. The specific form of the turbulence viscosity model carried
forward to the surface boundary layer method from the similarity solution was
_TU = Tl(_')P_TUeU® (55)
where
= B_-_--_ 2 _ Eq (9)Tl (55a)
s Eq (18c)
TUe s Eq (19) .
Effectively the only difference between Equations 55 and 9 is that the
velocity scale is now defined in _erm_ of local turbulence level (TU e) ra_her
than the upstream free-stream turbulence intensity (TU_). In the vicinity of
the stagnation point, where ue < U_ , Equation 55 is equivalent to Equation
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9 since TUe - TU_ . Use of the local value of free-stream turbulence Inten-
,,. s_ty (TUe) in de£1nlng velocity _cale was suggested in the discussion of cur-
vature models, where It was argued that imp llc_tly, the effects of curvature
could be partially accounted for by this term. It should be noted that In
_quatlon 55 length scale, _, and velocity scale, TUe U_ , are assumed de-
fined. No attempt was made to redefine or modify these fully turbulent flow
definitions because sufficient data on which to base a rational definition are
_ not available for the airfoil problem. Thus, the only term remaining in Equa-
l/ tlon 55 which could be modified is the function TI. T1 was originally de- :
fined as a function of streamwise velocity gradient (due/dx) In the near ....Ivicinity of the stagnation point with Reynolds number length scale based on
I the surface radius of curvature at the stagnation point. It is unlikely that
stream. This was In fact found to be the case in all preliminary computations i
using Equation 55. However, as suspected initially, solutions were quantlta- i
tlvely better in the region near the stagnation point.
t: In response to the poor quality downstream pressure surface solutions using
If Equation 55 directly, a new functional form was developed to replace T1 with-
: ouc destroying the leading edge qualities it embodied. To do this, the exper-imental pressure surf ce heat transfer data for the Mark If, C3X, Turn r (R f.
i_i._. 15), Danlels and Browne (Ref. 30), and Nlcholson et al. (Ref. 31) airfoils were
studied together wlth global boundary layer parameters (e.g., shape factor,
_:i displacement thickness, enthalpy thickness, etc.) obtained from laminar !
I boundary layer solutions. After many trial and error attempts using single
_i! and/or combined parameter functions, it was found that a function using a
i_ single global boundary layer parameter, momentum thickness (8), could be con- i
_._._ structed to glve consistent pressure surface predictions. Thls function (T2) i
Is a modification to the turbulence viscosity model given by Equation 55,
namely,
= (Re1 ReA_ 3 (56)
;':; ...... T2 _"_e2" 57 / .................................................................
. where .................(o°
Rel \---_-_IInlet
\--_-_/Exit "
Reo = Pe UeO {
and 1
_TU =-(Tl T2)(_)P _TUeU® (57) '
]
Equatlon 56 represents a somewhat "tuned" functlonal arrived at after extenslve
comparison to experimental pressure surface data, Note that T2 Is also a !
function of the inlet-to-exit unit Reynolds number (unity iength Scale) ratio i
(Rel/Re2). Here inlet and exit refer to nominally uniform upstream and down-
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stream flow conditions for the blade row. Equation 55 demonstrates that the
momentum thickness, 6, is actually used as a length scale in defining a local
momentum thickness Reynolds number. When the local boundary layer edge velo-
city (ue) is small, T2 is relatively small. Therefore, since the deflnl-
tlon of T1 was not changed, Equation 57 essentially reduces to Equation 55
in the region near the st&gnation point where ue (and likewise Re8) is small.
This reduction in the influence of T2 is further accelerated because, as de-
i fined, T2 = (Re8/57)3. Therefore T1 and T2 may be viewed relatively as
i low and high Reynolds number functionals.
At this point in the modeling development, an acceptable effective viscosity
model using Equation 57 had been derived specifically for pressure surface ap-
plications. Attention was therefore turned to suction surface modeling. For
this surface, the same assumptions that led to the simplified effective visco-
i ' sity model given by Equation 54 were not necessarily considered valid for the
suction surface. However, an attempt was made to extend thepressure surface
formulation given by Equations 54 and 55 to the suction surface. After con-
siderable trial and error, the following model was derived
9TU = (l + KI) _G P _ TUeU= (58)
5o/ ]
where KI T_= ReB Ka0'25=' __ >0
612.
and =_ k2 for k2_0.005
; K2 _0.005 for k2 <0.005
k2 = (Relc x 10-4 - 26.6)and
Relc = p . _ c _ Inlet (upstream) Reynolds number
Inlet based on true (tangent) chord (c)
: • , _
Equations 58 and 59 represent a rather complicated composite. The role of the
terms T1 and T2 have previously been explained in terms of low and high
Reynolds number applications. The denominator term, K1, serves to damp the
strength of the overall viscosity term as the momentum thickness Reynolds num-
ber reaches characteristic turbulent values, in particular along the aft re- !
8ions of the suction surface. Also because the denominator term (1 + K1) is t
always greater than one, the constant in T2 had to be redefined, i.e., from
57 in Equation 56 to 50 in Equatlon 59 for both the suction and pressure sur-
iI faces.
I j
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For computational purposes, definition of the various terms that make up Equa-
tion 58 are straightforward with the exception of TI. In particular, T1
is a function of the streamwlse velocity gradient (dUe/dx) evaluated at the
stagnation point. As discussed in the section on initial conditions, this
value is derived from an Inviscid blade-to-blade analysis (Delaney [Ref. 21]),
which uses a body centered coordinate system to achieve the necessary resolu-
tion near the stagnation point. The coupling of an inviscid blade-to-blade
analysis to the turbulence viscosity model via the term T1 may raise a ques-
tion concerning ease of application of Equation 58. Therefore, T1 was simply
set equal to 0.5 for the computed solutions shown below. This value was de-
rived by simply taking an average of the T1 values actually calculated (Equa-
tion 9) for the airfoils considered in this study. In surface boundary layer
predictions, T1 is only critical near the stagnation point where Reynolds |
numbers are low. However, T1 is very critical for defining initial condl-
tions in terms of velocity and thermal profiles, since the stagnation point
!: heat transfer is extracted from these profiles. Therefore, T1 was used as
i defined by Equation 9 for the stagnation point similarity solution. I
All solutions were started at a location downstream of the stagnation point I
where the local surface distance Reynolds number (Rex) (x - 0 at stagnation
point) was equal to 5. At all operating conditions, the stagnation point was
!_ determined using the inviscid blade-to-blade analysis results. Initial bound- 1
il ary layer velocity and thermal profiles at Rex = 5 where specified using the 1
stagnation point Initial Profile Generation Method (IPGM) described previously ....
_iiI_ In all solutions the turbulent Prandtl number was set to 0.86, the definition
i" for the boundary layer thickness (_) used was that location where u - 0.999 ii
_I Ue, and the value of TU_ was that reported experimentally. Because the
iI solutions using Equation 58 represent a culmination of the entire analytical I
il methods development program, they will be contrasted against laminar-transition o
:ii (Re6t = 250)-turbulent solutions obtained using the original unmodified :_
ii boundary layer method. This is done to present a before-and-after picture to .....
the potential user (i.e., gas turbine designer). Predicted results for 18 dif-
ferent experimental cases are presented and discussed in the following para-
graphs. Unmodified format, STAN5 input data streams for 2 of the 18 cases are
included in Appendix C to assist in the comparison of results included in this
report to those that might be generated by another user at some future date.
Lander Airfoil Results
Figure 58a and 58b respectively shows the unmodified (Task I) and modified
(Task Ill, Equation 58) suction surface heat transfer predictions for three
different operating conditions using the STAN5 boundary layer code. Increasing
run numbers correspond to increased inlet or exit Reynolds number and free-
stream turbulence intensity. (Refer to the subsection "Experimental Data Base"
for a better description of the Lander data selected for this program). As
before, the experimental data are represented as symbols. Lander's data are
important in that they illustrated nominally laminar heat transfer augmentation
attributed to free-stream turbulence effects, as well as Reynolds number el- I
_" fects related to transition origin. As shown in Figure 58, the augmentation
phenomenon is predicted significantly better by the final model, Equation 58,
although Run 56 is an exception. The transition phenomena captured by the
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Figure 5g. STAN5 solutions compared with Lander airfoil suction surface
experimental heat transfer coefficient data illustrating the combined
effects of varying Reynolds number and free-stream turbulence intensity.
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modified solutions are more represeJtatlve of a "transition at maximum velo-
: city" criterion since all solutions appear to turn up at the same locatiora (ap-
proximately 70% chord), which corresponds to the location of maximum velocity
! on the suction surface. In general though, the modified solutions (Equation
_ , 58) show a significant improvement over the unmodified solutions.
ii
_ Turner Airfoil Results
• Figure 59a and 59b shows the unmodified and modified solutions compared with
the data of Turner. The significance given to Turner's data was that they iso-
!_ lated the effects of free-stream turbulence. That is, the three Turner data
distributions were obtained at three different free-stream turbulence Intensi-
ties with all other variables presumably held constant. Figure 59a shows only
one solution because the original unmodified method used in Task I did no=
account for the effects of free-stream turbulence. As can be seen in Figure 59b, -._
the modified solutions give a very good representation of the pressure surface
experimental data. The modified suction surface solutions give reasonable j
' trends up to the point where a transition process is indicated by the experi- j
mental data. Again the modified solutions all turn up at approximately the !
same location, which again corresponds to the maximum velocity point. This _
turns out to be characteristic of the modified suction surface solutions and
• illustrates the absence of an explicit transition model in the effective
viscosity definition. The largest quantitative discrepancy between the modi-
fied suction surface solution and the data was for the 2.2% turbulence case.
Overall, the modified solutions are a significant improvement over the unmodi- !
fled solution, represent the pressure surface data very well, and provide
qualitatively good trends for the suction surface. 1
!
Mark II Airfoil Results I|
The Mark II airfoil experiments (Task II) isolated four principal effects: !
Reynolds number, Math number, free-stream turbulence intensity, and wall-to-gas J
ratio. Unmodified and modified predictions of the characteristic Itemperature
Reynolds number effects are compared with the data in Figure 60a and 60b re- _
spectlve!y. It should be pointed out that the analytically predicted stagna- 1
tion point was displaced approximately 5% (0.05) of pressure surface distance !
toward the pressure surface away from the extreme forward point on the airfoil,
which was used as the datum (0) in these figures. The stagnation polnt cot- 1
responds to the predicted invlscld flow solution zero velocity location on
the pressure surface. Note that this does not correspond to the highest local
value of measured heat transfer in the leading edge region. Note that both 1
modified and unmodified solutions reflect the proper trends moving away from 4
the stagnation point. The absence of solutions beyond 0.2 normalized surface 1
distance on the suction surface indicates that all solutions encountered
separation due to the presence of a suction surface shock at that location.
No attempt was made to restart the solutions downstream of th_ shock. 1
Overall, the modified solutions are able to qualitatively and quantitatively
J
predict the pressure surface data reasonably well and yield much better predlc-
tlons than the unmodified solutions, which predicted pres&ure surface transl-
tlon. "!
i
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Figure 60. STAN5 solutions compared _r_th Mark II airfoil experimental
heat transfer coe£flclent dat_ illustrating the affects
of varying exit: Reynolds number.
:_ 110!
Figure 61. STAN5 solutions compared with Mark II airfoil experlmenta]
heat transfer coefflc_ent data illustrating the effects
of varying Mach number.
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Figure 62. STAN5 solutions compared with Mark II airfoil eXperimental heat
transfer coefficient data illustrating the effects of
varying free-stream turbulence intensity.
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Unmodified and modified predictions corresponding to two different exlt Mach
number conditions are compared with data in Figure 61a and 61b respectively.
_ In addition to generally improved pressure surface predictions, the modified
solutions predict a small Mach number effect, which is all but absent in the
unmodified solutions. Numerically, this predicted Mach number effect is a con-"
sequence of the term T2 of Equation 58, which is a functlon of inlet to exi_
i unit Reynolds number ratio, and in turn, a weak function of Mach number.
_ Figure 62a and 62b compares predictions with data for the two experiments where
li the only independent variable was free-stream turbulence intensity. It shollld
first be noted that a slight free-stream turbulence effect is indicated in the
unmodified solutlon results. This is actually due to small differences in
other operating conditions used to set up the boundary layer solutions and not !
an explicit indication of free-stream turbulence effects. Agaln, the modified ,_I
i i solutions indicate proper trends on both the pressure and partial suction sur- 1
faces. Quantitatively, the difference in predicted shift appears to be con-
• sistent with the small shift indicated by the experimental pressure surface
data. !
L
i Finally, the unmodified and modified predictions of the effects of wall-to-gas
temperature ratio variation are shown in Figure 63a and 63b. Again the modl-
fled solutions appear to capture all qualitative trends in the data, but qu_-
" ti tively tend to overpredict the effect of wall-to-gas temperature ratio.
c3xAirfoilResults J
As in the Mark II experiments, Reynolds number, Math Dumber, fre_ _tream turbu- i
lence intensity, and wall-to-gas temperature ratio were Indep_..Qently varied. ,i
In a manner similar to the Mark II comparative studies, t_ _xperimental re-
J
sults were also simulated numerically and the predictions are shown in Figures
64 through 67.
Figure 64a and 64b shows both unmodified and modiflea solutions at three dif-
ferent Reynolds number conditions. Qualltatlvely,_he nodifled pressure sur-
face solutions represent a substantial improvement over the original (unmodi-
fied) approach. However the quantitative predictions (using the modified pro-
cedure) begin to deviate significantly from the data along the aft portions of
the surface. The suction surface predict:tons of both the unmodifledp Figure
64a, and the modified, Figure 64bapproaches yield quantitatively acceptable
results for some of the cases, but the indicated suction surface transition
process (i.e., gradual transition) is better represented by the modified solu-
tions. '.._i
Comparisons of predictions by both models with data reflecting the independent
effect of Mach number is shown in Figure 65a and 65b respectively. In addition
to model prediction differences previously observed, there is a _ignlflcsnt
difference in the solutions for the higher Mach nucber case (5_:2, dashed
curVe). At thlsMach number condltion, M2 - 1.05, the invi_cid blade-to- 1
blade analysis predicted a favorable/adverse pressure gradient bubble located
near 40% (0.4) surface distance on the su. tlou surface. As seen in Figure 65,
both modified and unmodlf_ed sol1_c_s react _o this distribution, but the
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Figure 63. STAN5 solutions compared with Mark II airfoil experimental j
heat transfer coefficient data illustrating the effects ,m_
of varying wall-to-gas temperature ratio.
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:. Figure 64. STAN5 solutions compared with C3X airfoil experimental heat
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of varying Reynolds number.
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modified solution clearly overestimates the effect, which in turn is washed
i into the downstream solution. This particular behavior of the modified solu-
tion was traced to a problem with the K1 (see Equation 60) term damping model.
Comparisons of the unmodified and modified solutions vis-a-vis free-stream J
turbulence effects are shown in Figure 66a and 66b respectively. Again, the I
implied influence of free-stream turbulence in the unmodified solutions is due _i
to differences in operating conditions and not to e:_plicit modeling of these
effects. Again, the modified approach gives qualitatively superior predictions
!, but quantitative agreement could be better. .
Finally, Figure 67a and 67b shows the unmodified and modified solution compared
with the experimental data reflecting the independent influence of wall-to-gas
I temperature ratio. Both solutions yield the same trends and both appear tooverpredict the effect indicated in the data. i
If As stated in the introduction, the turbulence viscosity model defined by Equa-
tion 58 resulted in the best overall qualitative and quantitative prediction
' for the four sets of airfoil heat transfer data. However, as pointed out
i above, some difficulties still exist in the formulation of Equation 58. Time
did not allow a full treatment of a suction surface modeling effort based on
the concept embodied in Equation 53, but the results shown herein indicate ad-
ditional suction surface treatment is warranted.
Before closing this subsection, one final note concerning implementation should
be made. One of the most important aspects of the TU model developed here 1
is the use of the term (y/_), which is essentially a carry over from the origi-
nal Miyazaki and Sparrow (Ref. 34) model. Equation 8. Predicted heat transfer t
levels are very sensitive to the definition used for the boundary layer thick- .i
ness, _. Based on extensive running experience with the STAN5 code, it was J
_ found that the definition of 8 based on the location at which u(y) = 0.999 1
I ue produced the best results. However, in testing the same model in anotheri
numerical dlrect/inverse boundary layer method being developed inhouse, it was I
I found that to produce the same results as STANb, the definition of 8 had to bemodified to u(y) = 0.998 ue. This redefinition is not trivial in terms of
I'i predicted results. Therefore in the implementation procedure, a few test cases
must be used to fix the definition of _. After that is done, predictions
should be of consistent quality.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The focus of this subsection is to bring into final perspective the purpose of
the analytical effort, to review the important findings and/or conclusions,
and to make recommondations concerning application of results and areas of
future work. Once again, the objective of the analytical program was to define
and/or develop a suitable method for predicting local gas-to-blade convective
heat transfer for solid surface airfoils operating in a gas turbine environ-
ment. As discussed in the opening remarks to this chapter, the definition of
the phrase, suitable method, was based on a set of questions a gas tur_,Ine de-
signer would be Justified in asking the analyst. The developmental emphasis
was therefore placed on producing a viable engineering tool that could be im-
plemented in "black-box" fashion within a gas turbine design system. The man-
ner in which the analytical program was executed follow_d steps a potential
designer might take in developing that capability. That is, in the first phase
i
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of the analytical program (Task I) the literature was reviewed for general de-
. sign system applicable methodology and relevant verification data. Three so-
called state-of-the-art gas turbine design boundary layer methods were se-
i!_ letted and evaluated against the experimental data, The summary subsection
>
contains the important conclusions of that work. These conclusions will not
.be repeated except for the last one, which is slightly restated here:
o The general unmodified boundary layer methods evaluated in the initial
:_ phase of the analytical program were inadequate for direct application to
the gas turbine alr_oll heat transfer problem.
_ The many reasons supporting that conclusion were all related to the question-
i_ able validity of applying near-equilibrium turbulence modeling concepts (and
empiricism) to the nonequillbrium gas turbine environment.
The next step in the process of constructing a suitable convective heat trans-
fer method was to extract from the literature modifications to an MLH turbu-
lence model approach which were either relevent to various aspects of gas tur-
bine airfoil phenomenon or had been expressly developed for the gas turbine
airfoil heat transfer problem. The specific modifications studied involved
analytical models addressing the transition process, the effects of free-stream
_ turbulence, and longitudinal surface curvature. This literature model modifi-
cation evaluation phase (Task Ill) also included a discussion on the manner in
I which boundary and initial conditions should be specified to construct a tom-
I: o The specification of realistic, free-stream velocity (pressure) boundary _i
conditions for airfoil boundary layer methods is essential for two import-
_ ant reasons in particular: First, numerical boundary layer solutions ob-
tained using near-wall pressure gradient dependent length scale damping
functions (such as the Van Driest exponential type) are very sensitive to
the pronounced pressure gradients charaeterls_Ic of a gas turbine air-
foil. Secondly, resolution of the Invlscld flow field in the vicinity of
the stagnation point is essential in determining realistic stagnation point
heat transfer levels and initial conditions.
p,
i_ _ o The specification of realistic initial conditions (velocity and thermal
i profiles) starting an alrfoJ.l surface boundary layer method is critical
because calculations are usually Inltlate_ in the near vicinity of the
stagnation point, which is of particular 2_actlcal interest to the de-
signer.
o Airfoil stagnation point heat transfer and/or initial profile method,
which implicitly assume behavior characteristic of cylinders in cross
flow, are of questionable validity for direct use in a gas turbine design
system. This was found to be especially true when the effects of free-
stream turbulence were taken into account and the gQometry of the surface |
at the stagnation point was not circular (constant radius of curvature). I1
o In general, commonly available transition process models (origin, length , t
and path [ifltermittency]) Were found to be inadequate for providing a con- I
sistent representation of experimental results.
o Transition origin models gave reasonable suction surface results whera
natural transition appears to be a valid concept. However, transition
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origin predictions were inconclusive on the pressure surface where the
concept of natural transition appears que_tlonable.
o TransitJou length models, which are solely functions of transition origin,
and 2ath (intermittency) models, which in turn are functions of flxed orl-
gin and length quantities, lead to generally poor predictions on both suc-
tion and pressure surfaces. The principal failure of these models was
that completion of transition was overpredlcted. (Transition was pre-
dlcted to complete more rapidly than the measurements indicated.)
o Turbulence viscosity models (or MLH turbulence models), using free-stream
turbulence intensity times a scalar velocity as the velocity scale, were
i found to be necessary to adequately predict the influence of free-stream
turbulence on a nominally laminar airfoil boundary layer, Models of this
type dominate the results obtained over the entire pressure surface and
along the forward regions of the suction surface up to the point where
suction surface natural transition appears to occur.
o Explicit curvature correction models of the Beta-Richardson number length
scale type were shown to be of little value in resolving qualitative and
quantitative discrepancies.
The final step in the analytical methods development program was an attempt to
develop a better specific airfoil effective viscosity model based on the impli-
cations of all the above conclusions, The results of that effort are discussed
in the subsection "Current Modeling Efforts and Results." The most significant
conclusions of that phase of the program are given below
o Use of a modified turbulence viscosity model, developed specifically for
airfoil applications, produced generally reasonable pressure and suction
surface predictions, although suction surface predictions downstream of
the indicated transition point are somewhat questionable.
i Based on the results of the Task III evaluation, the following recommendations
are made :
! o The present state-of-development of boundary layer methodology is such
} that at a minimum, gas turbine airfoil design systems should Include a 2-D
finite difference (differential) numerical code with modified zeroth order
MLH turbulence modeling. Any numerical 2-D finite difference code capable
of solvlu8 both the compreeslble momentum and energy equatloua lu both
laminar and turbulent flow regions should be an adequate starting point,
For example the direct/inverse code developed by Kwon and Pletcher (Ref.
I0) was found to yield essentially identical predictions to those made by
the STAN5 code when identical turbulence models were incorporated into
both codes.
o Boundary conditions in the form of free-stream velocity (pressure) distri-
butions should, at a minimum, be provided by an experimentally verified
blade-to-blade Ruler solver valid for the flow regime of interest (sub-
sonic, transonic, and/or supersonic). The inviscid flow field prediction
technique should be capable of re_olving the flow-fleld details over the
entire airfoil surface and especlally near the stagnation point.
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o Boundary layer initial conditions, in the form of velocity and thermal
profiles, should be specified carefully. The approach suggested here
I would be to solve a modified form of the stagnation point (Euler number
equal unity) similarity boundary layer equations, using results from the
inviscid blade-to-blade analysis to specify the stagnation point normal-
Ized free-stream pressure gradient term, A (as defined in Equation 7).
_ Additionally, the molecular viscosity should be replaced by an effective
viscosity with the turbulent contribution given by Equation 9. If the "
conventional simulation of the airfoil leading edge (as a cylinder in
cross flow) is used as an alternative approach, it should be cautioned
that predicted stagnation point heat transfer levels may be in consider-
. able error. In general, our studies have indicated that cyllnder-derlved
_ solutions underpredict stagnation point heat transfer levels when free-
i scream turbulence is ignored but overpredlct the data when cyllnder-
• derived free-stream turbulence corrections are included.
o Finally, an appropriate gas turbine alrfoil-unlque turbulence modeling ap-
proach must be used. Design codes based on simple MLH turbulence models,
such as those implicit in the original STAN5 code, (given by Equation 18),
will lead to geuerally poor airfoil surface predictions, especially on the
pressure surface. Also so-called fully laminar or fully turbulent pres-
sure surface solutions, which rely on pressure gradient corrected near-wall
[_ length scale damping terms (e.g., Van Driest damping), were found to give
unsatisfactory pressure surface predictions when free-stream turbulence
was present and not explicitly accounted for. To help the reader place
the various approaches discussed herein in perspective, the authors have
taken the liberty of suggesting a tentative *'hierarchy" of predictive ap-
r proaches. These are outlined in Appendix B.
Relaciveto future work in this general area, the following recommendations
are offered:
o Serious attention must be given to directly modeling the turbulent heat
flux terms or eddy dlffus!_=ity for heat in the energy equation. The focus
of the present program was to simply model turbulent heat flux terms via a
constant turbulent Prandtl m_mber (0.86). A more general and systematic
approach would be desirable.
o Continued development of hlgher-order turbulence modeling is necessary to
relax the dependence on near-equilibrium empiricism.
o Additional high quality heat transfer data at gas turbine type operating
conditions are required. These experiments need not be limited to airfoil
geometries but should reflect the strong pressure gradient and free-stream
turbulence intensities char_cterlstlc of the gas turbine environment.
o In the interim, preliminary design method development should proceed along
the lines _uggested here or as outlined in Forest (Ref. 11). Both are
felt to effectively represent 8as turbine-specific modeling efforts.
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS
The objectives of this contract, NAS 3-22761, were as follows:
o to assess the deficiencies of current (practical) analytical tools for
predicting gas-to-blade heat transfer
o to recommend and incorporate empirically indicated changes to these tools
o to acquire airfoil heat transfer data at simulated engine conditions as
required for model verifications
o to verify, utilizing the acquired data and available literature data, that
the model changes achieved the desired results
These objectives were achieved during the course of the contract. The experi-
mental phase generated two high quality data sets for airfoil heat transfer.
The documentation of these data sets in this report should provide an excellent 4
verification data base for future analytical models. The analytical models J
developed under this contract demonstrate a marked improvement in the ability Ito predict gas turbine gas-to-blade heat transfer. The principal experimental
and analytical program results are summarized in the two following subsections.
EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM SUMMARY ..i
Surface heat transfer coefficient and velocity (PS/PT) distributions have been
measured for two distinctly different contemporary turbine vanes over a range
of realistic conditions. The measurements were made in a linear, steady-state,
three-vane cascade facility. The heat transfer measurement technique, similar
to that reported by Turner (Ref. 15), utilized a midspan cross section of the
! vane as the fluxmeter. I
IAll of the measured heat transfer and aerodynamic distributions appear to bequalitatively reasonable. The test conditions were selected to differentiate
independent effects of MN, Re, Tu, and Tw/Tg on heat transfer distribution.
Plots of the measured heat transfer distributions indicate each of these con-
trol variables affects heat transfer systematically.
The principal observations regarding the experimental program can be summarized
as follows:
}
o The measured static pressure distributions over the two airfoils tested
confirm the fundamentally different aerodynamic character of the two de-
slgnS.
Io The suction surface heat transfer distributions on the Mark II airfoil ex-hibit a sharp separation/re-attachment spike that is coincident with the
strong adverse pressure spike on that surface. The behavior of the heat i
transfer distribution in the vicinity of the adverse pressure spike ap-
pears to be largely dependent on the details of the MN distribution in
that region. !
o The character of the suction surface heat transfer distributions on the
C3X airfoil (moderate downstream diffusion) is clearly transitional in I
nature, showing a strong Re level dependency. !
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o The character of the pressure surface heat transfer distributions is es-
sentially the same for both airfoils. In both instances, pressure surface
heat transfer distributions are largely dependent on Re, exhibiting a mod-
erate transitional trend at the higher Re. '
o The overall heat transfer level on both airfoils iS strongly dependent on
Re level, i
, o Airfoil surface MN distribution systematlcally influences heat transfer
level and distribution for both airfoils. Systematic changes in level of
heat transfer are measured on both airfoils as Tw/Tg and Tu are changed. I
No clear effect on the nature of transition or separation on either air-
foll (as indicated by the heat transfer distributions) is evident for the
i. changes in Tw/TE and Tu considered.
ANALYTICAL PROGRAM SUMMARY
i '
The objective of the analytical program was to define and/or develop a suit-
able method for predicting external gas-to-blade convective heat transfer co-
efficients for solid surface airfoils operating in a gas turbine environment.
• The program was split into two phases. In the first phase, the literature was
reviewed to establish general candidate methods that were characteristic of
current methodology incorporated within actual gas turbine preliminary design
systems. As a result of this survey, three 2-D boundary layer methods were
chosen: an integral method, a finite difference (differential) method with a
zero-equatlon mixing length hypothesis turbulence model, and the same differ-
ential method with a two-equation turbulence model. The literature was thor-
oughly reviewed to obtain relevant airfoil heat transfer experimental data to
use in a general evaluatlon of the three selected boundary layer methods.
Data for three airfoil experiments were finally selected. The data sets were
selected based on relevance vis-a-vis realistic gas turbine environments (i.e.,
Reynolds number effects, free-stream turbulence effects, strong pressure gra-
dient effects, etc.). Analytical/numerical solutions were compared with ex-
perimental results. Based on the finding of this task, the second phase of
the analytical program was defined and executed.
In the second phase, the differential method with MLH turbulence modeling was
further developed to improve its applicability to the airfoil heat transfer
problem. The literature was further reviewed for models that had the potential
of treating airfoil heat transfer problem phenomena more realistically. A num-
ber of transition process models, free-stream turbulence augmentation models, 1
and a single explicit longitudinal surface curvature correction model were se-
lected for evaluation, using an expanded data base that also contained the heat
transfer data obtained in the current program. At the end of this "modified
method" evaluation phase, a final gas turblne-speclflc modeling effort was ini-
tiated, motivated in part by results of the first phase and early parts of the
second phase.
A final approach was evolved from this effort, which best correlated all ex- I
perimental data sets considered in the program. Finally, specific recommenda- I
tions are given relative to the structuring of a viable gas turbine airfoil
convective heat transfer prediction tool. These recommendations £nclude spe-
cification of boundary conditions, initial conditions, and three gas turbine-
specific approaches to turbulence modeling within the framework of the zeroth
order I_H concept.
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APPENDIX A. TABULATED EXPERIMENTAL DATA
The following pages contain tabulated data for each run of both the Mark II
and C3X cascades. Data from the Mark II cascade appear first (runs 15-63),
f_ followed by the data from the C3X cascade (runs 107-159). The data sets are
listed in order of run number, and the actual operating conditions associated
._ with each run were previously given in Tables VIII and IX in the subsection
entitledj "Test Conditions." All data are tabulated versus fraction of sur-
face arc length and fraction of axial chord. The surface arc lengths and ax-
i ial chords for each airfoil ,ere given in Table IV in the "Experimental Pro-1
gram" section.
1
I_ Normalized airfoil surface temperature data and heat transfer coefficients are
tabulated for each cascade. Temperatures are normalized with respect to 811 K
ii (1460°R), and heat transfer coefficients are normalized with respect to 1135watts/M2/QC (200 Btu/hr/ft2/°F)o The surface static pressures are tabu-
I lated on the page following the heat transfer data for each run. These data
io _ are also tabulated versus fraction of surface arc length and fraction of axial
!: chord. The pressure data are expressed as the ratio of local static pressure
_ to inlet total pressure. The inlet total pressure for each run was given in
I Tables VIII and IX in the subsection entitled "Test Conditions."!
!
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.4 064 . _681 .7979 .6096
.4297 ,5885 .7989 .6189
,_694 ,6228 ,7962 .6177
,ee889 .6392 .7965 ,6045
._z_; ._;. ._.o :_
.5479 ,6879 .79_5
.5674 ,7036 .7926 ,61 O0
,5909 ,7222 ,7957 ,6602
,6384 ,7590 ,7986 .5674
• 6862 .7984 ,6217
,7337 .81 26 .5056
,7570 ,8457 .8123 ,5215
" .7800 .8617 .8132 .5372
,8050 ,8788 ,8229 ,4425
,8281 ,8942 .8302 ,5147
,8518 ,9098 .8279 .q067
.8750 .9248 .8329 ,4617
,8995 ,9403 ,8412 .3934
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1ORtfi NP.t '
'!i OF PO0 UTY
!, ,
Surface Axial
distance distance
i over over
i,
arc axial
; length chord PS/PT
L.' RUN 16 PRESSURE SURFACE
f 4322 ,1070 ,0990 ,9950
r ,3976 ,_555 ,9810
f" !i9q6 .5'75 .969'
870 ,6294 ,9539
795 ,7861 ,8880
i .8798 .8616 .8181.9776 ,9315 .6920SUCTION SURFACE
. ,0.24 .0253 .9206
.0862 ,0975 ,7874
.1302 .1958 ,6_28
,1738 ,2951 .k915
.2612 .4339 .3032
m .303b ,q745 ,q275
.3_67 .51'* .5126
:. .3886 ,5523 ,5773
,_319 .5905 ,5897
,5603 ,6979 ,5634
703;' .8073 .5_17 !
:7731 ,8569 ,5398
• _ ,91b0 .9506 ,5695
: ,9879 ,9938 ,5791
.J
I
i . RUN NC, 16 COOLANT FLOH DATA
AVERAGE COOLANT
TEMPERATURE RED FLOg RATE
". HOLE NO, DEG F BEG K X (10E-4) LBH/SEC KG/SEC
l 1 243.51 390.65 _.2_9 O.IO_E-01 0._,72E-02
2 218.60 376.82. k.k91 0.107E-01 O.k86E-02
_ 3 240.58 389,03 _.335 0.106E'01 O.k80E-02
k 267.65 kOk.O6 4.591 0.115E'01 O.b22E-02 t
!5 186.07 358.7_ _.510 O.IO_E-O1 0._71E-02
6 172.17 351.02 _._00 0.996E-02 0._52E-02
7 202.86 368.07 _.055 0.951E-02 0.431E-U2
8 289.99 k16.k8 ........2.808 0.356E-02 O. 162E-0_
9 3k_,75 _k6.90 1.669 0.223E-02 0.101E-02 !
10 k04.58 48C.1_ 1.575 0.1_0E-02 0,633E-03
129 I
I
Ax£al
Surface diaCance Normalized
dJ aCauce over Normalized heat
over arc axial Cemperacure treuafer
lerK_th chord (Tw/811 K) coefficient
RUN 17 ,8969 ,8741 •8532 ,2771
4_22 ,8671 •8523 •8481 ,3675
,S385 ,831 ,8302 ,4503 '
,8080 ,808_ ,3130•8352
• 7791 ,7859 ,8345 ,3880
,7_99 ,7631 ,8161 ,_051
,7210 ,7_03 .8016 ,4051
•6626 •693Q .8007 ,_
_..' _+!.._ •5334 • (;,687 ,T80b • 08
,.._,_.;_._._. ,6043 ,O40l •7671 ,39b0
G!_._:_._ o._r'" •5460 ,5937 ,7831 ,3540
v,,"' :162 .5671 .774o .3972
286 ,4857 ,3448
• 4575 .7665 .2961
,7612 ,2739._996• 3112 .366_'
• 2651 •7516
,7_89 ,3261[ .1935 ._;_67
• ,1651 ,]._79 ,_482 ,3752
Ii. ,1359 ,1451 ,7519 ,3493• 1062 ,0976 ,7686 ,4034
r . .0818 .0003 ,78k.0 ,4141
.0567 .0298 .7967 .5011
I • ,0322 .... •0097 .8053 .5566 *I
•0077 .0005 .8102 .5871
• 0135 ,0026 ,8110 ,5982
• 0323 .0149 .8087 ,5780 )
I. .052"/ .0387 .8040 ,5669 !
,0718 .0697 .7986 .6035 t
.1102I ...... .0923 ,789_ ,5613
,1521 ,2_ 66 .7618 ,3672 _i
• 1718 .2907 ,7585 ,3647
.3702 • 74 99 .2900 _:
,2318 .4001 .7471 .2302
• 2516 .4238 .7519 ,3156 I
• 27I 4 .44 _ 1 ,7688 • 59e_5 '_
,7801 ,6097
i" .2907 ,4624 • 1
,3306 .4996 ,7988 .i
.3503 ,5176 .8008 ,7105 i
• 3699 ,5355 ,8044 ,7299
• 3903 ._538 ,8071 ,6887
,4064 • 5681 ,8095 ,720 7 i
• 4694 .6228
• 4"889 .6392 ,7255
• 5281 ,6718 .8089 ,7104 I
,5479 .!_879 .8056 .7170 1 _
.5674 ,'1036 ,8031 ,7411 !
,6384 ,8105 ,7016
,662 3 ,7771 ,8046 ,6699
,6862 ,7948 ,8090 ,7864 i
1
,8457
" ,7800 ,8617 !
.8281 .8942 ,8463
.8518 .9098 .8t26 '
.8750 .9248 .8481 .5520
,8995 ,9403 ,8580 .4637
' !:i
' i
130. 3
" OF' _'OOi:_ (_JALITY
Surface Axial
distance distance
over over
arc axial
length chord PS/PT
RUN 17 PRESSURE SURFACE
_:: 4422 .]070 ,0990 .9937
ii .3976 .'555 .9800i .4946 .5475 .9682
i ,5870 .629_ ,9528
! .7795 .7861 .8876
' ,8"/98 .8616 8189
': .9776 .9315 .*6963
: SUCTION SURFACE
.0424 ,0253 .9192
.0862 .0975 ,7860
• 1302 .195B .633B
.1738 o2921 .4912
I, ' .2612 .9339 .311B
.3036 .47q5 ._565
.3467 .5144 .5146
,3886 ,5523 .5909
.4319 *5905 . 990
i .5603 .6979 5'751
.7032 ,B073 :5574
'. .7731 .8569 .5557
.9160 ,9506 ,5823 ::!
.9879 .9938 .5889
' 1
I'i RUN NE 17 COOLANT FLON DATA
e _
AVERAGE COOLANT ITEMPERATURE RED FL_N RATE 1
HOLE NO. OEC, F OEG K X (10E-4) LBM/SEC KC,/SEC
1 23cJ.70 38E!.54 6.1_8 0.151E-01 O.684E-OZ I
2 212.09 373.20 5.653 0.139E-01 0,629E-02
3 236.96 387,02 5.928 O.I4_E-O1 0.654E-02 ,,.I:.
4 227.97 398.69 6,q59 O,160E-O1 O,728E-OZ
5 179.17 35k.91 6,470 0,1_8E-01 0.670E--02
6 170.30 349.98 6.299 0.I4ZE-01 0.648E-02
7 201,60 387,37 6.082 0,142E-01 0.646E-02 I
8 281.18 _11.58 _,,04 1 0,508E-02 O.231E-OZ j
9 320.97 45C.36 2,327 0.312E-02 O.141E-UZ I
10 407,65 481.85 2,239 0.199E-OZ 0.90EE'03 _
,t
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!(._.: h C>l;'i_ (,!':", ..'t7
Surface Axial
• distance distance
ov er ov er
arc axial
length chord PS/PT
RUN 23 PRESSURE SURFACE
5522 ,0555 ,0286 1. 0000
,1070 .0990 ,9931
.2051 .2'19 9922
,3976 ,6_55 ;9788
_. ,*9_6 ,5_75 .96715870 6294 95 q
,7795 ,7861 ,8830
,B798 ,B616 .8101
,9776 .9315 .6673
_.: SUCTION SURFACE
,0¢2¢ ,0253 ®9187
,0862 ,0975 ,78q4
,1302 ,!958 .6666
l. ,1 73B ,2951 .48q9
,2612 .4339 .2415
i:.. .3036 ©4745 .2Bb2
,3467 .5144 ,3614
, 88 5523 4804
.4319 :5905 5611 ]
.5603 .6979 :5152 1L, .6313 .7535 .4870 _
,7032 ...... .8073 ,4637,8449 °?053 ,4205
i ,9160 ,9506 ,3098
" ,9879 ,9938 °3882 -
[
_" RUN NO, 23 COOLANT FLOW DATA
i AVERAGE COOLANT
, TEMPERATURE RED sE_LOW RAIE
_Ir HOLE NO. DEG F OEG K X (IOE-¢) LBMI KG/SEC
1 221.52 378,_ 10.753 0,257E-01 O,11?E-O1
2 187.31 359._ 1G._51 0.2_1E-01 0,109E-01
3 20_.9k 369.23 lC._13 0.2kSE-01 O,111E-O1
q 237.38 387.25 1G.287 0.250E-01 O.11_E-O1
5 169,93 3q9.78 ll.G9_ 0,251E-01 O,II_E-01
6 159.59 3kk,03 1_,_76 0.23_E-01 0,106E-01
7 182,40 35b.71 10,360 0,237E-01 O,108E-O1 ...;
8 273,95 407,57 6,591 0,_23E'02 0,373E-02 i
I9 3_7.12 330.7_ 3.825 0.511E-02 0.232E-02
10 402.32 _78.88 3.683 0.326E-02 0.I_5E-02
133
I
--_
Axial
Surface distance Normallzed
distance over Normalized heal:
over arc axial temperature transfer
lensth chord (Tv/811 K) coefficient
RLIN 24 ,B969 .8741 .7566 .5027
! 5_2 1 •8671 .B523 .7489 .5524
_. •8385 •8311 •7151 ,5_96 '
• •8080 •8080 •7318 •4503
' .7791 ,7859 ,7367 •6_65
I .7tl99 •7631 .6988 _
_ •7210 7q03 •67 t45 •_4708
•6918 ,7168 •6920
;+
09,,G5_0 _._,{3_P( "T_( .6334 •6687 •6466
• 6043 •6q41 .6286 •5001
• 5732 •6174 ,6532 ,_931
• 5460 •5937 ,6618 •4705
_., 0_: _'_ _ •5162 ,5671 ,6466 ._781
. •_871 ,5_07 •6293 •4066
• q580 .5137 •6368 ,393c2 '
• 4286 ,4857 •6082 •_.237
• 3996 •4575 .6_28 •3499
• 3112 .366q ,6400 .3297
.2529 •3004 •629o
•223 .2651 •62,,3:,_. ,1935 • _-267 •6192 , 377
• 1651 .1879 .6162 •3737
" •1359 •1451 ...... ,6207 o3_47
i. .1062 .0976 .6483 •_08_
0818 •0603 •6754 ,4630
• ,0C,97 ,7101 ,6185
• 0005 .7173 ,6479
.0077
.oo2+ .'.',? .+,8
t+ •0323 .01_9 :76_ •6375,0527 ,0387 .6019
.3718 .0697 ,6902 ,6232
,0923 •I 102 ,67q'9 ,5685
• 152! ,2466 ,6(_20 •3965
• 1718 .2907 .6392 ._113
• 1918 .3323 o6330 ,3969
,2123 ,3702 .6225 ,3537
• 2318 q.O01 ,6104 ,2937
,2516 ;4,38 ,5993 .2289
" •2716 • 4441 • 6083 ,3012
• 2907 , q'62_ ,62 32 ,292 7
• 3!07 ,4811 ,6512 ,_,88_
,3306 •k996 ,6773 .7423
,3503 .5176 ,6899 ,7621
.3699 ,5355 ,7011 ,8265
,3903 ,5538 .7081 ,7933
• 4 :)64 ,5681 .7123 ,8092
• 4 297 ,5885 • 7132 ,8282
•4694 ,6228 • 7033 .8108
.68_9 .6392 .7032 .8044
• 5281 ,6718 ,7030 ,7981
.5479 ,6879 • 6939 • 7853
.5674 .7036 ,6857 .8017
' •5909 ,7222 .6916 .9096
.6384 .7590 ,6960 .8052
,6623 • 7771 ,6780 ,7009
,6862 ,7968 ,6814 ,8353
,7104 ,8125 • 7037 ,7547
,7337 ,8292 .7182 • 7025
.7570 .8457 .7136 ,6793
,7800 ,8617 ,7103 ,6546
.8518 .9098 ,7351 ,593 z1• 8750 . 2qB . t20
• 8995 ,9503 ,7618 ,5838
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OF POORQUALITY
i Surface Axial
distance distance
i
! over over
!. arc axial
length _.hord PS/PT
RUN 2_ PRESSURE SURFACE
il 9_21 ,0555 ,0286 ,9997
_. ,I070 ,0990 •992t
I ,2051 •2_19 09916.3976 t555 .9780• 49t6 ,5475 •9663
./ ,5870 ,629_ ,9506,7795 .7861 .B830
.8?98 .8616 .8107
i .9776 .9315 .6694
ii SUCTION SURFACE
,0*t2_ .0253 ,9160
• ,0862 ,0975 .7782
• 1302 ,1958 ,6602[_ .1738 ,2951 ,co790
, ,2612 ._339 ,2651
.3036 ,_7_5 ,2951
i " ,3k07 ,514k ,5190
.3886 ,5523 .5897
: .4319 .5905 .5613
,5603 .6979 .5267L
: .6313 ,7535 •5012 .......
f .8073 ,'815•70_2
,8_k9 ,9053 .*338
,9160 ,9506 ,_002
,9879 ,9938 oq152
r
i RUN NE, 2t COOLANT FLOW DATA
• AVERAGE COOLANT
TEMPERATURE RED FLOW RATE
_'r HOLE NO, DEG F DEG K X (10E-4) LBM/SEC KGISEC
r
1 168,57 349.02 23,280 0.525E-01 0.23bE-O1
2 lq3.15 33_.90 23.357 0.511E-01 0.232E-01
S 156,1_ 3k2,12 23,907 0,531E-01 0,2_lE-O1
170._3 BSO.Ob 23,738 0,536E-01 O,_t3E-O1
5 133.36 329.46 23,_7q 0,511E-01 0.232E-01
.. 6 127,15 326,01 24,428 0,524E-01 0,237E-01
7 139.93 333.11 2_.C77 0.52_E-01 O.23bE-01
8 219,66 377,kl lk.555 0,172E-01 0,780E-02
9 289,82 3_3,4_ 8,809 0,112E-01 0,507E-02
10 331.49 439,53 8,58_ 0,716E'02 0,325E-02
ii.
_+ 135 ;
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Axial
Surface distance Normalized
distance over Normalized heat
over arc axial temperature transfer
length chord (Tw/811 K) coefficient
RUN 25 ,8969 .87_1 ,8457 ,3339
5_'22 •B671 •8523 *6_'10 •39q'7
• 8385 •8311 •1_260 , _620 '
.,,o
,7210 •7_03 4351
.6918 .,168 e024 _411_• 6626 •6930 **7937 •
•77_1 ll461 _
o • •6043 1 •7616 ,_905
,
0_' v" ,_'580 5137 ,7612 •3607
• k 286 k857 • 7662 • 3950
r •3996 • d,575 ,7621 ,3342
t •3112 •3664 • 75 5c* ,30612821 3341 752k • 79
• • 7t ,2529 300q 74 •3186
_74 ,367_'
i: .2235 •2651 ,• 1935 ,2267 .7399 ,3518
.1879 .7399 ,q'126
_. ,1651
f •0818 .0603 ,7792 , _'643
• 0567 ,0298 •791k ,5355
;. .0322 .0097 ,8003 .6050
" ,0077 .0005 ,80_9 .6217
i. ,3135 ,0026 ,8058 ,6390
• 0323 ,01_9 6038 ,623_
i_ " .0527 .0387 *7986 ,59_3• ,0718 ,0697 .7927 • 60 _ 5 11
: ,0923 .1102 ,7838 ,5856
• 1521 • 2_,66 .7535 ,3920
,i718 ,2907 ,7_80 ,3821
• ,1918 ,3323 ,7k. 19 ,37_9 t
: ,2123 ,3702 ,7329 .3170
i, ,2315 .q'001 .72_1 .2812
_ ,2516 ,_238 ,71k9 .2168 "
• 271_ ,_1 ,7155 ,21BZ
.. ,2907 ,462_ ,7220 ,I815
• _,996 .7575 ,5312
• 3503 ,5176 .7710 .615_.
.... • 3699 ,5355 ,7833 ,718:_
• 3903 ,5538 ,7918 .7301
• 406_ ,5681 .7959 ,7270 ,
• k297 ,5885 ,7983 ,7345
,7966 ,7149.4889
• 5281 ,6718 ,798k ,7193 i
• 5 q.79 ,6879 ,7947 ,7257
• 567_ ,7(,36 ,7918 ,7560
• 5909 l ,7222 ,7958 ,83q6
• 7915 ,67_5,6623
,6862 ,79_8 ,7958 ,8118
,7104 ,8125 ,8077 ,6917
• 733 7 ,8292 ,815_ • 5927 !
• 7570 ,8_*57 ,8153 ,6025
- ,7800 .8617 ,8155 ,6055 i
• 8050 ,8788 ,8268 ,4675
,B518 ,8322 ,3B_,6
• 8750 ,92_8 ,8375 ,4685
• 8995 ,9403 ,8_6_ ,3669
136 i
i
Surface Axial _OF.PO0_ QUAL[['_
distance distance
over over
arc axial
length chord PS/PT
RUN 25 PRESSURE SURFACE
b. 5422 ,0555 ,0286 *9995
•1070 ,0990 ,9922
:_o_, .2_,9 .,9,,97b ,4555 9774
,4c_6 ,5475 ,9655
,5870 ,6294 ,9497
_1 ,7795 ,7861 ,8818
*8798 ,8616 ,8086
,9776 ,9315 ,6665
SUCTION SURFACE
.o,2_ .oz_3 .,;5,
:o862 .o97_ ._,,_302 ,1958 •659
,1738 ,2951 ,4786
:_61z .4,,9 z65o036 ,4745 .2793
,3467 ,5144 ,3905
,3886 ,5523 ,5651
.4319 .5905 *5655
_: ,5603 ,6979 .5189
,6313 ,7535 .49_3
.7032 ,8073 ,4729
i .8449 .9053 •4270
,; ,9160 9506 ,3945<. ,9879 *9938 •3870
RUN NC, 25 COOLANT FLOW DATA
AVERAGE COOLANT ;
TEMPERATURE RED FLOW RATE
HOLE NO. DEG F DEG K X (IOE-4) LBMISEC KG/SEC
I 303.47 423,97 _,646 0,173E-01 0,782E-02
2 260,31 399,99 7,_63 0.176E-01 0,798E-02 !
3 280,79 .._11,37 7,053 C,179E-01 O,b13E-02
4 30k,73 42_,67 7.C05 0,18_E-01 O.b26E-02
5 230,37 383.35 6.886 0.166E-01 0.75_E-02
6 219,68 377._1 7.11_ O,170E-OI 0,770E-02
7 2_7,1_ 392,67 7.282 0.179E-01 0.812E-02
8 365,18 458.25 4,390 0,596E-02 0.270E-02
9 649,31 422.86 2,_65 0,372E-02 0,169E-02
10 499,33 532.78 2,_27 0.231E-02 0.I05E-02
•m-,,,mm-,m,w ...._____
<d- " •
Axfal
Surface distance Normalized
_ distance over Normalized heat
over arc axial temperature transfer
ler_th chord (Tw/811 K) coeff£clent
._ , ._9_9 ._,,1 .7197 ._o,
5511 ._ ._,3 .,21 :_t_• 5_85 •831! .6808
• BOBO •8080 •6975 •4758
,7791 ,7859 • 7022 • 6428
,7499 • 7631 • 6685 • 4328
.7;)10 .7403 •6'77 .'514
•
__ .6930 ,6569 •
o'_'_'''_"_*_"_"i .66_7 .,,2_o ._r ,5032 ,6441 ,6108 5522
_ .6174 .6322 .5158
o_,vu"- :_,_6o .5937 .6392 .,981" 62 ,5671 , 2 8 ,4 92
i .4871 .5407 .6060 *077
i • .458o .5137 .6115 ;3898• ,4286 ,4857 . 218 •4373
! .3996 .4575 ,6162 .3599366¢ ,6128 .3435
i ,3112 ;3341 .6091 ,3190• 2235 2651 ,5983 ,3499
• 1935 ;2267 ,5938 ,3351
• 1651 .1879 .5906 .3645
1359 1451 ,5936 .3258
•,1062 : 0976 .6178 .3820
0818 0003 ,6427 ,4532
;0567 ;o295 ,66o4 ,5o57
• 0322 ,0097 •6741 ,5944
. •0077 ,0005 • 6810 ,6252
.0135 .0026 .6817 .6.04
: •0323 .0149 ,6778 •6211
.0527 ,0387 ,6703 ,6157
,0718 ,0697 .66i2 .6135
,0923 ,1102 .6510 ,6013
1521 ,2466 ,6360 ,4986
i1718 ,2907 ,6378 • ,_,5341918 • 3323 . 35 _280
.2123 .3702 ,62'I ..661
• 2318 •4001 .6126 .3763
,2516 ,4238 ,6039 •3'74
Ibd " 2714 • 4441 •6127 * *847
L' ,2907 04624 o62 21 • q'7'_ •a
,3107 .4811 .6373 ,6151
• 3306 ,4996 ,6478 • 6882
.3503 .5176 .651, .6283
,3699 • 5355 .6609 ,7326
.,o3 ._, .6681 :_ttZ• 4064 • 5681 ,6736
,4297 •5885 ,6756 .8058
• 4694 ,6228 ,6692 ,8202
,4889 .6392 .6701 ,8128
• 5281 .6718 • 6721 • 8146
• 5479 ,6879 ,6640 ,7990
.5674 .7036 • 6568 ,7962
.5909 .7222 • 6638 .9360
• 6384 .7590 ,6679 ,8019
.6623 .7771 ,6525 .7218
,6862 ,7948 ,6562 ,8638
.7104 .5125 .6770 .7994
- ,7800 .8617 ,6793 ,6683
.,,, oo,,• 5942 ,7132 .7'24)
.8558870 .9096 .7001 .520'• 9248 55 9 1
.8995 • 9403 ,7249 .6102
138 _I
iSurface Axial
distance distance
OV er OV er
arc axlal
• length chord PS/PT
RUN 39 PRESSURE SURFACE
5511 .0555 .0286 .999_
,1070 .0990 ,993%
.2051 .2%19 .992b
03976 o'555 09802
,_9k6 o5475 .9690
.5870 .629 c, .9538
.7795 o7861 .8868
.8798 ,86|6 .8139
.g776 .9315 .6720
SUCTION SURFACE
.0_2_ ,0253 .9246
.0862 .0975 •794.5
.130Z .1958 .67'10
.1738 .2951 .q880
.2612 .q339 .2325
.3036 .47_'5 .2906
.3c,67 .51d,t, .3637
.3886 ,55Z3 .5075
.d, 319 .59Q5 .558 c'
.5603 .69 C9 .5033
.6313 .7535 .q707
.7032 .8073 ._580
.8_,k9 .9053 • _'I_'7
.91bO .9506 .3932
.9879 .9938 .'r,353
RUN N_. 39 COOLANT FLOW DATA
AVERAGE COOLANT
TEMPERATURE RED FLOW RATE
HOLE NO, DEG F DEG K X (1UE-4) L_M/SEC KG/SEC .
1 150,38 338,92 23,176 0.511E-01 0,232E-01
2 13k.36 330.01 23.319 0.50kE-Ol 0.229E-01
3 145.66 336.29 23.360 0.512E-01 0.232E-01
k 156.5k 3k2.3k 2_.219 0.538E-01 O.Z_E-01
5 119.12 321.55 2_.537 0.520E-01 0.23bE-01
i 6 112.28 317.75 23,505 o._gkE-Ol 0.22_E-01
7 129.63 327.39 23.k9_ 0.505E-01 0.229E-01
8 193.1_ 362.67 lk.k57 0.166E-01 0.753E-02
9 25k.16 3_1.0k 8.877 0.109E-01 O.k93E-02
10 295.b5 419.62 8.713 0.703E-02 0.319E-02
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Axlal
_ Surface distance Normalised
: _i,. distance over Nor=a1£sed heat
over arc axlal temperature trannfer
length chord (Tw/811 K) coefficient
RUN 40 .8969 .87_I ,7280 .5376
4511 .8671 .8523 .7214 5931
.8385 .8311 .6897 :5894 ' ,
.5025
.8080 8U80 .706_
.7791 "7859 .7101 .6567
•7_99 !7631 .6757 .c,408
.7210 74G3 ,6543 .1'592
.5918 168 .6718 496_
, " .6626 .6930 .663_ .4536
....: _-_'_'" '_ .6334 .6687 .6317 .478_
_._.'...':"ii'.:_'I_,6043 .b_,_,l .6156 .5277
..... .5732 .6174 .6371 .518 r'
' ": _" .5460 .59_7 .6438 ._977
• 5162 .5671 .6277 .4885
.c,871 .5407 .6098 .3997
• 4580 .5137 .6155 .3797
oCt286 .ctDS7 o6266 o4_19
• 3996 .4575 .6209 .3563
• 3112 .366_ .6183 .3388
.2821 .3341 .61 c,8 .3170
................. .2529 300 _, .6084 .3280
.2235 ;2651 .6038 .3497
.1935 .2267 .5992 .3352
_1359 • .6202 .3771
1062 .097b !"0818 . Ot_03 .6_' _'0 • 438_
.0567 .0298 • 6620 .51o9
,0322 ,0097 .675 _' .6005
.0077 .0005 .6616 .613_ '_
• 0135 .0026 .6827 .6501
.0323 .0149 .6787 .6218 i
.o718 :0697 .6626 :
.0923 .1102 .6525 .6043
,171 .6420 .5638 1
i .1918 3323 .638_ ,5405
I .2123 • 3702 .6295 • _577
,2318 ,qo01 .6202 ._3735
.2516 .4238 .6153 .3562
.2 71_ .4 _,C,1 .6311 .5760
.2907 .'62' .6ct57 .6209i
.3503 .5176 .6799 .8656
.6856 .9335
.3699 .5355
.3903 .5538 .6877 .841 C,
,4064 .5681 .6908 • 8981
,4297 .5885 ,6903 ,9018
.469_ .6228 .6816 .9102
.8977
.4889 .6392 .6814
.567 _, ,7036 .6647 ,8399
.638 c,
.6623 .7771 .6616 .7589
.6862 .79_8 .665'_ .8933
,:7104 .8125 .6866 ,8556
.7337 .8292 .6990 .79_9
.7570 .8457 .6939 .77_9
,7800 ,8617 .6899 .7493
.8050 .8788 • 7101 ,6723
.8281 .8942 .7239 .8279
.8P18 ,9o9e .7116 .597_
• 8750 .9248 .717_ .6930
,8995 ,9403 .7357 .6962
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:..........- • - _ .......___.._,-' "...2_/ _......._ __..............
mORIGiNJd Ph;.L: i:_,__
Surface Axial DE+ pOOH QUALITY.
distance distance
over over
arc axial
length chord PS/PT
RUN 40 PRESSURE SURFACE
4511 .0555 ,0286 ,99B7
,I070 ,0990 ,9928
• 2051 ,2*19 ,9922
,397b ,4555 ,9798
, 870 ,629* ,9538
.7795 .7861 .8889
.8798 .8616 .8194
,9776 .9319 .6924
SUCTION SURFACE
,0¢24 ,0253 ,92_3
,0862 ,0975 ,7958
• 1302 .1958 .6765
• 1 738 .2951 .4914
,2612 ,_339 .2362
,3030 ,4745 .9386
,3467 ,51'4 ,5625
•3886 o5523 o5899
,4319 ,5905 .5848
,5603 ,6979 ,5602
• 6313 ,7535 ,5443
,7032 ,8073 ,5471
,8449 .9053 ,5598
• 9160 ,9506 ,5729
,9879 ,9938 ,5732
RUN N[. 40 COOLANT FLOH DATA
AVERAGE COOLANT : "_
TEMPERATURE RED FLOW RATE
• HOLE NO, DEG F DEG K X (fOE-4) - LBM/SEC KG/SEC "
!+ 1 156,81 342,49 23._06 0,520E-01 0.236E-01
2 139,18 332,69 22,263 0,484E-01 0.220E-01
3 150,27 338,86. 22.045 0._86E-01 0.221E-01
159.95 3q_,23 23,523 0,525E-01 0,238E-01
5 12_.25 324.40 23.827 0.509E'01 0_231E-01
6 I18.48 321,19 22,829 0,k84E-01 0,219E-01
7 140.69 333.53 22,109 0,482E-01 0,219E-01
8 201,72 367,4_ 14,345 0,166E-01 0,75_E-02
9 266,94 341.5_ 8,807 O.110E-O1 0.499E-02
I0 302,32 423,33 8,915 0,72_E-02 0,328E-02
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Axial
Surface dlscance Normalized
d iaCauce over Normalized heat
over arc axial temperature Cranafer
leugch chord (Tw/811 K) coefficient
RUN 41 •8969 ,8741 ,7801 •4139
451_ •5671 *6523 •775_
,7579 ,5466
,5385 ,_311 ,_587• 0080 • 080 •7642 .3987
• 7791 ,7899 ,7642 ,5271
• 499
• 7_.03 ,4877
62b ,6930 ,7303 ,3917
QL}_L'(V'_ •533_ •b687 •7092 ,4870
_,OOR0_: •6043 •6.41 •6968 •_356
•5732 : _ .7o8_ .,a65,5460 ,460_
• ,4884
,q.871 ,5_,07 ,6889 ,_256
i ,_.580 ,5137 .691_ ,3949
: .3996 : • 6927 ,3552
• 3112 ,3664 .6877 .3252
I .ze21 i33,t; ,6s_1 .3194:_ _oo_ .,_ ._._2051 , 761 , 57_.
I *1935 .2267 ,6728 *353_
._o_ :_ "*_* "_
• 0567 , (_298 ,7182 ,5089
' ,0322 ,0_97 .727¢ ,5787
i ,0077 .0005 ,7328 ,62(_Q
i _ .0135 .0026 7338 ,_Z,T j
i. ; ;0387 ;6333 '
'. ,0718 .0697 ,7232 ,6390 -
.o,_ ._;o_ .?;_ .,_
• 1918 3323 .6923 4861 j
,2.1318 *q'O01 .6791 , _8052 ,',• 2516 .4:"38 , 62 i
• 271_' ,_1 ,6876 *_080 !
,2907 ,_.62k ,7001 159_0 _
• 3107 ,k.811 ,71q.5 ,7579
._o_ .,._ .._ _...................... ..............• 3503 ,5176 ,7279 *
• 3699 *5355 ,7323 ,8554
'.- ,_06_* ,5t)81 ,7372
• _29 7 ,5885 ,73 75
• 4694 *6228 ,7332 ,8561
.4 889 • 6392 • 7338 ,8469
• 5281 .6718 ,7346
• 5674 ,7036 .7271 ,8423
• 5909 • 7222 ,7321 • 9536
• 6384 ,7590 ,7358 ,7971
• 6623 ,7771 ,7286 ,7559
• 6862 " ,79_8 ,733_ ,9020
• 7800 ,8617 ,7522 ,7143 ,
• B518 ,9098
,8995 ,9_* 03 ,78 tO ,542q
•1_2 i
-o
surface Axial ,ORE_N/_Lp_¢,_ pS
distance distance _)F_PO0_ QUALITy
OVer ov er
arc axial
!
length chord PS/PT
SURFACE
RUN 41 PRESSURE 0555i+ 4512 ,0286 •9989
,|070 ,0990 ,9930
_i-+ ,2051 ,2419 ,9919 "'
i ,3976 ,4555 ,9801 j,4946 ,5475 ,9692
,5870 ,6294 ,95_1
' ,?795 ,7861 ,8884
,8?98 ,8616 ,8186
,9776 .9315 ,6921
SUCTION SURFACE
,0_24 ,0253 ,9243
,0862 °0975 ,7956
,1302 .1958 ,6769 _*
,1738 ,2951 ,_920
• 2612 ,4339 ,2399
,3036 ,¢745 ,q365
+: ,3667 ,51_4 ,5672
• 3886 .5523 ,5882
,_319 ,5905 .5837
,5603 .6979 ,5598
,6313 ,7535 ,5450
.7032 ,8073 • 5_71
o8q49 _9053 ,5598
.... ,9160 .9506 .5727
.9879 ,9938 .5746
RUN NC. 41 COOLANT FLO_ DATA
AVERAGE COOLANT
TEMPERATURE RED FLOW RATE
HOLE NO, DEG F DEG K X (10E-4) LEM/SEC KG/SEC
1 230.5q 383.45 9.689 0.23_E'01 O.106E-O1
2 203,31 368.32 9,741 0+229E-01 O.104E-OZ
3 220,65 377,96 9.730 0,233E-01 O,I05E-OI
4 239,59 388._8 9,9_0 0,242E-01 O.IIOE-OI
5 177.89 354.20 10.145 0.231E-01 0.I05E-01
6 172'93 351,44 9.881 0.22_E-01 O.102E-Ol
7 206,64 370.17 9,592 0.226E-01 O.I02E-O1
8 287,24 414,95 6.063 0.767E-02 0.348E-02
9 .+ 361.19 _04,48 3.624 0,490E-02 0.222E-02
10 395,41 _75.04 3.627 0.319E-02 0_1_5E-02
143
Axial
Surface dlsCance NoL_allzed
dlsCance over Normalized heat:
over arc axial temperature Crans£er
length chord (Tw/811 K) coeffic ienc
42 .0969 .87qi .7314 .471q
.o671 .852 .5032 •
.8385 .831_ ,68u7 ,4994
.4
,8080 .8080 .7048 ,5_
,7791 ,?859 ,7104
.7499 .7031 .6732 .3692
.7210 .7403 .6q97 .3804
,6918 ,7168 .6681 .4179
.6626 .6930 .6594 .390_ , _:!
•, ,,,.., .6334 .668? ,6259 .42_ _, • ._
° O? pOOR Q_L_"_ ,5732 .6174 .5313 .4422.5460 .5937 o/>386 .4138e5162 e5671 .6228 ,4144
I .4871 .5407 ,604S ,3386
.4580 ,5137 ,b118 ,32"/6
.4286 .4657 ,6239 ,3818
.3996 ,4575 .6180 .3020 _:
.3112 ,3664 ,6156 e2992
.2621 .3341 ._116 ,281'1 ::
2651 .5989
.1935:2267 ,5939 .2992
.1651 .i679 .5908 .3230
,1359 .1451 .5_ .2837
,1062 ,0976 ._- _ _ ,3595
,0818 ,0603 _I_50'_ • 397 _,
.0567 .0 9
.0_9_ ._F ._"
.0135 , _026 .695'_ ,6115
.0527 .038_ i,0718 *('_'_-_"l 6713 .5919 !
,0923 " .Ii02 6572 ,5593
.1718 .6231 .4022 _I
• 1918 ,5323 .6171 • 3908
.2123 ,3702 .6060 .3q32
,2318 ,4001 ,5933 .2899
.2516 .4238 .5803 .2196
,2 71 _ ,4_41 ,5862 ,2751
•2907 .4024 .5985 .2751 :
.3107 .4811 .6214 .4202
,3306 .4996 .6428 .5856
,3503 .5176 .6540 ,5756
,3699 .5355 .6692 ,6938
,3903 .5538 • 6801 ,7093
.4297 ,5885 .6884
•4694 ,6228 e6797 .7383
,q889 .6392 .6796 .725_._
,5281 .6718 .6799 ,7224
• 54_9 ,6879 .6712 .7102
.5674 .7036 .6634 .7118
,5909 .7222 .6699 .8284
,6384 .7599 .6727 .7041
.6623 .7771 e6566 .6391
.6862 .7948 .6607 .7618
.8457 .6901 .6236
- .7800 ,8617 .6858 ,5950
.oo,o .o-,- .,o,,
,0281 ,8942 ,7222
.8518 .9098 .7080 , _64|
.8750 .9248 .7145 ,5338
e8995 .9403 .7363 ,5477
144 i
i
Surface Axial
distance distance OF. _''(_i_.'"_q_L l"i'_"_
over over
arc axial
,. length chord PS/PT
RUNIq-25'1 PRESSURE SURFACEi_-, ,0555 ,0286 ,9988
,1070 ,0990 ,9927
" ,2051 ,2,19 ,9919
i, ,3976 ,'555 ,g7965*75 ,9686
I ,7795 ,7861 ,8865.8798 .86|6 ,81361_ .6724,9776 .93
t SUCTION SURFACE
i: .0*2* .0253 ,9243,0862 ,0975 ,79t9
,1302 ,_958 ,b7_7
.1 738 ,2951 _887
o2612 ,¢339 :2587
,3036 °'7¢5 ,2898
.3467 ,5144 .3660
,3886 ,5523 ,5339
,'319 .5905 ,5616
,5603 ..... ,6979 .5026
,6313 ,7535 ,'718
i °7032 ,8073 ,'591
,8449 ,9053 i4168_" .91b0 ,9506 3983
I ,9879 ,9938 4930
I
: RUN NC, 42 COOLANT FLOk DATA
' " AVERAGE COOLANT
TEMPERATURE RED FLOW RATE
I: HOLE NO DEG F DEG K X (IOE-4) LBH/SEC KG/SEC ::::_,
:i
1 145,84 BB6,39 24,686 0,542E-01 0,246E-01
2 127,61 326,27 24,408 0,523E-01 0,237E-0i 1
3 139.15 332,68 24.097 0,524E-01 O,2B_E-QI 1
4 150.29 338.86 24,735 0,546E-01 0,247E-01
5 114.43 318,95 24,335 0,513E-01 0,233E-01
6 108,38 315.58 24,C48 0,503E-01 0,228E-01
7 127,_0 326.26 24,453 0,524E-01 0,2BbE-01
8 188,02 359.83 14.967 O,171E-O1 0,775E-U2
9 244,00 360,89 9.285 0,113E-01 0,511E-02
10 .....287,06 414,85 9.205 0,737E-02 0,334E-_2
145
t
h
V m ....
Axial
dlscance Normalized
d is Cant e over Normalized heat
over arc ,u_ial temperature transfer
leusth chord (Tw/811 K) coefficient
RUN 4_ =8969 4 0
• B385 8311 ,6955 51q2
• BOBO _B080 •7137
..9! ._.9 ._9 :_#t
.7499 _3 .6_9_
.7_1o :t_ot ._'t18• 6599 ,3774
• 6918 ,7168 ,6740 •4241
.6626 .6930 .6648 •3881
O.;._._.C_N_L_ _'._'_'i_.'_'3 •604•63343 _64966871 ,•63016117 ,•42144572 \
OF POOR Q_]AL_i't''V' •5732 ,6174 ,6348 •4396
• 5460 ,5937 •6425 •4201
,5162 ,5671 •6260 .4175
• 4871 •5407 •6075 •3411
? •4286 •6271 ,3835
• 3996 ,6214 •3032
,31.1. 2 ,366_. ,6206 ,2958
,2821 =3341 ,6175 2819
• 2529 .,3004 •6110 _ 2925
• 2235 •2651 •6364 •31"
• 1062 •0976 ,6258 •3571
• 0818 0603 •6525 •4171
•._ •0567 :0298 •6723 •4815
, •6946 •5923
• 0135 ,0026 •6956 •6160
t •0323 0149 .6909 •5889
• 0527 :0387 •6820 •5833
.o7_ .o,7 .6,1_ _• 0923 11(;;2 •6577
• 1718 ,2907 •4023
';;' •1918 3323 ,6239 •3865
_ •2123 ; 3702 • 616.5 • 3386
• 2318 •4001 •61u2 •2686
,2714 •4441 : •5919
• 2907 •4624 •6614 ,6725
I • 3107 • 4811 • 6832 8584
..o_ ._. ._. :9_o
._o_ .,, ._oo_ "
.,o=, .,_ .,,,, "8_
•4297 •5_85 •7o2o :82o8
,4694 •6_28 •6912 ,8195
,4889 96 1
.,,.7,. .',o, "..o,z_;'_
'_ •5909 •7222 •6786 :8976 i
•6384
• z'_)II.` •6826.,.,o6 '1,,_|_•6623
•6862 • 7948 ,6712 ,8320
• 7104 ,6125 ,6943 ,8037 ,
873_7
• 8292 • 7071 ,7310 i
,7570 ,8457 ,7010
_ :_ ..6,_ :_"o_
• B518 .9098 i
,8995 .9903 •7495 ,]
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-i
• ._i--_ _'_'_:_'_"-'_!_''_7_¸T_ _:_':_:._:."_:_,_._:_'*_r_._.P--_v?_
K_ Surface Axial _'_.:._:'.."_.h_' .....
!.- distance distance _£ PO0_ Q_I'_!.FFY
; over over
arc axial
lengI:h chord PS/PT
RUN *3 PRESSURE SURFACE
i_ ¢_11 ,05_5 ,0286 ,9991
,|070 ,0990 ,9933
i_ .2619 ,9924o_976 o_55 ,9806
,5870 ,629_ ,95_3
,7795 ,7861 ,8909
,8798 ,B616 ,8225
I ,9776 ,9315 ,699_
I SUCTION SURFACE
,0_2_ ,0253 .9_9
........ ,0862 ,0975 ,7970
.1302 ,|958 ,6783
,1738 ,295! ,_9_0
,2612 ,_339 ,_722
,3036 ,_7_5 ,_738
,3*67 ,51_ ,5739
,3886 ,5523 .9892
,_319 .5905 ,5913
,5603 .6979 .5716
:_ ,6313 ,7535 ,5580
,703_ ,8073 ,5608
,8_9 .9053 ,5732
I .9160 ,9506 .5856
,9879 ,9938 ,588_
RUN N[., _B COCLANT FLOW DATA
AVERAGE COOLANT
TEMPERATURE REO _LOW RATEHOLE NO, DEG F DEG K X (IOE-_) LBM/SE KG/SEC "
1 I_8.67 337.97 2_.368 0.537E-01 0.2_3E-01
2 131.(,1 32E.38 2_.302 0.525E-01 0.238E-01
3 I(,I.0_ 333,73 " 23.939 0.522E-01 0.237E-01
4 153.75 3_.C.79 2_.587 0.5_5E-01 0.2_7E-01
5 116,92 32C,33 _,62_ 0,921E-01 0,230E-01
6 111,6_ B17.39 2h.298 0,510E-01 0.;=33E-Ol ..)
7 132.95 320.23 2_.208 0.523E-01 0.2_?E-Ol
8 190.71 361.32 1_.93_ 0.171E'01 O.775E'U.?
9 252,52 3_6.88 9,172 0,11_E'01 0,509E-02
10 289.5_ _|_,_3 9,|09 0,731E-0_ O. 331E-02
ii/1 L,l _ , .....J , . --_ .......... _-:_-_ ...................... a_,," q . , i ii iiii ii
:W--:--r_ .... _" ,r _ _W_ "
Axial
Surface diwtance Noz_alised
distance over Nozmalized heat
over arc axial temperature trausfer
length chord (Tw/811 K) coefflc £ent
_4 ,8969 •8741 •8058 ,3006
Rqql2 ,8671 .8523 ,8010 ,3394
• 8385 •8311 •7849 •4328 •
• 8080 • 5080 ,7896 ,3050
• 7568 • 3822
i ..6918 ,7168 •7629 ,3575L:
, •6626 •6930 ,7547 __.90()
i •6334 •6687 ,7347 ,_6B_
_ _;_ or,_'_l:','_ ,60_3 ,6441 ,7223 •4122
I 0_._ _ _ ' '_ ,5732 •6174 •7331 ,3739 i;_0_: pO0_ QL_L_ •5460 ,_937 •7368 ,3641 _
,1
,4871'5162 •_:071•5t07 ,Jr161 .3484 i,7273 •3944 _-
.4 580 • 5137 .7184 • 3179 iI
• 4286 •4857 ,7236 •3416
•2834 i• 3996 •4575 .7196
• 3112 ,3664 ¢7157ii_. :_ff_ .334_ ._35 :|_t_• 3004 • 7092 • 2743
_: .2235 ,2651 ,7061 • 3058 J
.1935 *2267 *7032 .2988 |
• 1451 •7044 ,3050
• 10152 • 0976 ,7205 * 3658
• 0818 •0603
.o_ .o_ ._ ,_0_876
' •OOg7• 0322 ,7566 ,5275['. ,0077 * 0005 • 7616 * 5656
::i ,0135 •002_ •7623 •5530
• 0323 ,014_ ,7608 ,5540
• 052 7 * 0387 ,7571 , _5629
" ,0718 ,0697 ,7516 ,5614
' .0923 .1102 .7436 ,5473
i .1521 ,2_.66 ,7184 .3593
• 1718 ,2907 ,7154 ,)562 '
• 1918 .3323 .7120 .3410
• 2123 ,3702 .7072 ,2879 '
i .2318 *4001
• 2516 •4238 :_00_
,2247
I .3007
_ .2714 .4441 .7260 .5937
• 2907 .4624 .... ,7377 ,6293
.3107 .4811 *7490
.3_03 ,5176 .7571
.,o6,, i!_i .,_3, .,o_',• 4297 •7642,6, .,6,_ :t_°_t
• _889 ,6392 ,7607 ,7214
• 5281 .6718 " 8698_
,6995
,5674 :_|_ _ _6_8_909 ..... • 7592 .8198
• 6384 °7590 ,7624 ,68_9
• 6623 * 7771 ,7566 • 6526
• 6862 • 79;*8 .7616 * 7801
:._ .-_ .-_ ._9,_• 8292 ,7801 ,6102
.7570 .8457 • 7794 • 6220
- ,7800 ,8617 .7793 ,6184
,8050 * 8788 ,7908 ,4971
8281 • 8942 .7997 ,6009
,8518 ,9098 ,7960 • 4401
,8750 .9248 ,8010 .5174
• 8995 ,9403 ,B104 ,4621
148
Surface Axial _ _O(J_ _qiJ#.tW]'_
distance distance
over over
arc axial
L_ lex_gth chord PS/PT
RUN _ PRESSURE SURFACE
4_ !2 ,05_5 .0286 9990
i ,1070 .0990 ! c_93l• 205 ! .2d119 9923,3976 ,_555 980_
,49_6 ,_475 :9695
,5870 ,6294 e9547
,7795 ,7861 ,8899
: ,8798 ,8616 ,8211
,9776 ,9315 ,6990
SUCTION SURFACE
,0424 ,0253 ,9251
,0862 .0975 ,797_
,1302 .1958 ,6793
.1738 ,2951 .t, 952
.2612 ,q339 ,2879
,3036 ,c, 7_5 ,4567
.3_67 .514_' .5536
". ,3886 .5523 .5856
__L ,_319 .5905 .5925
.5603 .6979 .5738
• .6313 .7535 .5615
_" .7032 .8073 .5629
i .8_,c, 9 .9053 ,5750
.9160 .9506 . '/IL',71
,9879 ,9938 .5916\+.
.i
. _ ./.-_!
RUN NC. 4_ COOLANT FLOW DATA 1
AVERAC,E COOLANT t
TEMPERATURE RED FLOv,l r_ATE
HOLE NO. DEG F DEC. K X (lOE'4) LEM/SEC KG/SEC
1 251.08 39_.86 7.1_k 0.176E-01 0.799E-02
2 219.16 377,13 6.923 0,165E-01 0.7_9E-02
3 233.83 385.28 6.8k5 0.166E-01 0.752E-02
.. _, 2b0.18 399.92 7.219 O.]80E'O1 0.515E-02
189.17 360.47 7,_93 0,173E'01 0.785E-0,?
6 lSa.c,Z 35(:.7Z 7.',aS 0.170E'01 O. 772E'U?..
7 217.98 37_..,7 7.153 O.Z71E-01 0.77_E-02
[:L 8 301 .,2 ,22.82 ,.528 0.581E'02 0,263E-029 75.12 407,64 2.69_ ,368 - _ O, 167E-02 ji
10 _,08.77 _82.47 2,677 0.238E'02 O. 108E'02 t!
1
/i!
149
+
++i
L__
_ Axial
Surface distance Normalized
distance over Normalized heat
over arc axlal temperature transfer
length chord (Tw/811 K) coefficient
R ]. 1 •8671 , •7604 ;3994
• 831_5 •8311 •7295 •41548oo 71, 3219
• 7791 9 •7425 •4208
• 7499 •7631 •7109 ,2998
:72_0 .7403 •6895 •31699 •7168 •7031 •3358
_i. •6626 .6930 •6936 •3029
• 6334 •6687 •6629 •3394
' .6043 •6441 •6455 •3707• .5732
....... .546o 6651 3591
.,..--,....._- i_,_,._;_:;_,_ • 672.2 ;3495
: 0;: POOR QUALITY• •5162 •5o71 •6585 3532
........ • 4871 •5407 •6434 *3002
'.- ::580 •5137 .6499 •2912
i_ ,_3286 •4857 •6602 •3324
996 •4575 •6553 •2631
• 3112 •3664 •6540 •2612
• 2821 .3341 .6508 .2506
.2529 • 3C0'_ ,6448 •2684
__ •2235 * 2651 • 64 O1 • 2885
1935 .2267 •6356 •2812
/ :1651 1879 •6323 •3039
:]:359 :1,,51 •63 5 .264o062 •0976 •6606 •33B3
.08_ 8 .0603 •6849 •3913
• 0567 • 0298 7033 • 4608
, 0322 ,0097 •
• • 7164 • 5254
• •0077 .0005 .7232 ,5470
• 0135 .0026 .2245 .5693
• 0323 -- .01_9 :_,_10 •5488• 0527 •0387 42 •5523
I •0718 .0697 .7051 .5555
• 0923 .1102 •6925 •5314
• !718 ; ,6589 - •3464 ]
• 6554 •3504 •
• 1918 .3323 *6503 •3330
• 2123 •3702 •6427 •2820 :
• 2 318 • 4001 • 63 70 • 2078 ::
• 2516 •4238 .6412 •_5497 ' 1
• 290}/ .4441 •6667 •5365 i
• 4624 *6862 •6032
• 3107 .4_11 •7048 •7359
• 3306 *4996 *7155
• __5_3 •7939
• 3903 ,._538 •7253 •6972
• 4 06_ • 568 ] •7282
•4297
• 7183 *
.48_9
•5281
.7191
• 6392 •7177 •7125
• 6718 •7164 •6978
• 5479 • (:'879 • 7087 .6759
• 5674 .7036 •7024 •6844
• 5909 *7222 ,7078 •7876
• 6384 .7590
, *6992 •6247
• 6623 • 77771 • 7104 •6695862 948
• 7104 •8125 ;7049 •7525
:7_ •8292 "_323_ •625.1. 9 0
• 8457 ,73;09 * 6271
- .7800 .8617 .7291 .6050
•8942 ,7626
.6so• 7537 .5012
• 92".8 .7609 *5754
.8995 ,9403 .7776 ,5470
150
distance distance OF POOi_ _,+I_r,'v
r over over
arc axial
i, length chord PS/PT
+' RUM *6 PRESSURE SURFACE
' .311 ,0555 .0286 .9996
+ .1070 .0990 ,9937
,2051 ,2_19 ,9929
o3976 o*555 o980B
,_91) 6 ,5q'75 ,9701
,5870 ,629k ,9554
,7795 .7861 .8909
,8798 ,8616 ,B21B
.9776 ,9315 ,6985
SUCT ]ON SURFACE
oOkak °0253 ,925_
00862 ,0975 ,7977
,1302 ,1958 °6788
.1738 .2951 ._9_6
• 2612 ._339 .3319
,3036 ,471)5 , %ct02
.3467 .514_ ,S_OB
,3886 .5523 ,5793
,_319 .5905 ,5866
,5603 ,6979 05693
,6313 .7535 ,5573
8032 .B073 ,5573; _.9 ,9 5 702
! .9160 ,9506 ,582B
.9879 ,q938 ,5888
RUN NG. _6 COI_LANT FLOW DATA
AVERAGE •COOLANT
TEMPERATURE RED FLOW RATE
i HOLE NO, DEG F DEG K X (10E-4) LEM/SE KG/SEC1 162,85 345,8q, 15.271 0.342E-01 O,155E-U1
_: 2 ....... 1_9,0_ 335,95 15,409 0.338E-01 0,153E-01
3 157.03 3_2.61 1_,,951 0,333E-01 0,151E-01
4 173.59 351.81 15,585 0,35kE-01 O, 160E-01
5 128,83 326,95 15,601 0,335E-01 0,152E-01
6 122.10 323,,20 15,555 0.331E-01 O. 1_0E-01
7 lkb,25 33(:::.b2 15,k7_ 0,3_,0E-01 O,15kE-O1
8 212,79 373,59 g,5_'5 0,112E-01 0,508E'02
9 27.5.28 365.11 5,873 0.735E-02 0,333E-02
10 311,93 _2E,67 5.8qk 0._79E-02 0.217E-02
151
/u_ial
Surface distance Normalized
distance over Noramlized heaC
over arc axial cemperaCure Cransfer
lensCh chord (Tw/811 K) toe ffic ienC
RUN _7 •8969 ,87qi ,8_60 ,2180
4312 ,8671 •8525 .8q03 .2759
• 8385 .8311 .8229 2873
• •B080 8080 .8275 :2,55
.7791 :7859 .8268 •2970
• 7499 .7031 •8099 • 2505
• 7210 ,7k.03 .7979 .2981
.6918 •7168 •803q .28q0
• 6626 6930 •7958 .226_'
• f_33_ :6687 • ?773 • 2845
.6o43 .644z •v658 •3azo
ORIG_NF_
• 4871 •7623 •
• 4580 •5137 •7647 •2642 '
• 4286 • 4t_57 •7699 • 2998
.3996 •4575 .766,, •2495
, •3112 •3664 •7623 .2370
• 2821 •33ql •7599 02336
• 2529 •3C04 o7558 o2531
2_=_5 .2651 •7526 .2830:15,-, *2267 .7q98 .2739
•1
_ .1£79 •748_> .3043_51 .v5_8 z,le:Io62 ._.78 .33230976
li .o5_,', oo_._ .,,4o .,,3o,,• 0322 : •802 .q898
• 0077 • 0005 .807q .523q
.0135 .0026 •8087 .5268 .....
• 0323 .0149 •807_ .5292
• 0527 .0387 .80q9 •SqqO
•0718 .0697 .8001 ,5q31
• 0923 •1102 .7925 •5363
• 1 21 .7655 .3q55
.1_18 :_* ._,_ .3_
• 3702 •7521 • 2640
•7q87
:_I): "'°01 .2005• 4238 .7516 . 536L
I : ,qk41 ,70.Z714 •76 .5128
.: •2907 • 462_ .7782 ,5452
,3306 :_ ,7971 ,7156
• 3503 ,5176 •799_ ,6424
,3699 .5355 .803_ .6781
,3903 .5538 •8055 .6180
:_o_._ ._,,_ ._o7, .,_o_
" 58 B 5 _ I" 80 80 .653q,469q •6228 0q7 .6617
._889 ,6392 ,8047 ,6q67
• 5281 .6718 .8050 .6281
• 5_79 ,6879 •8016 .6231
,567t_ .7036 .7990 .6231
.638_ : 8052 .5983
" .7800 .8617 ,8216
• 8050 .8788 ._318 . _549
,8Z81 ,8942 .8q03 .5562
• 8518 .9098 ,8379 . q'q4'0
• 8750 ,92_8 .8425 ,4815
• 8995 .9_'03 .8511 .q130
i
ISurface Axial
distance distance
over over
arc axial
length chord PS/PT
RL'N q7 PRESSURE SURFACE
4'322 .0_55 ,0286 ,999¢
• 1070 ,0990 ,9934
•2051 ,2_19 •9925
,3976 .*555 ,980_
• 4946 •5475 •9696
i' ,5870 •6294 ,9547
• 7795 ,7861 • 8892
• 8798 ,8616 ,8!97
,9776 •931§ 06964
;/ SUCTION SURFACE
• 062_ 00253 ,9262
• 0862 ,0975 ,7988
• 1302 .1958 .6805
• 1738 ,2951 ,4966
• 2612 ,_339 ,33_2
:_ ,3036 .47_5 .43_.2
• 3_67 ,514¢ ,5320
,3886 ,5523 ,5760
• 4319 .5905 ,587!
• 5603 .6979 ,5695
• 6313 ,7535 ,5578
• 7032 ,8073 .5565
•
,9879 .9938 ,
RUN NC, _7 COOLANT FLOW DATA
AVERAGE COOLANT
TEMPERATURE RED FLOW RATE
HOLE NO, DEG F DEG K X (IOE-_) LEM/SEC KG/SEC
1 263.53 %01.76 5.030 0.126E-01 0.570E-02
2 235,80 386.37 5,128 0,125E-01 0.565E-02
3 252.57 395.69 q,538 0.112E-01 0.509E-02
287,38 .15.03 5,269 0.135E-01 0,611E-02
5 202'50 367.87 5.3q0 0.125E-01 0,568E-02
6 191.80 361.93 5.080 O.II8E-OI 0.53_E-02
7 228..3 382.27 4.976 O.120E-O1 0.54_E-02
8 322.00 _3_.26 3.228 0._22E'02 0,191E-02
9 393.8_ _18.55 1,967 0.273E-02 0.12_E-02
10 _25.¢0 _91.71 1.93_ 0.17¢E-02 0,790E-03
133
Axial
Surface distance Normalized
d let auc e over Normalized heat
over arc axial temperature trana£er
length chord (Tw/811 K) coefflcient
RUN 57 •8969 •87_1 •7293 •613§
45zl ,_671 •85z3 •7233 •67so385 •8311 •6935 ,6706
,8080 •l_OPO
7k99 •763]. •6799:7210 •".,o_ ._595 :_
•6918
I:$_6Z6 :_8 •6760 •5664" • 6678 * 5260O_iG_I_ _*_''_!'_' .... 33_ •6687 •6573 •§6%3
• 67.80
• 5162 •5671 .6349 •5999
t:i •4871 5_.07 •6179 5019
l ' ,4286 ,_.857 ,6545 :
• 5996 ,4575
:_;_;_ .33,,_ .6_ .._
•5G04 ,615_ ,3849
• 2235 .2051 ,6106 ,4083
: .1935 ! 22157 • 6060 ,59_2• 1651 1879 ,6026 ,_376• 1559 I_51 *60_7 •40k9
• 1062 ,0976
.o_ o_o_ :_I:_ "_
' *0567 _0298 "
.o_2 .oo9_ :_ • 58,_. 0
t .6759
• 0077 .0005 ,6858 ,7139
• 0135 .0026 ,6866 .7527
_. ,0323 01 _ 9 .6827 • 70_.6
' .0527 : 0387 ,6755 ,70*.5
' *0718 .0697 ,6665 ,6898
• 0925 • 1102 *6566 .6820
• 2_'66 6_19 5612
• 2907 .645_ *6136
• .918 .3523 ,639q' *5951123 *570_2 ,6297 .5001
• 2518 .e_O01 .61
•4151
.:_6 .,_ .,_2_ .,,_
*271_ :_ .6_ ._,,,,•2907 • 6368 .5813
• 3107 *tSll .6555 ,7789 :
•_o_ .6_. :_o°_
• 3699 •6831 1_015
• 3903 ,5538 ,6871 .9347
.,,_9", :_:_tI _.oo_
• I_69q .6830 1. OOk..9997 ._-_
• 6832 .9890
• 5281 .6718 ,6838 .9957
• 5 _79 ,687_ * 67c'9 .9695
• 567c* * 7036 ,6668 .9556
• 638_. ,6777 .9425
• 6623 ,6628 ,8312
• ,6862 • 79_,8 ,6668 1 • 000
•7337 ,8292 .6997 :9_
: •7570 • 8_'57 ,6948 ,8395 _!
• 7800 *B617 ,_905 *7800
,8050 ,8788 ,7114 *7492
• B281 ,89t2 ,7248 *91q6
• B518 .9098
._o ._8 :T_[_ ,7480
• 8995 ,9k03 ,7361 ,7811
154: ......
O__._'L.,,_'.'_.... ..,,_: ,,_.i._, Surface Axial
distance distance
over over
arc axial
length chord PS/PT
RUN 97 PRESSURE SURFACE
4521 .0555 .0286 ,9968
" |070 ,0990 ,9906
,'2091 .2429 ,9902
,397fj ,4555 ,9774
_.' ,4946 ,5475 ,9658
,5870 ,6294 ,9512
......_ ,7795 *7861 .8855
,8798 ,8616 ,B156
_ ,9776 ,931.5 ,6884
SUCT |ON SURFACE
_" ,042', ,02_3 ,9255
I_i: ,0862 ,0975 ,7979
,1302 ,1958 ,6786
,1738 ,2951 ,¢'937
b .,,7t,_ "382s
,3467 ,5144 *_504
,3886 ,5523 ,5951
,4319 ,5905 ,5960
,5603 (>979 ,5'328
,6313 _7535 ,9366
.7032 .B073 -5363
,8_49 ,9053 ,5503
,9]60 ,9506 ,5647
,9879 ,9938 ,5660
RUN NC, 57 COCLANT FLO_ DATA
AVERAGE COOLANT
TEMPERATURE RED FLO_ R_TE
HOLE NO, DEG F DEG K X (]OE-4) LBH/SEC KG/SEC _
1 lbg,B7 3_9,7_ 22,918 0,518E-01 0,235E-01
_ 2 149,14 338,23 23,235 0,912E'01 0.232E-01
• : 3 161.25 3_,96 2_,5_1 0,9_9E-0! 0,2_9E-01
_, 4 165,93 3_7,95 23,187 0,521E-01 0,23bE-01
5 134.48 33C.08 23,636 O,911E-01 0,232E-01
6 12b.91 325.88 24,18k 0,518E'01 0.235E-01
7 151,29 339,42 22,578 0,_99E-01 O,22bE-O1
B 212,29 373.31 13,745 O,16IE-O1 0,731E-02
9 275,65 38E,08 8,k90 0,108E-01 O,k82E-02
10 308,88 426,97 8,409 0,687E'02 0,312E-02
155 j
.... _, . _ - .... ".... _............. _.._
Axial
Surf at • distance Rormallzed
distance over Normalized heat
over arc axial temperature transfer
length chord (Tw/8U K) coefficient
RUb 58 •8969 •87tt 1
•6831
' •8080 i b 0
.7791 _8_9 •7683 •'2'2• 76847-_ 7o31 ._52_ "ff_
.7210 7,03 .7,25 _6162
,6918 ;7168 .7477 •5428
•6626
ill_ ,el=l_I .I,/w)ORIC_N/_,L P,'*,_:4_*:.l'_ ,6_0_4}, 6441 .7146 ,6229
OF POOR QUALITY ,5732 _617' .7232 ,5560
,5'60 ,5937 ,7260 ,5292
• S162 .5671 ,7177 •5711
.4871 .5,07 .7077 ,,9,7
,'Se.O .5137 7093 *'59
• '286 ._857 i i
• 3996 .'575 ]I_ 0 '896
4072
3112 366' 7055 3778
:_ ._oo_ ._o,o
• 2651 .6960 .'252
_' •1935 .2267 ,6934 .4182
i :i_)91 : i'_ .6926 .'798
• 6950 .4459
062 .0976 ,7075 • 4776
818 .0603 .7199 •5210
• 0567 .0298
_, .o322 oo,7 :t:_'° "_**"66 .6679
.0077 : 0,,005 ,7405 6959
:o_ o_ ::_,o_ .7o_. I
0527 :0357 ,7371 _5:o_ .o_ .'_6 :_|_ i
• 0923 . llG2 •7262 6940
.152:[ .2,,66 .7o68 : 48,o ]
17 8 2907 .7051 5177 I:29|8 :3_23 .7o25 :5005 .
:_ __o_ .,_ .,_8 :_001 .6899 ,3475 :
i _ .2516 •4238 .6867 .3116
• 2714 ,4_41 •6950 ,4764
• 2907 *4624 7050 •5352
I'!',- •3107 ,4811 ,7191 .8103
• 3306 ,4990 ,7285 .9473
• _3503 .5176 .7322 ,8996
• _699 •5355 .736' •9489
• 3903 • 5538 •7384 • 8376
• 406_ •5681 .7406 ,8792
,4297 • 5885 •7_ 16 • 9035 .:
• _.694 ,6228 .73 90 • 902,
,4889 •6392
•_.; ._ :_ :_K_
• 5479 ,6879 .7379 _B093
.5674 .7036 .7351 ,8996
,5909 • 7222 ,7393 1 • 035
,638k' •7590 ,7'29 •8 746 i
.6623 • 7771 ,73 71 ,8128
,6862 .7948 •7413 .9879 ,i
,?104 ,8125 ,7521 ,9052 '
• 7337 .8292 ,7580 • 7_'6 ]
- •7570 ,8457 ,7575 • 7943
• 7800 • 8617 ,7569 ,7723 _i
• 8050 • 8788 ,7673 • 6509 ,j
• 8281 .8942 ,774_8 .7516
• 8518 ,9098 ,77).6 .5789 ..
• 8750 ,9248 ,7753 .6557
,0995 ,9403 ,7829 ,5977
156
(
I
(_: '<....."-""/;+, ,+'_/ Surface Axial
: distance distance
OV er Ov er
arc axial
length chord PS/PT
RUN 58 PRESSURE SURFACE
4522 ,0555 .0286 *9969
,1070 ,0990 e9902
2051 ,2419 i9898
:3976 ,4555 9770
,4946 5 75 9657
.5870 .6294 ,9506
,7795 .7861 ,B846
+_ ,8798 ,8616 ,8146
,9776 ,9315 .6889
SUCTION SURFACE
,0424 ,0253 ,9259
,0862 .0975 ,7983
,1302 ,1958 ,6794
,1 738 ,2951 ,4942
• 2612 ,4339 ,2383
,3036 *_745 ,3830
_i ,3467 ,514_ ,5573
!.. ,3886 ,5523 05957
.4319 .5905 .5873
,5603 ,6979 .5553
,6313 ,7535 ,5408
• 7032 .8073 .5398
,8_49 ,9053 .5534
,9160 ,9506 .567_
I ,9879 ,9938 ,571Z
RUN NO. 58 COOLANT FLO_ DATA
AVERAGE COOLANT
HOLE NO,,, DEC, F EG K X (IOE-¢) LBM/SEC K
1 269.19 k0_.92 7.0_.0 0.177E-01 0.802E-02
2 236.29 386,65 7.071 0.172E-01 0.779E-02
3 253.86 396,41 6.688 0.165E-01 0.751E-OZ
k 266.8k k03.62 7.396 0.185E-01 0.SklE-02
5 2.02.50 307.87 6.986 O.16qE-01 0.7k3E-OZ
6 194.33 36_,33 7.C10 0.163E'01 O. 738E-02
7 229.72 382.99 6.885 0.166E'01 0.75kE-02
8 314.50 t3G,09 ¢e474 0.581E'02 0.263E'02
9 387,55 kk8,42 2,632 0,364E-02 O, 165E-02
10 4Z0.85 489.18 2,597 O.233E-OZ O.ZObE'OE
157
L ....
Axial ._-
Sur£ac • dis Canc• Nodal ized
dlscanc • over Normalized heaC
over arc axial temperature transfer
lensth chord (Tw/811 K) coef£icien_
R_2_9... •8969 .8741 .7196 .6155• 9671 • 8523 • 7123 • 6522
.B385 •B311 .6822 ,6595
• BOB0 • BOB0 . (_98B .5556
• 7?91 •7859 •7042 .7499
,7499
• 69)8 •7168 ,6696 ,5679
• 6626 •6930 .6618 .5249 ,
,6334 •6687 .6321 •5544
i •6043 • 6941 • 6184 • 6205
• •5732 ,6396
466 .5831 .
QI_ L_'ii" _ , t 871 • 5407 .6160 • 4950(_-' _,'_('_0_ .4580 •5137 .62 16 ,,4698
• 4286 .4857 •6322 •5327
• 3996 •4575 *6263
• 2821 •3341 .6174 .3703
.2529 i3004 •6111 .3861
22"• _5
• ]. 93.._ • 6019 .3856
• 1651 •1879 •5992 •9207
• 1359 • 1451 o6024 • 3830
.I062 .0976 .6253 • 9366
• 0818 .0603 .6488 .5025
,0567 • 0298 ,6660 ,5732
' ,0322 .0097 *6788 .6680
t .0077 .0005 .6850 .6'_0_
I *0135 *0026 .6860 ,7; ¢: Jt ,I.
.0323 . O149 ,682c_ .6970
• 0527 .0387 ,6759 •7105
'" •0718 ,0697 ,6673 .7J86
i_ ,0923 • 1102 .6575 .6968
r .2907 •6421 .6158
r,
.3 23
.3702 .6261 .4931
.2318
• 2516 .6041 ,3612
'..'" *2714 J
,_907 • 6203 .9892 i
!. .3107
.6z68•3306
• 3503 ,5176 .6485 : i
• 3699 ,5355 ,6568 *7278
,3903 ,5538 .6(_ 49 * 7306
• 4064 ,5681 ,8485
.4694 ,8756 '_
• 6712 .8751
.5281 .6718 .6723 ]
" ,6636 ,8390 I
• 5479 .68_9 .8689
.5674 *70 ,6562 .8968
• 5909 !
.,o
.6677 .8967 I
.6623 • 7771 .6525 • 7965
.6862 • 7948 ,6557 .8858 o_
• 9
• 829Z ,6892 -.7760
• 7570 ,8457 ,6836 .7397 t
" ,7800 .8617 .6791 :7026 '_
• 8750 ,9248 .7032
.8995 .9403 .7222
158
i
OF POOR QUALITY dlstanc_ dlstanc_.
OVer over
I_ arc axial
:_ length chord }_S/PT
I RUN ,_9 PRESSURE SURFACE
SS21 ,0555 00286 ,9962
' ,I070 .0990 .9893
i ,2051 ,2619 ,9890
,3976 ,_555 .9764
.q996 .S6?b ,9649
,5870 .6294 .9495
,7795 .7861 .882._
,8798 .B616 ,B093
.9776 ,9315 .6669
SUCTION SURFACE
.0,2_ .0253 .9255
,086Z .0975 ,7970
,1302 .1958 ,6768
• 1738 .2951 ._910
,2612 .k339 ,224)6
.3036 ,k745 .2831
,3467 .51k'k' ,3591
,3886 .$523 ,.186
._319 .5905 .5521
,5603 ,6979 ,5066
.6313 .7535 ,_69B
.... • 7032 ,8073 ,.510
" * ,8_99 ,9053 ,_070
.9160 .9506 .3794
,9879 ,993B ,_353
EUN NO, 59 COOLANT FLOW DATA
!/ AVERAGE COOLANT
_ TEMPERATURE RED FLOW RATE
HOLE NO. DEG F DEG K X (10E-4) LBM/SEC KG/SEC
i
1 163.00 3_5.93 2_._41 0.525E'01 0,238E'01
2 lk5.11 335.99 Z3,542 0o516E'01 0.23qE-01
3 157.01 342._0 22,6_8 0.50_E-01 _.228E-01
k 161.71 345.21 23.501 0.526E-01 0._38E-01
5 128.93 327.00 23.180 0.498[-01 0.226E-01
• 6 119.71 321.88 23.21_ 0._93E-01 0.223E-01
7 139.23 332,72 22.3_5 o,ke6E'O1 0.221E-01
8 201,81 367._9 14,121 0.164E-01 0.742E-G2
9 256.65 372.83 E,902 0.109E-01 O,k9_E-02
10 301.35 k22.79 8.703 0.706E-02 0.320E-02
159
Normsllzed
dlsCance over Normalized heac
over arc axial temperature transfer
length chord (Tw/811 K) coefficient
R_2_3 .8969 •87,41 •7462 .svx't
i iiiii,8385 831X •7016 ,6178r ,7_99 6 1 ,6632 •6474i_'_i .7210 _q_3 •6869
: ,6918 .7 :x68 •6821 .4867
t •6626 ,6930 •6732 •4524
. .b334 •6687 .6386 •**742
t •6043 ,6qql ,6208 •5137
O,..,_NA-. •6444 • 5016• .5460 . _'_3,
• 5162 .567_ • 6'-'t64i (',l:: POOK (.)U/_l.l"t_ ,6528 ,_907
, ,_'580 •5137 ,6256 •3913
• 4286 •_'8-_7 ,6372 •4316
• 3996 •4575 ,6319 •3525
• 3112 •3¢64 ,6316 ,3496
• 300_ ,621_ •3q34
• 2L_51 _6166 •3673
,1935 • 2267 •6115 • 3.516[.l •1651 • 1879 ,6068 •3701
l •1359 .1_51 •6090 .3271
• 1062 •0976 ,6351 ,3957
• 0818 ,0603 • 6620 ,d4692
• 0567 ,0298 ,6816 ,5403
• 0322 ,0097 ,6904 ,6353
• 0077 .0005 •7035 • 6612
• 0135 0026 ,70q2 ,6856
,0323 ;0149 ,6990 ,6588
• 0527 • 0387 ,6915 • 674_O6
• 1521 ,6660 ,6228
• 2466 .6377 ._,388
• 3323 ,6325 ,q'457
• 2123 *3702 ,6237 ,_897
I :_I_ .,oo_ ._,_ ._oo_. ,_238 ,6112 ,28q0
• 271 q *_*_* 1 ,6324 * 500q
• 2907 ,q.624 ,6550
._xo_ ._ ._o_ :_o_
• 3306 ,_996 ,6955 ,9975
• 3503 ,5176 ,6975 ....
._9, ._ .'_o:,_ :_
,9004
''_-_7 ,5885 .7065 .8889
: :_,5281 :_ .6966"6969 .8979 ,
.,,,, :h_l,_ .,,_o :1_,_• 6866 ,8471
,5674 ,7036 .67 77 • 8390
•6384"5909 i_ ,68q2 .9780• 7389
,6862 ,7948 ,6750 • 8813 i
• ?104 .8125
.,o. :ff_t
..o,o .,,,, .,,,,,8281 ,7401 i• 7254 i
• B750 ,9248 ,7320
• 8995 ,9403 ,7545
i
160 i
' _" ,_L_i+y Surface Axfal
_ distance distance
over over
arc axial
length chord PS/PT
RUN 03 PRESSURE SURFACE
'!' 44 21 ,0_55 .0286 ,9979
.1070 .0990 ,9913
!_ .2051 .24*19 .9908
J ,3976 ,4555 .978'
_ L "4946 "5475 "9670,$870 ,6294 ,9523 J
,779.5 ,7861 ,8875 ,i
I ,8798 ,8616 ,8189 . :_:il,9776 .9315 ,6961
_' SUCTION SURFAC.E
... .042 ,0253 ,9259
,I
,0862 .0975 ,7989
,1302 ,1958 .6824 !
[' ,1738 .2951 .4989
. ,2612 .4339 ,2627
3036 ,4745 ,4436
;3467 .5144 ,576s
.3886 .5523 .5934
.4319 ,5905 ,5906
'5603 .(_979 ,5662
.631 _ .7535 • 5530• .703 -8073 .5527
.8449 .9053 5662
,9160 ,9506 i5795, 879 938 5819
,.... RUN NC. 63 COOLANT FLOw DATA
AVERAGE COOLANT
!,
.... TEMPERATURE RED FLOg RATE
HOLE N_, DEG F DEG K X (lOE-4) LBP/SEC KG/SEC
+ i 150.2_ 338.8_ 2_.4_b 0.539E-01 0.2_5E-01
+: 2 135._3 33(3.61 23.701 0.513E'01 0.,233E-013 144.54 335,67 23,072 ,505E-01 29E-01
F 4 156.33 342.22 24.630 0.547E-01 0.24BE-Of
• 5 121.t12 322,83 2_,357 0.518E-01 0.235E-01
6 113.75 318,57 24.C66 0.507E-01 0.230E-01
7 133,36 329.46 23.569 0.509_:'01 0.231E'01
8 191.68 361.86 14.763 0.169E'01 0.767E'02
9 247,42 42C,99 9,205 0.113E'01 0,511E-02
10 287.73 415,2.2 _.199 0.737E-0;' 0.33_E-02
J
r
161
• Axial
Surface dlecance Normalized
d lee anc e over Normalized heac
over arc axial temperature transfer
leith chord (Tw/811 K) coefflc ienC
.,7,7 6o3 . 68o
,7360 .7016 .5490
• 6527 ,712] ,6925 ,541 2
,6337 ,6876 ,6582 ,4622
o6037 ,6616 ,6460 ,4523
! O_G_,_L ?.I_G_ |S ,5765 ,637_ ,6608 ,4892,5476 ,6110 ,6597 ,438_
V.AU_'LITY ,5194 ,58_5 ,6503 ,4056poOR ,4706 ,5567 ,6529 ,45:)6O?
,4343 ,5000 ,6484 ,3771
• 4055 ,4697 ,6405 353
,3766 ,4385 ,6395 _3408
I _ ,3479 ,4066 ,6_18 ,3452
,3193 ,3738 ,6422 ,3323
. ,2902 ,339_ ,6*23 ,31BO
i. ,261 7 ,3047 ,6_45 ,3120
'_ ,2327 .2685 .6481 .3237
•2045 ,2323 .6'98 ,309
•1812 ,2016 ,6522 ,3233
r ' " 1585 ,171 l ,6542 ,3136
•1361 ,1405 .6579 ,3244
•I135 ,1090 ,6642 ,33B9
,0900 ,0757 ,6753 ,3343
• 0681 ,045_* ,6923 ,4250
i ,0457 ,021 l ,7080 ,5520
,0222 ,0051 ,7147 ,5053i ,0001 ,0 ,7187 ,5353,018'_ ,0059 ,7182 ,509 _,,0360 .0213 ,7162 ,5029
.0534 ,0395 .7167 ,5127
.0878 ,0835 ,7209 .4983
.1057 .1125 .7223 .4921
• 1237 ,1463 ,7205 ,44_3
• i412 ,1831 ,7189 ..... ,4310
• 1592 .2233 ,7164 .4132
L .1765 ,2626 ,714B ,421 9
' .1939 .3010 .714.5 .4435
i .2116 .3372 .716B .4862• 2299 ,3714 ,7208 .5356• 2477 .4012 .7256 .5752[ - .2652 .4274 .7305 .601 7
f .2829 .4512 .7351 ,6386,3009 ,4732 ,7377 ,6574
• 3184 .*,928 ,7390 .6798
• 3356 .5109 ,7388 ,6915
,3533 ,5284 ,7382 .7097
.370 9 .5452 • 7355 .691 0
• 3884 .5613 ,7333 ,709 5
• 4058 ,5769 ,7301 • 724
• 4236 .5923 ,7257 ,7170
•_412 .6072 .7208 ,6947
,4585 .6216 .7182 ,7091
• 4758 .6357 .7139 .6902
.4936 .6500 .71Or .7062
• 5| 09 .b636 .7075 .7353
• 5285 ,6772 ,7040 ,7138
,5673 ,7068 ,70_5 .7026
.5891 .723_ ,6996 ,7044
- ,6099 ,7387 .6927 .(_920
• 6310 .754,? .6942 .7068
• 652 7 ,770:_ ,6977 ,704 5
,6736 ,785:_ ,6928 .771
,694 9 ,800(, ,6791 • 737 7
,7169 .816'_ ,6859 ,5951
,73B0 ,B315 ,7097 .6785
.7598 ,B468 .7169 .6674
• TSlO ,B617 ,7074 ,6823
162i .8916 ,8760 .7175 .4992
oB231 ,8907 ,74B3 ,5451
,B440 ,9049 ,7614 ,69B0
L .B662 ,9196 .7440 ,4898
P it :•4 .: , _,
distance 4is,ante
over over :._i
arc axial
length chord PS/PT
RUN 107 PRESSURE SURFACE
5411 ,0001 o0 ,9986
,) 027 ,0937 ,989B
,1527 ,1632 ,9756
,2029 .2302 ,9855
,289_ ,3384 ,9813
.3751 ,_369 .9723
,t603 ,5265 ,9603
,5_65 ,6099 ,8888
,6422 ,6949 ,9087
,7179 .7570 ,8579
,741_ ,7755 .8364
.8073 ,8255 ,7795
,8894 ,88k3 .6839
,974_ ,9_16 .6151
SLICT;ON SURFACE
.0393 .0246 ,9806
,0781 ,0697 ,9413
• 1176 ,1342 .8576
• 1669 2181 .6619
1962 ; 3058 • 6007m e
,2358 ,3816 ,5349
.2750 ,.409 .5124
.3447 .[_200 ,5218
,4)45 ,5844 ._523 ......
°4838 ,6421 ,4249
,553.4 ,6963 ,5288
,6233 ,7485 ,5209
i ,6880 ,7956 ,4997
'.+ ,7626 ,8488 .5145
i .8166 ,B863 ,4911
_ ,9020 .9427 ._616
,9905. ,9723 ,4498
!
i. RUN NC, 107 COELANT FLOI_ OAT.e.
I AVERAGE COOLANT1EMP .6TURE RED FL W RA E
_ ' HOLE N_. DEG F DEG K X (10E-4) LB_/SEC KG/SEC
1 168.22 348.83 22.288 0.502E-01 0,228E-01 .......
2 169,10 34_.32 23,369 0,527E-01 0,239E-01
3 151.41 339.49 22,792 0,5C4E-01 " 0,228E-01
4 156.46 342,30 2q,C6E 0.535E-01 0,243E-01
5 I_1.51 333,99 24,144 0.527E-01 0,239E-01
6 197.24 364.95 22.908 0.534E-01 0,2_2E-01
7 158,40 3_3,37 22,954 O,r_llE-01 0,232E-01
8 198,07 365.41 15,260 0.176E-01 0,799E-02
9 276,13 408.78 E,792 0.110E-01 0,499E-02
10 356.05 453,18 +6,550 0.558E-02 0.253E'02
+
Axial
Surface distance Normalized
t: distance over Normalized heat
: over arc axial temperature transfer
length chord (Tw/811 K) coefficient
RUN 108 •8627 •8656 ,75_ •561q.
_- qqll •B3, 1 •B*51 •7223 .,989
• 7777 •B03, ,7,0B •572 1
• 74B5 •7810 •7018 ,,570
. •719, •7582 •6765 •*001
• 69| 8 .7360 •6937 •591 0
• 662 7 •712 1 .6847 •5*26
i. ,6337 ,6876 ,6505 ,,576
L .6037 •6616 ,63BB •*.21
• 5765 •637* .6537 •.573IS
L:. •5,76 .6;1o ,37;o}:i "°_-o--R _a,-. •519, •58*5 •6,25 •31S70_: '0_ .'906 •5567 •6_07 .2878
.'3'3 ,5000 •6'12 ,35'7
I_: •*355 •_697 •6332 •3373
• 3766 •*385 •6320 •3315
l • 3' 79 •el066 •63c_0 •332 9
.3193 •3738 •63*5 •3231
!:i •2902 •339_ •63'B .3128i •2617 •30*7 •6370 •3078
• 2327 •2685 .6'03 •3159
.20k5 .2323 .6*lB •3023
.1812 •2016 •6''1 •31'7
,15B5 ,1711 •6'61 •303C
• 13bl •I'05 •6*98 .3118
,1135 •1090 •6579 .3676
• 0900 •0757 .666B •323_ _.
• 06B1 •0.54 .6833 •'123
• 0_57 •0211 •6987 .5'58
.0222 •0051 •705* •5061
• 0001 _0 •7091 •5260
• 018' •0059 .7087 .50B2
• 0360 •0213 •7067 •501E
• 053* •0395 .7061 .'806
• 0878 •0835 •7118 •k992
• 1057 ,I125 •7137 •*922
• 1237 ,1.63 •7120 •**39
• 1,1 2 •1831 •7109 .,295
• 1592 .2233 .7091 ._156
,1765 ,Z626 .7082 ,.238
. 116 .33. .7126 . 2o6
,2.77 ._012 .7221 .611c_
.2652 ._27, .726B .6c_32
• 2829 ,9512 ,7303 ,6603
,3009 ,_732 ,7319 ,6039
• 31B* ,_928 ,7330 .OBS*
• 3356 ,5109 ,732B .6995
,3533 ,528_ ,732! ,711'
,3709 .5'52 .7300 .7030
• 388' .5613 .7286 .731 1
,_OSB ,5769 .7261 .7507
.'236 .5923 .7223 .7'59
.*,12 .6072 .7182 .7315
.,5B5 .6216 .7162 .7572
.,75B .6357 .7119 .735 1
.'936 .6500 7077 .7371
,5109 .0636 ; 70,5 .759
.5285 .6772 .7007 .7323
.567 _1 .706B .7009 .090 3
.5891 .7232 .695B .6512
,6099 .7387 .6886 .589t_
.6310 .75'2 ,6900 .6125
• 6527 .7701 .69'0 ,6778
,6736 .7853 .6893 .788.
.69* 9 .8006 .6751 • 761 ?
.7169 .816* ,6B 13 .629 2
,7380 .B315 .7037 ,69b7
,7._98 ,B_6B ,7103 ,685 1
• 7810 .B617 .7007 .7078
164 ,BOl 6, .8760 o7103 .522 *
.8231 .8907 .7_05 ,5691
.8_* 0 ,90,9 .753_ ,7_9 3
.8662 .9196 ,73'9 ,5608
Surface Axial
distance distance
over over
ar c ax ia I
length chord PS/PT
RUN 108 PRESSURE SURFACE
_11 ,OOOl ,0 ,9981
_"- • 102 7 .0937 ,9900
,1527 ,1632 ,9B00
-- ,2029 .2302 .9858
,2894 .338q ,9818
,3751 ,6369 ,9730
,4603 ,5265 ,961_
,5_65 °6099 .897'I
.6*22 ,69_9 ,9118
.7179 .7570 ,8637
.Tqlk .7755 ,8k38
• 8073 .8295 ,7903
,8894 ,B8Ce3 ,70_3
,97q5 ,9_16 ,6k95
StJCT]DN SURFACE
,0393 ,02¢6 ,9802
.0781 •0697 ,9413
• l 176 •1342 .8590
•1569 .2181 .6759
• 1962 ,3058 ,6071
,2358 .3816 ,5_30
,2750 ,_c_09 ,5332
•3 coct7 .5200 •5_0_
._ lct5 .584_ ,5307
,k838 .6k21 ,569b
,553_' .6963 .5896
.6233 .7_85 .5881
,6880 ,795b ,5798
•7626 • 8it88 •585 I
,8166 ,8863 ,562_
.9020 ,9_27 ,57Z5
.9505 .9723 .5665
RLN N£. 108 COOLANT FLOg DATA
AVERJGE COOLANT
TEMPERATURE REO FLOW RATE
HOLE NC. DEG F DEG K X (IOE-*) LBI_/SEC KG/SEC
1 163.26 346.07 22.318 C.500E-01 0.227E-C1
2 162.98 3k5.70 23.53c_ 0.527E'01 0.239E-01
3 1,8,73 338,00 22.561 O.k97E-01 0.225E-01
4 lk9.58 33E,k7 E3,687 0.522E-01 0.237E-01
5 137,k4 331.73 23,S_5 0,SZCE-01 0,236E-01
6 189.86 360,85 15,1_5 0.350E-01 0.159E-01
7 153.57 3¢.C .69 23.342 0.517E-01 0.23C_E-01
8 186.30 358.87 15._47 C,. 176E'-01 0,798E-02
9 25¢.5_ 396,78 9.509 O.I17E-01 0.529E-02
10 327.63 *37.39 7•665 0.637E"02 0.289E-OZ
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Axial
Surface distance Normalised
, d ist anc• over Normalized heat
! ORIGINAL PAGI_ |_1 over arc axial temperature transfer
OF POOR G;JALITY lensth chord (¢e/811 K) coegficient
• 7777 ,B03_ •8381 ._176
• 7485 •7810 •81B5 ,5639
• 719<_ ,75B2 ,8018 •4805
• 6918 ,7360 8070• 6627 * ,5038
• 7121 7988 ,4820
• 6337 •6876 ;7775 ._527
• 6037 •6616 •7679 ,_67
• 5765 .637_ ,7748 .4555
• 5476 •6110 •7732 •4142
• 5194 •5845 •7665 .4275
t •4906 •5567 .7637 •3825
• _3e_3 .5000 7603 •3868
_ ,4055 ,4697 ;7535 •3645
• 3766 ,4385 ,7512 •3_96
il .3479 ,4066 •7513 •34q3
• 3193 ,373E •7506 .3289
7 11 :3o99
• 2327 ,2685 ,7536 ,329 1
• 2045 •2323 •7550 ,3155
l_ ,1812 •2016 •7573 ,3_00
• 1585 .171 1 •759_ ,3382
• 136 1 •1405 ,7629 •3602
• 1135 .1090 ,7683 ,39l 8
• 0900 •0757 .7766 •3945
• 0681 ,0454 • 7879 ._756
• 043 7 ,0211 .7982 ,5952
• 0222 .005 ! .8026 .5509
• 0301 ,0 .8051 ,5739
• OlBq ,0059 ,80_5 ,5570
• 0360 .02]3 ,8027 ,5_97
• 0534 0395 ,,8015 .3188
"08787 :0835 .8036 o5145
•]o357 ,1125 .8o,1 .,938
• * 463 ,8023 ,_383
• 1;1 2 •]831 .BOll ._250
• 1592 ,2233 ,7990 ,39S9
• 1765 .2626 ,7971 ,39_8
• 1939 ,3010 ,7958 ,3992
_ •2116 .3372 .7959 •4235
• 2299 ,3714 .7971 ,_572
I ,2477 .qOl2 ,7995 ,_92 1
• 2652 ,427_ ,8025 ,5222
• 2829 .4512 ,8061 .5827
i .3009 .4732 .8095 .6_46
• 3184 .492P .8103 .6425
• 3356 .5109 .8107 .6586
• 3533 .528_ .8108 .6786
• 3709 ,5452 .8103 ,675_
,388t .5613 .8103 .7101
• 4038 ,5769 .8097 ,7_1 1
• _236 .5923 .8080 ,7_25
• 441 2 .6072 .8062 .7335
• 4585 ,6216 .8055 .7562
• _758 .6357 .803_ .7_,14
• 4936 .6500 .8016 ,7526 I• 5109 ,6636
.,8003 ,7780 '_
• 5285 ,6772 •7990 ,7634• 5673 .7068 ,8010 7332
• 589| ,7232 ,8000 _7_97 J
" ,_)099 .7387 .7977 ,7409 1
• 6310 .7542 .7992 .738
• 6527 .7701 ,8012 o7134
• 6736 ,'/'853 • 7999 • 75t 2 i
• 6949 *B006 .7986 .9313
o7169 ,816_ ,7993 ,5830
• 73B0 .B315 .8124 ,6723 '
• 7598 ,8468 .8180 .6550
166 .7810 .861 7 ,8169 .8124
:8_t _ .8760 °8239 ..... °6207
• 8907 .8399 .5179
• 8440 .90_9 .8_8_ ,6139
• 8662 ,9196 •8436 ,5'rib
' "_'_'_ qis_[-;']*Y Surfsee Axial
distance distance
over over
arc axial
_ length chord PS/PT
' RUN !09 PRESSLJRE SURFACE
4412 .1027 ,0937 .g895
, ,1527 .1632 .9789
.2029 .2302 .9852
• 289q .3384 ,9811
,3751 .4369 ,9726
. .4603 .5265 ,9608• .5465 .6099 .8968
" .6q22 .6949 .9106
,7179 .7570 ,8627
' ,7414 .7755 .8425
.8073 .8255 .7894
,8894 .8843 .7046
i .9745 .9416 .6500
SUCTIDN SURF ACE
' o0393 ,024 o9798
,0 781 ,0697 ,9409
t ,1176 .1342 .858B
•_ .1969 .2181 ,6770
.1962 .3058 .6057
.235B .3816 ,5376
,2790 .4409 .5085
i " ,34Ct 7 ,5200 ,5423
__ .4145 .5844 .5325
.4838 .6421 .5734
.9_3_ .6963 ,5937
Ii ,6233 °7485 5925
_ .68B0 .7956 :5889
;*'. .7626 .8_88 .5895
,8166 .8863 56S1
,9020 .9_27 :5766
_* ,9_05 .9723 .5713
', /'
i RUN N[. 109 COCLANT FLOk DATA
_. AVER AGE COQLANT
TEMPERATURE RED FLOW RATE
HDLE NO. DEG F DEC, K X |IOE-_) LBM/SEC KG/SEC
1 252'88 395.86 7.929 C.196E-01 0.889E-02
2 253.94 396.45 6.809 ¢.168E°01 0.76qE-02
3 224.05 37S.84 6.693 C.161E-01 0.728E-02
t_ 234.30 385.5_ 7o151 0.173E-01 0,787E-02
5 200.70 366o87 7,_C6 0.176E'01 0o796E'02
6 299.25 421.62 6.924 0,179E'01 0,812E'02
7 228,07 382.07 6,939 0.167E-01 00758E-02
8 263.10 401.54 4.826 0._96E-02 0,271E'02
9 369041 46C060 2.681 g.365E-02 00166E'02
10 460,19 511,03 1._;60 0.181E'02 0,822E-03
167
<;:. -
Axial
Surface distance Normalized
distance over Normalized heat
over arc nxial temperature transfer
leith chord (Tw/811 K) coefficient
Rt¢ 2
• 7777 •8034 •7547 .58_3
• 7485 •7810 •7153 •4895
• 7194 ,7582 .6876 •3692
• 6918 •7360 •7066 •5577
• 6627 •7121 •6982 •.t754
• 6337 •6876 •6726 •6390
.6037 •6616 •6521 ,4322
• 5765 •6374 ,6669 .5030
• 5476 •6110 .6661 •4636
•5194
•4906 •5567 •6551 :. 47o
G_lh_ _. _fi_-. I¢J •5845 .6564 999
0_: pOOR QUp_LITY ,4343 •5000 •6562 •40:)5• 4055 •4697 ,6487 •3679
• 3766 ,4385 •6492 •3773
• 3479 •4066 .6507 •3602
• 3193 •3738 ,6515 .3492
.2902 ,3394 .6520 .3391
,261 7 •3047 .65q5 ,3323
• 2327 •2685 •6582 .3450
• 2045 •2323 •6599 •3282
• 1812 •2016 ,6623 •3371
• 1585 •I 711 .6660 .3645
.1361 ,1405 .6677 •339¢ r_
.1135 •1090 .6738 •3557
• 0900 •0757 ,6847 .3552
• 0681 ,0454 •7014 •4_.34
.0457 •0211 .7171 .5759
• 0222 •0051 .7235 •5288
.0001 ,0 •7272 •5543
• 0184 ,0059 .7264 •5319
.0360 •0213 .7240 .5229
.0534 •0395 •7231 •5017
• 0878 .0835 .7279 .5150
• 105 7 .1125 •7292 •5057
• 1237 .1463 •7268 .4516
,1412 ,1831 .7251 .4401
• 1592 •2233 .7223 ,4189 l "l:_
• 1765 .2626 .7205 .4261
.1939 ,3010 .7197 .4420
,2116 ,3372 .7219 .48t 5
.2299 .3714 .7260 .5374
.2477 .4012 .7309 .581 1
.2652 ._274 .7358 .6109
.2829 .4512 .7402 .6425
.3009 ,4732 .7_27 ,6587
,3184 ,4928 744.2 .6867
,3356 ,5109 ;744• 7003 :
,3533 *
.5289 7434 .7144
.3709 .5452 :7408 .6978
.3884 .5613 7386 .7165
.4058 .5769 !7355 .7310,4236 .5923 7310 .7212
,4412 ,6072 .7262 .6990
,4585 .6216 ,7236 .7123
.4758 .6357 .7197 .7009
.4936 ,6500 .7163 .7214
05109 ,6636 .7132 .749
.5285 .6772 .7092 .7228
.5673 .7068 .7092 .7061
.5891 ,7232 .7045 • 7226
- .6099 .7387 .6973 ,7076
.6310 .7542 .6987 .7173
,6527 ,7701 ,7021 ,7090
,6736 .7853 ,6973 ,7775
• 69_ 9 .8006 .6833 ,738 9
.7169 ,8164 .6899 ,5861
,7380 •83|5 ,7.]39 ,6753
.7598 ,8468 ..<10 .6682 I168 ,7810 .8617 . I7 10 ,68_)3
,8016 ,0760 .7;_11 ,4951 i
,8231 .8907 .7523 .5523
,8440 ,9049 • 7653 .7091 '_
,8662 ,9196 ,7471 ,4930
Surface Axial ,OF PO0_ CIU_L.ITy
distance distance
over over
arc axial
length chord PS/PT
RUN l|O PRESSURE SURFACE
5'21 ,0001 ,0 ,9988
,I027 ,0937 ,990b
i. ,1527 ,1632 ,9830
,2029 ,2302 ,9860
• 289_t ,3384 ,9817
,3751 ,4369 ,9763
,'603 ,5265 ,9603
.._ ,6*22 ,6949 ,90B*
_+. ,7179 ,7570 ,8581
i ,7.14 ,7755 ,8371
i, .8073 ,8255 ,7795,889_ ,88_3 ,68tl '
L ,9745 ,9.16 ,6152
SUCTION SURFACE
0393 0246 9794
p ,0 781 ,0697 .9386
.,17 .13+2 .8 45
Ii_ :1569 ,2181 ,b630
" 962 ,3058 ,5993
. ,2358 ,3816 5324
_ ,2 750 ,**09 ,5023
t ,3'_7 .5200 ,$201
• _lq5 ,58_4 ,'512 i
,.838 .6.21 .*.95
l ,553. .(_963 ,5272
• 6233 .7'85 ,5213
_' ,6880 ,7956 ,4083
i. ,7626 .B'88 ,5155
,8166 .8863 ,'905 ']
, ,9020 ,9427 ,*629
,9505 ,9723 ,'5'1
i +',
r RUN NC. llO COCLANT FLD_ DATA
i AVERAGE COOLANT
_. TEMPERATURE RED FLON RATE
HOLE NO. DEG F DEG K X lICE-*) LBH/SEC KG/SEC
1 167.22 3*8.27 21.579 0..86E-01 0,220E-01
2 170.5. 35C.12 22..4C 0.SD7E-01 0.230E-01
3 153.52 340.66 22.236 0..93E-01 0.223E-01
4 158.53 3_3..4 23.229 0.518E'01 0.235E-01
5 1.3.23 33_,9_ 23.652 0.5 17E-'01 0.235E-01
6 197..9 365.09 22.S53 (;.535E-01 0.243E-01
7 159,5, 34_,01 22,*6, 0,SOle-01 0,227E-01
8 198.00 365.37 15,1¢6 O.I?*E'01 0.791E'02
9 275,18 *08,25 8.803 O,110E'01 0.*99E'02
10 357,99 *5_,25 6,4cJ* 0.SSkE"C2 0.251E-02
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Axial
Surface di|cance Normlized
d istance over Normalized heat
over arc axial temperature transfer
i length chord (Tw/811 K) coe££icient
RUN 1 I1 .8627 .8656 .8647 ._,55_
5k22 .83 d.l ,BC'51 •8512 •_663
.BO3, ..52
719c, •7582 •8205 .499_,691 B 360 . t,4 •_,96
• 6627 •7121 •8171 •4765
; , _,. •6337 •6876 •7991 .4629
t I,, _' ,.,_ .6037 .6616 •7909 •4595
, ,... ./-v ,5765 ,637_ •7?69 :_714i _':,'.I_. f_;_.... ' ' °5476 .6110 •7957 283
" ' ".... •519 a' •58_5 •790_ •4_B6
t " " .4906 .5567 7878 •C,003[,. .434 3 •5000 : 78_,3 •3977
_ii: •4055 •4697 •7788 •3757
o •3766 •4385 •7778 •3931
i.. 03479 •_,066 •7772 •350C
i •3193 •3738 •7765 •328c,
• 2902 .339c, •7800 •_'091
• 2617 •3047 •7782 •3152
• 2327 •2685 •7805 •353 1
• 2045 •2323 •7820 .3c,6q
• lSl E .2016 •7840 •3698
• 1585 •I 711 .7862 .373c,
• 1361 .1_05 ,7893 .3950
• 1135 .1090 .79c, 2 .6309
:_'_ .0900 .075 7 .8016 .k 338
• 0_91 .0454 .8113 .5069
• 0457 •021 l .8202 .6282
• 0222 ,0051 •8237 ,56Z6
• 0301 .0 .8260 .60B6
• OlSq •0059 ,8253 .58t, 3
• 0360 .0213 .8233 •5722
• 053_, .0395 .8219 .5c,_9
• 0578 •0835 .8230 .529_,
• 105 7 *1125 •8229 .5052
• 1237 •1463 .8208 •c, 392 :
• 141 2 .1831 .8192 .4262 ';
•1592 •2233 .8166 .39_ 2
• 1765 .2626 08142 •3 772
o1939 03010 •8122 •3755 :
• 2116 .3372 .8114 .3950 ..... _.
:_99 •371' 8114 .409377 .4012 :8127 .c,352
2652 .4274 .8149 .c,510
• 2829 .4512 .8188 .5372 "
• 3009 .'_732 .8228, .617 _
.3184 .4928 .8233 .613§
03356 .5109 .8236 .6288 !
• 3533 .5284 .8238 .65 c'9
.3709 .5c, 52 ,8230 .6t,20
• 3884 .5613 .8225 .664 _,
• 405 B .5769 821¢' .6818
• 4236 .5923 .8197 .6779
.4412 .6072 .8176 6556
• q,555 .6216 ,8169 .6753
.4758 .6357 .8157 .6758
.e,936 6500 .8149 7067
• 5109 .6636 .813B .7298
• 5285 .6772 .8127 .7130 1• 5673 .706B ,814_. .6606
.5891 .7232 .8146 .707c, i
- .6099 .7387 .8129 .69t, 7 '
f1310 .7542 .81_,3 .6904
• 6527 .7701
• 6736 .7853 .8142 .727
• 6949 .8006 .8097 • 7332
"71609 816_ .8145 .57t _,
• 738 .8315 .8271 630_598 468 325 .583
170 .7810 ,8617 .8368 ,91Bee
• 8016 .8760 .8378 .5322
.8231 .8907 .8514 .4738
.8440 .90_9 .8582
.5175
L 866E 9196 8545 _623
I .... C
,_........ Surface Axial
(_: __,_<i_I;C_i_i\_iTY distance distance
over ov_r
arc axia1
length chord PS/PT
RUN 111 PRESSURE SURFACE
5_22 .000 ,0 .9962
o102"_ • 0937 .9899
•1527 •I632 •9830
.2029 .2302 •985*
• 2894 •338_ •9810
• 3751 •_369 ,9719
• _603 ,5265 •9595
I .6'22 .69ct9 .9068• 717 ,7570 ,8566 '1.7_1_ .7755 .8350
_ ,8073 ,8255 ,7775
,889q ,88q3 ,6830
f ,9745 ,9.16 ,6123
SUCTION SURFACE I: ,0393 ,0246 ,9788
,O?B1 ,0697 ,9381
,1342 ,85_0
962 •3058 •5969
I .2358 •3816 .5263
_i ,2750 ,q*O9 ,_833,3'_7 ,5200 ,5192
/ ,k1_5 .58q4 ._q98
,_838 ,6'21 ,'575
• 553_ .6963 .5265
" ,6233 ,7q85 ,5233
,0880 ,7956 ,4667
• 7626 ,8.88 ,5182
• 8166 ,8863 ,'939
,9020 ,9427 q651
,9505 ,9723 ;*602
RUN NC, IIi COOLANT FLOW DATA
aVERaGE COOLANT
TEMPERATURE REO FLOW RATE
HOLE NO, DE(; F DEG K X (IOE-*) LBI_/SI.:C KG/SEC
,i
1 288.78 415.81 6.638 0,1"/0E-01 0,771E-02
2 292.27 _17.75 5.333 0.137E"01 0.621E-02
3 258.80 39S.15 5._99 0.137E-01 0.620E-02
273.q5 *07.29 5.7_7 0.1_5E-01 0.658E-02
5 232.17 38_,36 6.C20 0,1_6E-01 0,661E-02
6 3*0,75 _di.68 5.63"/ 0,151E'01 0,686E'02
7 263.13 q01,55 9.619 0.I_0E-01 0.636E-02
8 271,26 q17,18 3.906 0,_96E-02 0,225E-02
9 q15,31 4,86,10 2.1_1 0,302E-02 0,137E-02
IO 511.76 53c_,68 1.?72 O,I?OE-O2 0.771E-03
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Axial
, Surf ac • d is t ant • Normalized
t distance over Normalized heat
over arc axial temperature transfer
length chord (Tw/811 K) : _e£ficient _-
RUN 1 12 .8627 ._656 .8546 ,_953
4422 .B3') I .Br,51 •8412 .5046
• 7777 .8034 .B4!B .4307
• 7485 .7810 .8256 .604 B
.7194 ,7582 .Bll_ .52_;_
.6918 .7360 o8155 .524 7
• 6627 .7121 .B086 •504
• 6876 .7906 •_81_•633 7
.6037 •6616 .7826 .4815
i 6374 7885 qB12:r •5765
•5476 ,6110 .7873
" _NGg .5194 •58_5 .7849 •5615
L •4906 •5567 .779o •3752
• 4343 .5000 .7752 .4035
0_: _t,)u" -- •4055 ,4697 o7,'-,9_ ,3852
f._, •3766 o4385 ,7675 .3725 ,• 3479 •4066 .7675 ,3626
i_ .3193 •3738 ,7692 .4067
, •2902 339_ .7667 .3q632617 _ 047 . 73 , 3q7 _'
I, •2327 .2685 .7695 .3632• .2045 .2323 o7708 ,3_,59 :i "l Lg• ,77_8 ,37f_9
• 1361 .1405 .7779 .qO00 -_
i: .1135 .1090 .7826 o_3_6• 0900 .0757 .7899 o4396
.06B1 .Ok,5 t, .7995 o5132
.0457 .0211 .80BZ .6288
o0222 .0051 .8119 .5827
,0001 .0 .8138 .6051
.0184 o0059 .8132 .5877
.0360 ,0213 .8112 .5769
.0534 ,0395 .8100 o5469
.0875 .0835 ,811_ .5350
• 1057 ,I 125 .8115 o5126
,1237 .1463 ,8097 ,451 1
_:_ ' o1412 o1831 .808_, ._,358
i .1592 .2233 8064, .4079
i l O 1765 o2626 :80c,5 ,3993
, o1939 ,3010 .803'b .q 13¢,
" .2116 .3372 ,8035 ,4393
I,'_ .229 o371 _ .8043 .46619• 247. o4012 .8062 .5031 ....
• 2652 ,4274 .8089 o5429
• 2_29 .4512 .8117 o5908
" ,3009 o4732 ,8136 .6206
• 3184 o4928 .8150 o65q 3
3356 .5109 .8155 .6757
;3533 .528'_ .8156 .6888
,3709 o5452 .8149 .6796
.3884 ,5613 .8149 .7128
.4058 .5769 .8142 .73_1
o4236 o5923 o8129 .741 1
o4412 o6072 ,8111 .7251
o4585 .6216 ,8106 ,7482
.4758 ,6357 .BOBS .7271
• 4936 o6500 .8073 .7383
o5109 .6636 • 806 r. .7664
.5285 .677Z .8055 .7534
.5673 ,7068 .8073 ,7100
• 5891 o7232 ,8069 .7320
- .6099 o7387 ,8053 .7301
.6310 .75_2 .8067 .720 5
o6527 .7701 .8088 .7114
.6736 .7853 .8069 .7750
o6949 oBO06 .8022 .7739
.7169 .8164 ,8068 .627 3
.7380 .8315 .8186 .6539
.7598 .8468 .8;!38 .6504
172 o7810 o8617 ,8;.)30 .8224
,8016 ,8760 .8288 .6115
,8231 .8907 •8425 .5132
.8440 .9049 o8494 .5726
,B662 .9196 ,8t55 .5376
L , . . .• ,. : _ : .. .... :" :,. _,: _..:., ... .......... ....... . ,:.'.:_
OF POOR QUALI'|Y Surface Axial
distance d:s_ance
OV er ov _r
arc axial
length chord PS/PT
UN
R442_12 PRESSURE SURFACE,0001 ,0 ,9979
:1o7 .o937 .,,,Iz,527 ,1632 ,98!
,2029 ,2302 ,9857
,289_ ,338ib o9840
,3751 ,I_359 .972_
,4603 ,5265 ,9607
i ,6k22 ,69_9 ,¥102
. ,7179 ,7570 ,8623
' ,7_'1 k' ,7755 ,8420
t_' ,8073 ,8255 ,7888
_: o889k .BBk3 ,70tl 2
, .97_5 .9416 ,6k86 j
SUCT]ON SURFACE ].0393 ,02k6 ,9786
,078 ! ,0691 • 9386
,1176 ,1342 8959
,1569 ,2181 ;6733
i ,1962 .3058 ,60tO
.2358 .3816 .5365
,2750 ._*09 ,5069
,5200 ,5_00
,_838 .6_21 .5q.72
.553_ .6963 ,5929
ti .6233 .7'85 ,5913
,68B0 ,7956 ,_?g2
,7626 ,8t88 ,5875
.8 166 B863 .5(_4Z
OZO : ,;,9 9*27 _7_7
•9505 ,9723 ,5692
RUN NC. 112. COOLANT FLDI_ DATA
AVERAGE COOLANT
TEMPERATURE RED FLOW RATE
HOLE NO. DEG F DEG K X (10E-¢) LB_/SEC KG/SEC
1 276,67 ¢09,08 6.787 0.172E-01 0.779E'02
2 277,2.0 409,37 5,73k O,lkSE-C1 0,658E-02
3 2_.5,10 391.5k 5.70k O.I_OE-Ol 0.63_E-02
255,19 39"/,15 5.924 O,lk7E-01 0,666E-02
5 218°78 376,91 6,C25 0.1_'E'01 0,652E'02
6 323,07 k34,86 5,t:C8 0,1_.8E'01 0,672E'02
? 2_5.01 391.49 5,691 0,140E-01 0,633E-02
8 273,97 k07,58 3, $c;2 0._99E-02 0,226E-02
9 379.9i 4}6_,_3 2,21C 0.30,E-02 0,138E-02
10 _69,57. 516.21 1,611 O.150E-02 0,680E-03
173
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Axial
Surface distance Nomalised
disCaace over Normalized heaC
over arc axial temperature t_ansfer
length chord (Tw/811 K) coefficient
RuN113 .865 .58,4421 I ,845] ,7273 •4821
,7777 *803_ .7476 .6177
• 7485 ,7810 .7092 ,49t9
,7194 •7582 *6827 •3802
,691 8 ,7360 o7018 ,5787i ,71
• ,6610 .4960
,5765 ,6374 ,664! ..3236
._ Of: pOOR QO_LITY .6616 ,6497 ,co884
i .611o .6632
94 ,5845 .6534 ,4658
*4906 ,5567 *6518 .4170
"' ,4343 ,5000 *6530 *4169
,4055 ,4697 ,6456 ,3820*3766 ,4385 ,6459 ,391 1
,3_79 •4066 ,6472 .3714
.3193 .3738 ,6477 .35_'6
.2,o .,9
,2617 ,304"_ ,6483 ,3518
.6503 .34;!2
,2327 ,2685 ,6536 .35:17
- ,2045 ,2323 .6551 .334 9
,1812 ,2016 ,6572 .3_52
,1585 ,1711 .6592 .3363
*1361 *1405 .6625 ,3442
'i *1135 ,!090 ,6683 .3561*0900 •0757 ,6789 .3532
.068 1 *0'_ 54 .6949 ,c, 42 9
,0457 ,0211 ,7099 .5740
"'!_ .0001 ,0 94 .5506
.0184 ,0059 _ 87 ,5308 .- .
fli; ,0360 ,0213 ,7164 ,5225,0534 .0395 .7157 ,5028
_:" ,0878 ,0835 •7203 ,5139
_' ,I057 ,1125 ,7218 .5079
.lz3:' :],63 .?zol,1412 831 ,718B .4428
• 1592 ,2233 .7171 ,_2B5
!: " ,1765 ,2626 ,7162 ,4363
'_ ,1939 ,3010 .7173 ,4775
,2 _.16 ,33"! 2 • 7208 ,538 9 i
.2299 .371_ ,7253 .5989
" .2477 ,4012 ,7295 .634 1
' ' ,2652 ,4274 ,7343 •6730
*2829 ,4512 ,7375 ",6875
• 3'009 ,4732. ,7390 ,_9e_ 4
,3184 *4928 ,7399 ,7194
• 3356 •5109 • 7395 • 7331 .t
*3533 ,5284 ,7385 ,7421
• * 3709 ,5452 "736 et ,7325
,3884 *5613 ,7349 ,7602
,4_158 *5 769 ,7325 ,784 6
.4Z36 ,5923 ,7286 .7799
,4412 ,6072 ,7245 ,76Z5
,4585 ,6216 ,7226 .TBB5
,4758 ,6357 ,7186 ,7710
._936 ,6500 ,7145 ,7750
*5285 ,6772 _ ,8008• ,7754
,5673 ,7068 .7081 ,7722
,5891 .7232 ,7031 .7737
- ,6399 ,7387 ,6964 ,7533
,6310 ,7542 • 7009 ,852 '4
,652 7 .7701 ,7012 * 752 9
*6736 ,7853 ,6962 ,B4:16
,6949 ,BOO6 ,6819 ,787 _
• 7_.69 ,B 16c, ,6881 ,6405
,7380 ,8315 ,7105 ,7215
,7598 ,B468 ,717! ,7102
174 ,7010 ,8617 ,7073 ,7285
,807, 6 .B760 • 7163 ,5266
,B23 _. ,8907 ,7464 ,5964
,8440 ,9049 .75BB ,7872
,8662 • 9196 ,73.9_ ,541 0
• OF PO0_ _ _ :,,,,_.y! " Surface Axial
distance distance
over over
arc axial
lenRth chord PSIPT
RUN 213 PRESSURE SURFACE
4421 ,0001 .0 ,9976
.I0_7 .0937 .9899"" 1 7 1632 98*3
• 2029 .2302 .9855
.289_ .3384 .9813
,3751 ,4369 .9724
• 6422 ,6949 ,9111
,7279 .7570 .8635
.7414 .7755 ,8436
.8073 .8255 ,790B
,889_ ,88_3 ,7063
SUCTION SURFACE
.0393 .02q6 .9783
.... .0781 .0697 .9383
" .1 176 .1_2 .8556
,1569 .2181 .6732
• 1962 .3058 _6062
• 2358 .3816 .5437
.2750 ._409 .5340
il .34,7 .52oo .5 16
.4145 .58._ .5319
.4838 .6421 .5733
.593_ ,6963 .59_9
.6233 .7=t85 .5933
.6880 .7956 .5233
• .7626 .8488 .5908
.8166 .8863 .56B0
.9020 .9tt27 .5786
• 9905 .9723 .5726
i: RUN NC, 113 COCLANT FLON DATA
;_ AVERAGE COOLANT
TEMPERATURE RED FLOH RATE
l lOLE NC, DEC, F DEG K X (lOE-Ct) LBM/SEC KG/SEC
1 177.56 35¢.02 2C.569 0.469E-01 0.213E-01
2 175.84 353.06 22.C6_ 0.502E-01 0.228E-01
i
3 160.99 34_.81 22.183 0.q96E-01 0.225E-01
162.08 3_5.42 23._58 0.525E-01 0.238E-01
5 151_45 339.51 2q.1_2 0.533E-01 0.242E-01
;/ 6 200.25 366.62 23.375 0.5_7E-01 0.248E-01
7 ]65.42 341.27 22.502 0.5teE-01 0.229E-01
8 198.91 )65.88 1_.9_5 0.173E'01 0.784E'02
9 261,56 _0C,68 8.t98 0,111E'01 0,50*E'02ii
I0 336.21 _42.16 _.762 0.566E-02 0.257E-02
L_ 175
_U: .... _,,.:..,, i: II_:__..L _: _=_'=_..... ....... =-:-='= " ..........................

:% " bql* ,_ H
Surface Axial
distance distance
over over
arc axial
length chord PS/PT
RUN 1'3 PRESSURE SURFACE
,_,l .oool .o .,,,,
•0525 ,0276 ,9866
.1027 .0937 q8'_l)/
1527 .1632 !98';2029 230 9848
338_ .9806:_I :,,6, .,7,+
.4603 .5265 ,9592
.6422 .6949 9078
.7179 ,7570 i8539, '14 ,7755 8330
,8 073 ,8255 7796
,889_ .8843 i67549745 ,9416 6150
5UCT ION SURFACE 1
,0393 ,02416 ,9794
,0781 ,0697 ,9397
:t'76 _+d_ 9 :I .ss++.65?9
• 1962 .3058 .6030
!!358 .3816 .5'17,_o ,.,o,:_|+,•*7 ,5200
o41*5 o58** ,452*
,593' ,6963 ,5255
,6233 o7*85 ,52'6
• 8166 ,8863 ,4897
,9020 ,9'27 ,4616
,9505 ,9723 ,4396
RUN NI'. 1.3 COCLAN1 FLOE DATA
AVERAGE COOLANT
TEMPERATURE RED FLOH RATE
HOLE NO• DEG F DEG K X (lOE"4) LSM/SEC KG/SEC
1 192.28 362,20 19.640 0.455E-01 0,206E-01
2 195,qq 363.95 2C,755 0,483E-01 0.219E-01
3 167.75 3_8.57 2C.530 0.463E-01 0.210E-01
_, 4 176.73 ..... 353.56 21.C35 O,kTE-01 0.217E-01
5 158,01 3¢3,16 22,393 0,_99E'01 0,226E'01
[i 6 228.79 382._8 2C,922 0.5C5E'01 0.229E'01
7 177.60 35_,0q 21,302 0,485E'01 0.220E'01
8 23k.25 385.51 13,599 0,163E'01 0,740E'02
9 -302.05 *23.18 7.981 0,102E'01 O.k6kE'02
'_' 10 377.62 465,16 6.132 0,532E'02 0,2_IE'02
' 177
_r'. I
Axial
,_. Surface distance Noz_nalized
d ist auc • over Normalized heaC .,
over arc axial temperature transfer
,_ length chord (Tw/811 K) coefficient
i_ RUN 144 •8627 .8656 .809_ .0156
_511 .834 1 •8451 ,7807 •77_E
' •7777 •8034 •7995 ,79_,
i •7t85 ,,7810 •7617 •625 1
! •7194 ,7582 •7352 •q'784
, •6918 •?360 •755_ •6974
i •6627 ,7131 _,7465 •6812
Gr.,_G_,_j._,L,_+.,_G_. __,_S •6337 ,_6876 •7136 •6302
pO0_. QuP_L_'TV •6337 .6b][_ •7036 •646_,,5765 ,.637 _' •7179 •641 5
t_ •5t76 •6] 10 •7172 •5932
L •5194 •5845 •7066 •5760
• 4906 •5567 ,7031 •5373
l_ 434 3 •5000 7005 •517 3• 0".__ e'697 .6916 .45 9
• 376 b •4,385 •6895 •4 334 _
..... • 34,79 .4066 •6911 •43_8
•3193 •3738 ,6912 ._,132
• 2902 .3394 •6913 .4023
._6] 7 •3047 ,6931 ,3944
• 2327 •2685 .6959 •403 1
.2345 .2323 .6964 .3772
• 1CI2 .2016 .6982 .393 1
_ •1585 .1711 .6993 .3752
• 136i .1_05 ®7021 .3798
I° _ .I135 .1090 .7078 ,39_0
I •0900 .0757 ,7184 ,3846
.0581 .0454 .7351 ,,4785
,0457 ,0211 ,7516 ,6338
__' .0222 ,0051 ,758] ,5784
_i/ .0901 •0 .7621 ,60tO
• 0184 .0059 .7620 .564 8
• 0_60 .0213 .7604 .57_7
.0534 .0395 .7612 .56_2
.:)_78 •0835 .7688 .586_
• 1357 .1125 .7725 .5934
.12_7 •1463 .7725 .5461
.1412 .1831 .7733 .5_,90
• 1592 •2233 .7727 .5102 '_
• 1765 •2626 .7750 .5746
• 1939 .3010 .7795 .68_0
• 2116 °3372 .7838 .7866
.2299 .371 _ .7858 ,.8071
• 24,77 .4012 .7860 .7842
.2652 •_'27_, •7878 ,.. 904
• 2_29 •4512 ,7893 •8067
• _339 .t732 .7891 .80_0
• 31_ 4 .q'928 .7888 •823 C
• 3_56 •51:)9 .7874 .8336
.3533 .5284 •7860 .8486
• _709 •5452 .78:31 .8261
.3884 •5613 .7814 •(_593
• _05 8 • 5769 .7788 •8850
.4236 •5923 .7749 •8802
• 4412 .6072 .7705 .8593
.e,585 .6216 .7686 .8860
• 4758 .6357 .7641 •8555
• _936 .6500 •7605 .8742
• 5109 •6636 .7575 •9106
.5285 •6772 •7536 .8739
• 5673 •7068 .7560 •8739
• 5591 .7232 .7525 .8892
- .6099 .7387 •7464 .8807
• 6310 .7542 .7486 .885 8
.6527 .7701 .7534 .9059
_6736 ,785 3 ,7_,75 .9822
.69t9 ,8006 ,_317 ,9272
.7169 .8164 ..:_86 .7676
,7380 .8315 .7625 .8360
,_7598 .8468 .7696 .821 6
178 07810 o8617 .7592 08509
.8016 .8760 .7686 .642_
.8231 .8907 ,7988 ,68B3
.OttO ,90q'9 .811_ .9173
• 866 2 .9196 ,7926 .69E 9
!i;
_ distance distance
" over over
r_
: arc az.lal
_,. length chord PS/PT
_ _ RUN 14' PRESSURE SURFACE
I_ _511 .0001 •0 ,9976
• 0525 • 0276 .987_i."_.. •I027 •0937 ,989 ;)
...._ .1527 ,1632 •9863
:; •2029 •2302 ,9852• 2894 •3384 ,9810
: r •375 1 •k369 •9724
.k603 •5265 .,96026_22 69_ . 110
If; •7179 .7570 .859*
• 7_1_ • t755 .8397
• 8073 •8255 .7899
..+++.°++ ..
• 9?45 •9416 •6_8_ "
SUCTION SURFACE
• 0393 ,0246 •979_
• 0781 ,0697 •9k05
• 1176 •13_2 •8571
• 1569 .2181 ,6719
• 1962 ,3058 ,6111
.2358 ,3816 .5509
i ,2750 ._409 ,5437. ,3447 .5200 ,5469,,145 ,_844 ;53o_
_, ,553_ .6963 ,5965
• 6233 ,748_ .5927
- .8166 .B863 ,5652
• 9020 .9,27 .5737
,. .9505 .9723 .5664
i//
_ " RLN N(, 149 COOLANT FLO_ DATA
f AVERAGE COOLANTt-': HOLE NO. oE_E_PERkTU_[G RE_ FLOH RAT [K X (|rE'4) LBH/SEC /SEC
i 1 197,89 365,31 " 19,909 O,*6*E-01 0,211E-01
d
2 197,86 36_,29 ......21,1_3 0,_93E-01 0,22kE-01 !r
3 172,30 351.09 21.115 0,.78E-01 0.217E-01 (
q 179,43 355,05 21,¢99 0._91E-01 0,223E-01
5 159,91 3_q,21 22.327 O*k98E-01 0.226E-01
6 231,37 383,91 21.C7_ 0,510E-01 0,231E-01 !
7 178,80 35_,71 21,5_2 0,_92E-01 0,223E-01 !
! 8 225,'/0 38C,76 13,865 0,165E'01 0.7.8E-02 )
1
9 305,88 _25,30 8,039 0,103E"01 0,_69E'02 i
10 380,93 467,00 6,237 0,542E-02 0,246E-02 j
179
!
Axial
Surface distance Normallsed
distance over Nomallzed heaC
over arc &xlal temperature t tans fer
length chord (Tw/811 K) coefficient
RUI_l|45Z'5 •8627 .8656 .8385 .5425. 341 . 4 1 . 212 .7131
• 7777 .8034 .8278 .6379
• 7485 .TA_.O ,8053 .6596
.7194 .7582 ,7880 .5628
.6918 .7360 ®7978 .6577
:° ,6627 .7121 .7902 .6422
.6337 .6876 .7677 .6c, i O
.6337 .6616 ,7592 .6558
i .5765 .6374 .7674 .621 9
; .5476 .6110 ,7658 .5661
!.!' ,,, .5194 .5845 .7579 .5892
I' ._G_ *_L__'_;_" _'_ .4906 .5567 .7540 .5334'... I_LI'fY .4343 .5000 .7488 .5132
.4697 .741z .4657.3766 . 386 .,,389
.3479 .4o66 .738e .4270
.3193 .3738 .7383 .4037
i. .2902 .3394 .7382 .39c, 8
l "2 S 17 l .3047 .7395 .3886
_ll .2327 .2685 .7419 .40145 323 28 3757
f .1812 .2016 .7448 ,4002
.1585 .1711 o7464 .383E
_l .1361 .1405 .7493 .3932
I .1135 .1090 .7544 .4127
.0_00 .0757 .7628 .4036
• ,0681 .0_54 .7751 .4890
l_ l "0_ 5 7 ,0211 .7870 .6391
_' ,0222 ,0051 .7914 .56t6
i .0001 .0 .7944 .6044.0184 .0059 .7940 .5799
.0360 .0213 .7926 .57;_2 I
r .0534 .0395 .7926 .5606
,0870 .0835 .7973 .5665
• 1057 .1125 .7996 ,5696
.1237 .1463 .7992 .5172
.1412 .1831 l " l .7997 .5156
.1592 .2233 ,7992 .4865 1i .1765 .2626 .8001 ,5163
.1939 ,3010 .8033 .6215 :
.2116 .3372 .8064 .7236 _ii .2299 .3714 .8079 .7511
I_ ,2477 ,4012 .8080 .73_6
.2652 .4274 .8089 .7227 1r
_ : .2829 .4512 .8114 .8087 ti ,3009 .4732 .8095 ,7622
.3184 .4 928 .8087 .76g 3 ii .3356 .5109 .807'_ .7781 '
.3533 .5284 .8067 .8073 ]
.3709 .5452 .8047 .7071 I
_' .3884 .5613 .8039 .82q 8
,,4058 .5769 .8023 .851
.4236 ,5923 .7998 .,85_. c_ j*4412 .6072 .7968 .8332
.4585 .6216 .795 c, .8540 1
.4758 .6357 .7925 .8333 i
.4936 .6500 .7903 .851 9 i
.5109 .6636 .7886 .8890
.5285 .6772 .7868 .8706 :
.5673 .7068 .7897 .841 3
,589 ] ,7232 • 7889 ,8669
.6099 _7387 .7860 .8538
.63;0 .7542 .7884 .8612
.652 7 .7701 .7915 .8578
.673 6 .7853 • 7882 .9394
.694 9 .8006 .7792 .9190
.7169 .8164 *7847 ,75_)7
.7380 •8315 .8011 .7870
,7598 .8468 .8069 ,76:)5
180 .7810 .8617 .8031 .8896 i
.8016 .8760 • 809E; ,676 3
.8Z 31 .890 7 .828r*
.,o 9o,, .T,
.8662 .9196 •828* .6505
i_. O_GINf%L P:_,: _ Surface Axial
i O? POC!-_C,,'P_Ji'_.'/ distance distance
_ over over
i arc axial
', length chord PS/PT
i, RUN 1'5 PRESSURE SURFACE
_12 .O00l .0 .9973
t° .0525 .0276 •987*
• 1027 •0937 .9891
• 1 527 .1632 .9858
• 2029 ,2302 .9848
,289 k •338¢ •9806
.3751 .369 .9720
,*CO3 :5265 ,9598
• 6_22 .69_9 .9101
• 7179 ,7570 ,858k
7eel, 7755 8387
• 8073 •8255 ,7891
_* .889_ ,88k3 ,6959
,97*5 ,9416 ,6.73! : SUCT|ON SURFACE
i l ,0393 ,02q6 ,9791
" ,0781 •0697 ,9399
• 1 176 ,13_'2 ,8563
.1569 ,2181 ,6710
• 1962 ,30.58 • 609 |
• 2358 ,3816 .5490
•2750 ,q_09 .5_18
.3q_7 ,5200 ,5461 !
........... •_ It5 ,58k_ ,5281
.553_ :6963 o5966 t
.6;
81_63 7.85 ,5928,8863 ,5618
,9020 ,9427 .5738
,9505 ,9723 ,5671
RUN NC, 1_5 COCLAt" _O_DATA
l AVERAGE COOLANT
TEMPERATURE _E-¢) LB_/sE_LO. RA_/SEC .If HOLE NO DEG F CEG K X
1 252.01 395.38 9,964 0,2_6E-C1 0.112E-01
2 25_,60 396,82 1C.263 0,25qE-01 0.1158-01
3 220,7k 378,01 10,310 0,247E-01 0,1128-01
232,63 38q,61 1C,5q7 0,255E-01 0,116E-01
5 199,62 366,27 11,_58 0.265E-01 0,120E-01
6 297,_8 42C,64 10.323 0,266E-01 0,1218-01
7 227,36 381,68 10,710 0,258E-01 0,117E-01
8 273,95 _07,57 6,931 0,866E'02 0,393E'02
9 373,33 k62,78 3,906 0,533E-02 0,2_28"02
10 .51,23 506._6 3,C_6 0,280E-02 0,127E-02
I' 181
Axial
Sur£ace dis,_auce Normalized
d ist auc e over Normalized heat
over arc axial temperature transfer
length chord (Tw/811 K) coe_flcient
..6 7897
,7777 ,8034 .771B ,15002
,74B5 ,7810 ,73B_ ,4829
,7194 ,7582 ,71!2 ,327_.
.691 8 ,7360 ,7228 ,4800 "
.6627 .7121 .7127 .4740
.6337 ,_B76 ,6818 ,4282
....... , _:,_GE _ .6037 .6616 .6677 .3994
r'" _,::_'_,':'_:_QUP,LITV .5765 ,5374
._:..... ,5476 ,6110 .6755 .3665
,5194 .58_'5 .6662 ,3577
,4906 .5567 ,6633 .3400
.434 3 ,5000 .6612 .339&
,4355 .4697 ,6537 .297 3
t ,3766 ,4385 ,6521 .2839,3479 ,4066 .653B .28b0
,3193 ,3738 .653B ,271 1 "'
.2902 .3394 .6542 ,26t 3
.2617 ,3047 .6565 .26t 3
.2327 .2685 .6601 .2795
.2045 .2323 .6621 .26t
• 1812 ,2016 .6655 .2873
.1585 . ,1711 ,6684 .2823
,_ .1361 1405 ,6729 .29;35
• 1135 ;1090 ,6799 .3057
" .0900 .0757 .691q ,3072
,0681 ,0454 .7075 .3883
.0457 .0211 ,7224 .5091
,0222 ,0051 .7289 .4699
.0001 .0 .7326 .4955
i .0154 ,0059 ,7321 .4754.0360 .0213 .7299 .4712
,0534 .0395 .7289 ,4592
,0878 ,0835 ,7316 .461 _"
,1057 .1125 .7320 • .4526
_L ,1237 .1463 ,7290 .4052
,1412 ,183] .7260 .3912
, ,1592 ,2233 ,7216 .3718
;, ,1765 ,2626 _7169 .3669
_ ,1939 .3010 .7116 .3453
,2116 .3372 ,7079 .33_0
.2299 ,3714 .7063 .33t5
! ,2477 ,4012 .7074 .3446, 652 , 274 . 107 . 550
,2829 ,4512 ,7167 ,4059
.3009 ,4732 .7233 .4695
,3184 ,4928 .7288 .5348
.3356 .5109 .7316 .5613
il .3533 .528** .7329 .5 70 7
.3709 .5452 7329 .5677
.3884 .5613 ;7332 ,5937
.4058 ,5769 .7328 .6219
,4236 .5923 .7309 .6250
,4412 ,6072 ,72B6 ,6196
.4555 ,6216 .7276 ,6418
.4758 ,6357 ,7246 .6295
,4936 :6500 .721B .6426
,5109 .6636 .7193 .666 3
.5285 .6772 ,7|64 .6477 .t, 673 7068 . 174 338
.5891 .7232 .7149 ,6513
- ,6099 .7387 ,7099 ,6351
,6310 .7542 .7116 .6454
.6527 . .770g .7142 .6420
.6736 ,7853 ,7097 .6870
.t_949 ,BOO6 .6996 .0671
,7169 ,8164 ,7068 ,5419
,7380 ,8315 ,7272 ,587 7
.7598 .8468 .7346 ,5687
182 ,7810 .8617 ,7290 .5745
,8016 ,8760 .7405 ,4303
,8231 .8907 .768t ,4859
.8440 .9049 ,7813 ,6567
,B662 ,9196 .7693 ,5120
..........' ; Surface Axial
_,_,.._ ,r distance distance
over over
arc axial
'< length chord PS/PT
RUN 1_8 PRESSURE SURFACE
t 4sJ| ! ,OOO ] ,0 ,9977
,0525 ,0276 ,9877
,1 027 ,0937 ,9B94r
,1527 ,1632 ,9861
_. ,2029 ,2302 ,9852
,289 °, ,3384 ,9810
,3751 ,_369 .9726
.4603 ,5265 •9603
.6422 .6949 .9106
• 7 179 ,7570 ,8598
.7414 ,7755 .6398
.8073 .8259 ,790B
,8894 ,8843 .6981
• 9745 .9416 .6471
SUCTION SURFACE
,0393 .0246 .9797
,078 1 *0697 *9409
• 1176 ,!342 ,8574• 1569 ,2181 •6763
• 1 962 ,3058 * 6052
•2358 3 16 5365
.2750 .4409 .5119
.344 7 .5200 .5445
.t ]45 .58_4 •5353
•5534 ,6963 ,5911
• 6233 ,7485 ,5869
,8166 ,8863 ,5656
.9020 .9427 .5691
i. ,9505 .9723 .5636
r
RUN NC, 1_8 CDCLANT FLOI_ DATA
I'
AVERAGE COOLANT
TEMPERATURE RED FLOW RATE
KOLE NO. DEG F DEG K ) (_OE'¢.) LBN/SEC KG/SEG
1 189,_7 36G,63 15._9k _,358E'01 0,162E'01
2 189.46 36C,63 16._62 0.373E'01 0,169E'01
3 163,55 346.23 15,97k 0.358E'01 0,162E-01
174,82 352.50 15,877 0,361E'01 0.164E'01
5 154.87 341,41 I?,C?I 0.379E'01 0,172E-01
6 224..7 38C,08 16.158 0.388E'01 0,176E'01
7 174,77 352._7 16.234 C,369E'01 0,167E'01
8 237,22 387,16 10,434 0.126E'01 0,570E'02 ti
9 299,59 421,81 6,396 0,819E-02 0,371E-02
10 380.56 466.79 4,685 0,407E-02 0,185E-02
183
!Axial _,
Surface distance Normalized
distance over Normalized heat
over arc axial temperature transfer
length chord (Tw/811 K) coefficient
RUN I _94312 .8656
.777
.8034 .833_ ._392
,,7_85 .7810 *B1_7 ._88_
• 7194 ,75B2 ,7974 ,3749
06918 ,7360 .8001 ,¢02:)7
• 662 7 .7121 • 7912 .409 _ ii_ _:
_,,,..pOOR QLiAL|T_ .6_)37 .6616 .7602 03665 \"'" ,5765 ,637_ ,7659 ,3701
,5976 ,6110 .7644 .3338
,519_ ,5845 .7583 .3q70
• 4906 .5567 .7552 .3326
,4343 ,5000 ,7509 ,333_
• 4055 .4697 ,7_54 o3313
03766 +4385 .7425 ,2934
.3479 .4066 .7_25 .2936
• 3193 ,3738 ,7_'I8 •27153
• 2902 ,3394 07419 273_
• 2&l 7 .30c17 .7433 "2720
,2327 .2685 ,7461 ,2932
,20k5 ,23_.3 ,7480 .2799
_ ,1912 ,2016 ,7510 .3101
• 1585 .1711 .7538 .3130
• 1361 ,1405 ,7577 .32t+3
_ ,1135 .1090 ,7635 .35:)5
_ •0900 ,0757 7721 .35:)_[ 00681 .0454 o7831 .9249
l .0_57 .0211 .7933 .5425
i, .0222 .0051 .7973 ._ 8:)5 1
+ .0001 .0 .BOO! .5236 .... +
• .0184 .0059 .7998 .5068
.0360 .0213 .7979 ._985!i
,0534 ,0395 ,7968 ,4823
,0878 .0835 ,7979 ,qTt 2 t: ,1057 ,1125 .7977 ,,c_560
01237 ,1463 ,7953 .q059 ii
,1412 .1831 .7930 .39;)2
• I592 .2233 .7894 .3604 :
1765 .2626 ......785e ._59_:,939 .3oto :7s14 .33s
• 2116 ,3372 7776 .32_ 1 ;
• 2299 ,3714 "7743 o3057
,2477 04012 ..... i7729 .30_
02652 04274 7727 ,2882 I
• 2829 .4512 "I752 .3152 i
• 3009 .4732 7796 , ,3790 ii' ,3184 •492B .' 8_5 ",:_050
• 3356 ,5109 .78T9 ,5161
03533 ,5284 ,7899 ,5327
• 3709 •5452 07910 .5402 1
• 3884 ,5613 ,7923 ,5716 I
04058 .5769 ,7930 .6063
,4236 •5923 ,7926 .6154 'i04912 •6072 .7918 .615].
• 4585 ,6216 .7918 .6363 ;
• 4758 ,6357 ,7903 ,6298
,4936 • 6500 ,7890 ,6388
• 5!09 ,6636 ,7881 ,6631 _t
,5285 ,6772 ,7873 ,6562 "1
• 5673 .7068 •7894 ,6144 !
• 5891 .7232 •7896 .6376
• 6099 ,7387 •7880 ,6190
• 6310 ,7542 ,7897 ,6204
06527 ,7701 ,7913 ,58q2 i
06736 •7853 ,7919 .7518
• 69t 9 08006 ,7847 0628 !
• 7_69 .816_ ,7900 •5295
• 7380 08315 ,8029 .545B
• 7598 .8468 ,8091 ,5337
184 07810 ,8617 ,8090 ,6122
• 8016 .8760 .8173 .q697
.8231 .8907 .8333 ,4311
.844 0 .9049 .8420 ,5317
• 8662 .9196 .B388 ,4273
.... • +.,.. ............ : .. ;_._'"._,__. * ..........., : :.,. . - • ..../ .....'L_.... ': " " ""_.L_*±__................................. '---"..-_".:._"::". "_._-;_:_,'."__". , _i+ ,',
10 .89,7! 527.43 ).,8kl 0,17,E-02 0,789E-03
!
Axial
Surface dlstance Normalized
d iitance over Normalized heaC
over arc axial temperaCure transfer
length chord (Tw/811 K) coefEicient _
.789
• 845 ,7790 470
• 7450 •6202
• 7194 •7582 ,7205 .4490
73b0 .7399 •6759691 :7121 r333 64
,.,_IIX_..I.T_( • 6616 ,695Z ,56:) 9 '
poOR .5705 .637, .7087 •615Z,5476 ,6110 •7090 •6156
• 5194 ,5845 ,6996 ,6123
,4906 ,5567 •6963 •5769
.4343 .5000 •6935 ,555C
• 4055 .4697 ,6855 •5 115
• 3766 •4385 .6829 ,46_3
• 3479 ,4066 ,6845 .k6_
• 3193 .3738 ,6845 .4397
,2902 •339' ,6853 .4334
.2617 .30.7 .6871 ,4227
.2327 .2685 ,6901 ..3_0
.20'5 .2323 .6905 .4037
• 1585 •lTl I ,6940 ,4068
•1361 .1405 .6968 .k l12
• 1135 .1090 .7019 .41B8
,0900 •0757 ,7118 .40_6
,0681 ,0454 .7271 .4971
• 0_57 .0211 .7426 .662_
. ,0222 ,0051 ,7481 ,5836
.0001 .0 .7522 .6222
• 0184 .0059 7520 .5945
• 0360 .021.3 :7514 ,bO2 3
_ ,053* ,0395 .7532 •6196i
,0B78 ,0U35 ,7605 .63_9
.1057 .I 125 .7632 .633.
' .1237 .1463 .7624 .575k
.1592 .2233 .7608 .5345
• 1765 .2626 ,7618 .5833
• 1939 ,3010 ,7644 ,676 ]
• 2116 ,3372 ,7679 ,7810299 , 71' .7689 . 956
.2_77 .4012 .7686 °7704
I: ,2652 .4274 .7697 ,7718, 829 . 512 . 709 . 981
• 3009 .4732 ,7697 .7829
• 3184 ,4928 ,768_ .7871
,3356 .5109 .7661 ,7879
,3533 .5284 ,7640 ,7990
,3709 ,5452 ,7609 • 7824
,3884 ,5613 75'586 ,8092
,4058 ,5769 :7550 ,8179
• 4236 .5923 ,7505 ,8041
,4412 .6072 .7459 ,7790 ....
,4585 ,6216 ,7439 ,8054
• 4758 ,6357 ,740, ,7974
• 4936 ,6500 ,7373 ,8219
• 5109 ,6636 ,7341 ,8505
,5285 ,6772 ,7305 ,B198
,5463 .6910 ,7305 ,7796
.802• 56 73 ,7068 • ;330 9
• 5891 ,7232 ,7303 ,8194
,6099 ,738 7 ,7248 ,8070 1
" ,6310 ,7542 ,7270 ,B02 1
,6527 ,7701 ,7313 ,7920
• 6736 ,7853 ,7255 ,BOg9
,69_9 ,8006 ,7108 .7116
,7169 :|tt .,i73 ,,7380 • 7416 ,7338
• 7598 ,8468 .7484 .7274
186 ,7810 ,8617 .7385 ,7537 i
• 8016 ,8760 _ .7469 ,5391
• 8231 ,8907 .7764 .6318
,844 0 ,9049 ,7888 ,8350 ':
,8662 ,9196 ,7723 ,6222
• 8870 ,9331 ,7771 ,3606 *i
" _ " ......... _ :) _ " ..... _" _ ================================================================= __ .....
OF. POO_t QUALiTy Surface Axial
distance diBtance ..
OVe_ OVI_
arc axial
iength thord PS/PT
RUN 154 PRESSURE SURFACE§_21 ,0525 .0276 ,9087
1027 ,0937 9915
:1527 .1632 :9879
.2029 .2302 ,9868
.2894 .3384 .9825
.375) 4369
• 6q22 ,6949 ,'9087
414 7755 8375
,8073 8255 7799
• 8894 .6843 ,6783
,97t, 5 ,9416 ,6169
SUCTION SURFACE
.0393 .0246 .981_781 697 , 4
.l 176 *1342 .85_0
i"_ ,1569 .2181 ,6638
" .l 962 ,3058 .6053
li .2358 .3816 .5430 i• 2750 ,4409 .5297• 344 7 ,5200 .521 7 _'_!
! .4 145 .5844 ,4503 <
,5534 ,6963 ,_252
.6233 .7485 .5196,8166 ,8863 ,4873
• 9020 ,9427 .4566
.9505 .9723 ,4367
i
RLN N(. 15_ COCLANT FLOk DATA
AVERAGE COOLANT
TEMPERATURE RED FLOW RATE
HL3LE NO. DEG F DEC, K X (IOE-_) LeI_/SEC KG/SEC _
1 20_.20 36C_.37 19.517 0.459E-01 0.208E-01
, 2 204.80 369.15 20.864 0.490E-01 0.222E-01 1
3 175.56 352.91 2C.672 0.470E-01 0.213E-01
4 180.96 35_..91 21.C07 0.481E-01 0.218E-01
5 160.07 344.30 22.436 0.501E-01 0.227E-01
6 236.42 38(:.72 2C.784 0.505E-01 0.229E-01
7 180.3_ 355.56 16.285 0.372E-01 0.169E-01
8 244.60 391.26 13.5C6 0.164E'01 0.743E'02
9 320.95 433,68 7.715 0.101E'01 0.457E'02
10 408.95 482.57 6.CC0 0,534E'02 0.242E'02
,1
'i
1
187
i .... , ........ .... , . . , ....... . ,,. .. _o ......:.
2
4
f--,_
Axial
Surface diecance Normallzed
distance over Normalized heaC
over arc axial temperature tranlfer
le.gth chord (T_/811 F _ coefficient
R_2_ 55 .8627 .B656 .8579 .687_• 8341 •84 1 • 453 •5 4 '
• 7777 •8034 •8458 •4848
.7485 .7810 ,8293 ,5228
,7194 ,7582 ,8157 .3916 ]
.6918 .7360 .8233 .591 1
• 6527 •7121 .8175 °6093
.6337 ,6876 ,8014 •688£
.6037 •66l 6 .7948 •6819
.631 9
OR_G_L Ple_'_'-_! .5765.5476 .6374 •8o14
,5194 •58_5 ,7955 ,591OF pOOR QL_Lt;'( ,61).0 .8012 .5864
.49o6 .5452.,
.,3 3 : 567 .791000 ,7846 ,501-.
.4055 •4697 .7784 ,_83 1
,3766 .4385 •7758 *4353
• 3479 •4066 .7764 o437E
o3193 ,3738 .7762 .4099
• 2902 .3394 .7770 .4069
.261 7 .30_7 •778_ .392 7
• 2327 •2685 •7814 .e_189
• 2045 .2323 .7828 .3859
.1585 1711 .7877 .4134
•1361 ;1405 .7907 °42_)2
.1135 .1090 .7952 .4358
.0900 .0757 .8025 ._323
.0681 ,0454 •8120 .5001
,0457 ,0211 .8211 ,6335
°0222 •0051 ,,8239 .5381 ........
.0001 .0 .8266 •6055 i
• 0184 ,0059 ,8261 ,5777
.0360 ,0213 .82_9 .5780
• 053¢ ,0395 •8249 ,574C
• 0878 ,0835 ,8277 ,5785
• 1057 •1125 .8286 ,5707
• 1237 ,1¢.63 •8280 .5386
• 1592 •2233 ,8249 .4502
• 176.r ,2626 ,8247 .4757
.1939 •3010 .8255 ,5_32
,2116 ,3372 ,8277 .634 7
.2299 .3714 .8288 ,6777
.z, 7 .,o12 .8292 .68o
.,27,
.4512 ,8307 ,7156 "1
• 3009 ,_732 .8299 .7057
.3184 .4928 .8290 .7122 .I
.3356 .5109 ,8275 ,7084
.3533 .528_ •8265 .7333 !I
,3709 ,5_52 .8245 ,7158 ;
.3884 .5613 ,8231 ,7404 t
,4058 .5769 .8212 .7572 . l , _
.4236 .5923 .8184 ,7468 /!i04412 ,6072 .8157 .7272
• 4585 .6216 ,8145 .7_54
.4758 .6357 .8126 .7q41 t
.4936 .6500 ,8112 .7767 .!
.5109 .6636 ,8097 ,8049 ;
,5285 ,6772 ,8085 ,7854
.5463 ,,6910 ,8091 .7335 i
.5673 .7068 .8)16 .7334
.5891 ,7232 ,8125 ,7822 ]
•6099 •7387 .8113 .7752 ]
_ .6310 .75_2 .8130 .76:)6
.652 7 .7701 .8153 ,7709 i
• 6736 .7853 ,8118 ,8284 .
,694 9 ,8006 ,8050 ,8581
.716.. i
,738n9 .B164 ,8092 .6575
,8315 .8234 •7241
• 7598 .8468 .8282 .6245
,7810 ,8617 .8255 *6662
188 .8( 16 .8760 ,8307 ,4559
.8231 .8907 .8 _ 57 ,lq 836
.8q40 .9049 ,8532 .5892
,8662 ,9196 ,8486 .4891
,8870 .9331 ,8523 ,7439
......... I I I "" III la I I III
Surface Axial DE _00_ Q_.::,'_/_.,:+)'"
distance distance
ovor over
arc axial
length chord PS/PT
RUN 15.5 PRESSURE SURFACE
_r_? 2 ,0_25 .027b ,9880
,1027 ,0937 ,9912
,1527 1632 ,9874
• 2029 _2302 ,9865
.2894 ,3384 ,9822
,3751 .43bq ,9730
.4603 ,5265 ,9598
,6¢22 ,b949 ,9080
.7179 .7570 ,8614
,7414 ,775'5 ,8365
,8073 ,B255 ,7795
[r+ii ,8894 .88'3 ,078'
• 97_5 ,941b .6153
SUCTION SURFACE
' .0393 ,02,_6 ,9810 i
• .o',81 .o69" .9,,o9 i
.ll',6 1 42 .856o
If ,1569 .2181 .66t,2
,1962 .3058 .6038
.23S8 .3816 _k20
,2750 ,q409 "5291I.i
I, ,3447 .5200 ,'52._2
,4 lt*5 ,.58k 4 . k_'72
[ _ ,5534 ,6963 .5246
. ,6233 .7t+85 ,5197,8166 ,8863 ,48tt7
,9020 ,9427 ._559
!,_" .9505 .9723 ,¢_379
[
! RLN N[. 155 COCLANT FLOI_ OATA
E AVERAGE COOLANT
TEMPEKATURE /_ED FLOe/ RATE
HOLE RE, DEG F DEG K X |IOE-4) LEM/SEC KG/SEC
I 336.61 442,38 .........6.733 0.180E-01 0.817E-02
2 316,39 _31.I_ 6.9CZ 0,181E-01 O.B22E-02
) 2.83.18 412.6g 6,672 O.ITOE-O! 0,770E-02
297,90 _2C,90 7,179 0,185E'0! O.B4IE-02
.5 238.16 387,68 9,616 O.lq6E-01 0,889E-02
6 382,78 _6E,03 7,259 0.2C2E'01 0,916E-02
7 277,09 k09.31 7,607 0,193E-01 0.873E-02
B 407.13 481,56 4,558 0.6_0E-02 0.290E-07
9 4.72.28 517.75 2._78 O._8CE-O2 0,172E-02
i0 $77,0B 575,97 2.C97 0.210E-02 0,953E-03
189
1Axial
distance Nomalised
distance over Normalized heat
over arc axial temperature trans£er
length chord (Tw/811 K) coe£fic ient "
• 7777 •B03_ .SkOB ,.6022
•7485 :810 •823,19 582 81o3 .562o
Ill!i .6918 •7360 •8182 •622,_• 6627 ..7121 •8138 •6388
,6337 •6876 ,7975 ,67_ 7
• 6037 ,6616 ,7905 ,698q
• 637_ 7965 ,6q70
.5476 ,6110 ,7937 ,6138
OT_tGI_L pl_ _S. .5765 •
• OFpoor Q_L_t_ •5194,4906 •55 •783l •5800,q3t3 •5000 •7790 •5670
,q055 •_697 87719 .k953
.3766 ,_385 e7694 .47q_, .
,3q79 •_066 •7688 •q577
.2,o, .338, .'.,71
• 2327 .26B5 .7699 .q231
. sss
• 1361 ,1_0_ ,7761 ._2_8
• 1135 ,1090 87807 ._526
,09:)0 •0757 ,7879 ,45:)3
.O<tS_ ,7978 .52415
.6576
,068 It ,0211 ,8072,Or5
,0222 ,0051 ,8109 ,59B 1
,0001 ,0 •8130 ,6259
,0184 ,0059 ,812_ .5958
• 0360 ,0213 .8110 .59:)0
_053_ ,0395 ,8111 ,5658
' •0878 e0835 ,8151 ,5969
,1057 .1125 .8156 ,588 1
• 1237 ,1k63 ,8166 .5q87
,lt12 .1831 .8161 .5097
,1592 ,2233 ,8157 ,49t 9
.1755 •2626 e8160 ,512 5 I
• 1939 ,3010 •8186 o5177
,211 6 •3372 ,8208 ,7127 i
,2299 ,371 _ ,8221 ,7539
,2477 oq012 ,8220 ,7395
,2552 ,_274 ,8227 .7qbq
,2829 ,t512 ,823t .76_7
• 3009 ,_732 .8227 .7700 ,
,318_ ,q928 •8220 .801 2 i
• 3356 ,5109 •8205 ,7868
,3709 ,5_52 .8173 .7701
,388_ ,5613 ,8171 ,B343
,4058 .5769 ,8157 ,8313
,_236 ,5923 ,8138 ,8271
.tql2 ,6072 ,8116 ,8123
.t585 ,6216 ,8110 ,8q08
,k758 ,5357 ,8088 ,8i58
,q936 ,6500 .8074 .8_:37
,5109 .6636 ,8064 ,8800
,5285 ,6772 ,8053 ,8703
,8057 ,8024,5q53 ,6910
,5673 ,706B ,8083 ,85:)8
,5891 ,7232 ,807_ ,85:) 6
.6099 .7387 .8051 ,.8531
,6310 .75_2 .8071 .B_O
,6527 ,7701 ,8101 ,Bl
,6736 .7853 ,8085 °8976
o69t 9 ,8006 ,8023 ,8692 i1
,7169 ,816_ ,8079 ,6796
.73B0 .8315 .823B .921 6 '
,7598 ,8t68 •8251 •6886 '
.7810 ,8617 ,8216 eB7O5
,8907 ,8414 ,595._ I
,8_tO _90q9 ,8_82 .7160
,8562 ,9196 .8421 .6660 J
,8870 .9331 ,84_8 .591 3 i!
7• ..-.... . •
Surface Axial ORIGINAL I:'_i_/'[_
_: distance distance OF POOR QUALITY: over over
arc axial
_ length chord PS/PT
RUN 156 PRESSURE SURFACE
4522 ,0001 ,0 ,9987
,0925 ,0276 ,9897
: 102 7 ,09)7 ,9906
_ :1927 ,1632 ,9870
: ,2029 ,2302 .9860 '
,2894 ,3384 ,9819
:. ,3751 ,4369 ,9730
.4603 ,5265 ,9605
' .6422 .6949 .9103
7179 7570 ,8669
:7414 :77_s .84o9
,8073 .8255 .7895
.8894 ,8843 ,6766
.9745 .9_16 ,6510
SUCTION SURFACE
,0393 ,0246 ,9797
•0781 ,0697 ,9399
• 1 176 .1342 .8567
• 1569 .2181 .6743
.l 962 ,3058 ,6084
.2358 .3816 ,5484
• 2 750 ,4409 ,5405
,34c_7 .5200 .5421
.4 145 ,5844 .5291
o553_ , .6963 ,5940
,6233 ,7485 o5938
.8106 ,8863 ,5686 " "
,9020 .9427 ,5802
,950b ,9723 " ,5738
RUN N£. 156 COCLANT FLOW DATA
AVERAGE COOLANT
TEMPERATURE RED FLOW RATE
hOLE NO, DEG F DEG K X {1CE-4) LEM/SEC KG/S._C t
1 242,57 39C,13 6,7C,3 0.164E-01 0,7_,4E-C,2 ]
2 246,73 392,44 _,_37 0,163E-01 0,739E-02 I
3 222,62 37_,05 • (5. 598 0.158E-01 0,717E-02
4 232,29 384,42 6,864 C., 166E-01 0,753E-02 1
5 200,66 3bt,85 7,424 0.174E-01 0,788E-02 !
6 280.31 411.10 6,8C4 C_,173E'.01 0,78qE-C'2
7 229,42 382,82 8.479 0.172E-01 0.78GE-02
8 272,61 406,82 4,984 0,_72E-02 0,259E-02
9 345,20 447,15 2,51_ 0,335E-02 0.152E-02 1
IO 425,93 492,00 2,C63 0,1SHE'02 0,843E-03
"i
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I
Axial.
oRIGiNALpAGE IS Surface distance Normal£zed i
OF PoOR QUALITY distance over Norsatized heatover arc axial ¢e.aperature transfer
le_sth chord (Tw/811 K) coefficlenc
,B34 1 ,8451 .755B
,7777 ,B034 .8017 .8266
,74B5 ,7010 .7631 ,6301
,7!9_ ,7582 ,7369 .4639,691 , 360 , 605 ,721 7
,6627 ,7121 .7551 ,7393
,6337 ,6876 ,7241 ,7083
i ,6037 ,6616 ,7137 ,7143
,5765 ,6374 ,7267 ,6951
,5476 ,61 I0 ,7256 ,6659
,5194 ,5845 ,7146 .6538
,4906 ,5567 ,7110 .5992
: ,4343 ,5000 ,7110 .5864
,4 55 ,4 97 , 019 ,5 0
,3766 ,4385 °6995 .4865
,4817
.3479 ,4066 ,7007
.3193 .3738 ,7001 ,4598
.2902 ,3394 ,7001 .451 0
; .2617 ,3047 ,7016 .4434
,2327 ,2685 .7036 ,4430
,2045 ,2323 ,7035 .4212
.1585 01711 .7047 .4080
.1361 01405 ,7072 .4156
01135 .lOgO .7126 ,4345
,0900 .0757 .7232 . .42B0
,0681 ,0t54 07397 .5182
00457 ,0211 0756t .6780
,0222 ,0051 ,7634 0634 1
,0001 ,0 .766S .6454
.O184 ...... .0059 .7664 .6175
,0360 ,0213 .7649 .6106
,0534 ,0395 ,7666 .61t5
,0878 ,0835 .7759 ,6348
,1057 .1125 ,779B .6431
,1237 ,1463 .7813 .621 7
,1592 ,2233 .7809 05664
,1765 .2626 .7829 ,6269
_ .!939 .3010 .7875 ,7540.2116 , 372 . 907 ,839
[ ,2299 .3714 .7920 .8500477 ,40 2 18 24 t
,2652 .4274 ,7937 ,8408
i ,2829 ,4512 07949 ,8558
!' ,3009 ,4732 ,,7938 .8374
,3"..84 04928 ,7925 .8391
.33_6 .5109 ,7908 ,B_95
,35_3 ,5284 ,7891 ,8676
.3709 ,5452 ,785B ,8404 1
,3884 ,5613 ,7840 0B74 2
,4058 ,5769 .7813 .9007 !
,423 ,5923 .7773 .Bes 1
,4412 ,6072 .7732 ,8792. 5B , 216 . 13 .9048 _
,4758 ,6357 ,7669 .8718 I
,8920
.4936 ,6500 .7635
,5109 ,6636 .7605 ,927 _ 1
,5285 ,6772 .7566 ,890 :
.5463 ,6910 .7566 ,8573
,5673 ,7068 ,7588 ,9006
.5891 ,7232 ,7536 .8980
.6099 ,7387 .74(:2 .8835
. - ,6310 ,7542 ,74116 ,8861
,6527 .7701 .75_i6 ,9014
.6736 ,7853 .7499 .9852
i ,6949 .BOO6 ,7341 ,911 7
.716 08164 ,7421 .7674
,7389 .8337.7664,8315
. .e2.9.8617 .7609 .B444
192 .8016 .8760 ,7692 o62D 7
oB231 .8907 ,8001 07004
.8440 ,9049 o8124 ,9401
,8662 .9196 .7918 ,7431
.8870 ,9331 .7955 .4516
• ...... t _ , -_---- ,,,,,, ,, ,, _,x%-,,,.-.,L"" -- _._.Wm_wm_...-_ ......................_J_.'i _"_'"_'--::_:_-*- __'-V'- .=
• OfflCJNAL_ P_,Cr: _
OF POOR QUALITYSurface Ax'lal
distance distance
OVC'I" over
arv axial
longth chord PS/PT
+, RL:N 157 PRESSURE SURFACE
l, _521 ,0525 ,0276 ,9895
..Io27 .o937 9.o1227 1632 "9867
'*,2079 :2302 ,9856
_; . ,289_ .338_ ,9815
i , .3751 _369 ,9726
,_60 3 "526.5 ,960_
•6_Z2 ,69q9 .9110
,7|79 ,7570 ,8680
.7_lk ,7755 .8_2b
,8073 8259 ,7912
: ,8894 ;88_3 ,6767
,97_5 ,9t16 .65_9
suc,,osu, F,,CE .9,9
! .o+97,,o .,+o969 o218| ,6746
,1962 ,3058 o6103
I .2358 ,3816 ,5500
.2750 ,_09 ,5q1_
,3'_7 ,5200 ,5_39
,4 145 5 _ . 3 7
' .5r_3_ .6963 .5963
_ " ,6233 .71685 .5963
,8166 ,8863 ,5713
,9020 ,9_27 ,5832
• .9505 ,9723 .5768
i
,,_i RIdN NC, 157 COOLANT FLOH DATA
AVERAGE COOLANT
E TEMPERATURE RED FLOW RATEk HCLE NO. DEG F DEG K X (ICE-_) LBM/SEC KG/SEC
1 17_.19 352,14 21,5_2 0._89E-01 0,222E-b1
2 178.50 35_,5_ 21,385 0._88E-01 0,221E-01
3 162,_._ 3_5.62 21.437 O.kSOE-01 0.218E-C1
16_,_3 3_(; ,7Z 2_:,kqO 0.SerE-01 0,228E-01
5 153.59 3_C.70 22.k17 C._97E-01 0.225E-01
6 199,51 36_:,21 21.230 0,_,96E-01 0,225E-01
7 173.00 351._G 21.CC2 C._76E-C1 0,216E-C1
8 217,57 376.,24 13,918 0,16_E-01 O.'/_kE-02
9 272,88 _0t:,97 8,_32 0.105E-01 O.q77E-02
I_ 3_q ,38 qq6,69 6,6cJq 0,56_E-02 G,256E-02
193
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Axial
dlstsnce Normalised
d is t ant • over Normallsed heat
over arc axial temperature transfer
length chord (Tv/811 K) coefflclent
• 8451 .76B4 .594 1
• 7777 ,B034 ,7769 •6032
• 7465 •7610 .7449 .*bSB
.71s8
• 6527 •7121 .7261
•6337 •6876 •6966 .4819
• 6037 .6616 .6619 •441 q
• 5765 •6374 .6909 .4382
• 5476 •6110 .6866 .402 3
. •5194 ,5845 •6792 •3949oRIG|NAL _G_ |S •4906 •5567 •6765 •37264343 • 000 , 64 8 3
OF POOR QUALITY •4055 •4697 •6692 •335
I •3766 •4385 •6684 .325_
. •)479 .4066 ,6706 ,327 1
• 3193 •3738 •6710 ,30S7
• 2902 •3394 ,671B ,3014
• 261 7 •3047 ,6743 ,2976
2327 ,2685 , 81 . 88
• 2045 •2323 .6802 .2986
i .1711 .6860 ,3139
•1565
• 1361 ,1405 .6903 o3279
• 1135 •1090 ,6973 .3513
,0900 •0757 ,708_ ,3506
.Of181
.',2. .,,.2•0457 ,7392 ,5620
.o.2 .oo51 .v,,57 .2s2
• 0001 •0 ,7489 .5456
• 0184 •0059 ,7479 ,5219 !
• 0360 •0213 .7453 .5139 ,
• 053q •0395 .7442 .5000 '
• 0876 .0835 .7_70 .5002
• 1057 •1125 .7474 J* 9:_ 9
• 1237 .1463 .7450 ,4553
• 1592 ,2233 ,7373 .4089
• 1765 .2626 .7329 .404 7
.19_.9 .3010 .7262 ,3937
• 2116 ,3372 .724_ ,3771
• 2299 .3714 .7229 .3724
.2477 .4012 .7242 .361 7
• 2652 .4274 .7283 .3966
• 2629 ,4512 .7347 .4479
• 3009 .4732 .7422 .5254
.3184 .4926 .7_,61 .5972 1
• 335b .5109 ,7507 •6185
• 3533 .528'i .7519 .62B 4
.3709 ,5452 .7514 .6210
• 3884 .5613 ,7512 ,6472
.4058 .5769 .7501 .6779
• 4236 ,5923 .7475 .6796
.4412 ,6072 .7442 .6653
• 4585 ,6216 ,7426 ,6680
• 4758 ,6357 .7386 .67|. 7
• 4936 .6500 ,7355 ,6856 !
• 5109 .6636 ,7325 ,71_)5
• 5285 ,6772 .7288 .6650
.5 63 .,69:o
• $673 .7068 ,7288 ,66:
.5891 .7232 .7254 .674 8
.6099 .7387 .7196 .6587
- .6310 .7542 .7206 .6557
.6527 .7701 .7239 .6555
.6736 .7853 .7196 .6979
• 694 9 .8006 • 7095 .67b 7
.716
• 73890 .816_ .7175 .56q3. 315 . 3 9 , 995
• 5!,e .e,6e ."ti194 .781| 0 .861 7 _7376 ,56, _r
• 8016 .8760 .7478 .4224
,8231 .8907 .7759 .4965
.B44 0 .904 9 .7888 • 6 74186 6 Z
.9196 .7761 ,5262
1 .8870 .9331 ,7832 ,3036
+:
! +
Surface Ax_lal ORIGINAL FI_GE IS
distance distance OP POOR QUALITY: ov_2r over
arc axial
I iength chord PS/PT
RUN 158 PRESSURE SURFACE
4321 °0525 .027b ,98B0
' ,102 7 .0937 .9892
,1527 ,1632 .9856
i., ,2029 ._302 ,9Bk7
_!m " 289_ " 33B_ "9806
" ,375 1 .k369 ,9719
.: ,4603 ,5265 ,9596,6'_22 ,6949 ,9092
,7179 ,7570 ,BbBe#
_. .Tklk .7755 ,83Bk
P ,B073 ,B255 ,7870
i ,889_) ,BBt_3 ,b79Z9745 ,9416 .6_35
I' SUCTION SURFACE i
,0393 ,0Z46 .9781
o0781 ,0697 ,93B_
I, • 1 176 • 13_2 ,8550
,1569 ,2181 ,67'_7
.1962 ,3058 ,6014
,2358 ,3816 ,533_
.2750 4_09 • 5021
• 3'_'_7 _5200 .5376
,41_5 .5844 .5299
,5'_34 .6963 ,5822
.6233 .7485 ,5805
.7626 .B488 .5638
• 8lbb .BBfi3 .5615
.9020 .91,Z7 .5660
.9b05 .9723 ,560B
t
RLN NC. 158 COOLANT FLOW DATA
_' AVER AGE COOLANT
TEMPERATURE RED FLOW RATE
HOLE NO. DEG ,_. DEC K X (IOE-_ ) LBM./SEC KGISEC
1 18_.99 35E,14 1_.._98 0,368E-01 0,167E-01
2 187.19 359,37 16.628 O,383E-01 0,17_E-C1
3 170.28 3_,cj.97 1_._2 0,326E-01 O, l_8E-OI
_, 173.0t5 351.51 16,C29 0,363E-01 O. 165E-C.1
b 1515,93 3k2.56 17,340 C...3815E-01 0,175E-C!
b Z09.1515 371.85 15.38k 0,3_3E-01 0,165E-01
7 173,156 351,85 1.'5,651 O,3r, SE'01 0,161E-01
8 :35.06 385.96 lC,Oq9 0.1 21E-01 0.550E-02
9 28_,13 4!3.22 _,IC3 0,770E-02 O, 349E-0,?.
I0 359,10 _5k,87 _, _..L8 0,377E-02 O, 171E '-02
+
195
Axial
Surface distance Normalized
distance over Normalized heaC
over arc axial temperature transfer
le.gCh chord (Tw/811 K) coefficient
.B+5 .8889 : +9922.8341 •8451 8737
.,o3,, .8 18 :p, ll
.7485 o7810 •8553 52
• 7194 .7582 •8399 •3586
• 6918 •7360 •8430 ._ 332
i: .6627 .7121 .8358 .451 1 '"
; .6337 .6876 .817 _, .d,361
_= " .6616 .8072 .4127
: " .5765 .6374 .8113 .4033
oFpoor .5+76 .61Io .8o9 .373.519 t, .5845 .8041 .3902
.._'3 tet906 .5567 .801. 3 .366 _/f 3 .5000 7986 o382
. .e_055 ._697 .7930 .3383
I' ,3766 .e_385 .7914 .3294
.3479 •4066 .7916 .3301
t.' •3193 •373B •7909 •3089
-
• 2902 •3394 •7909 •3050
i •2617 •3047 .792_' ..-_068
• 2327 •2685 _7951 ,3277
0" 5 2323 . 6._ .31S
I •1585 •1710_ •8021 .3_591361 _, 60 . 690
! •1135 •1090 .8115 ._022
i •0900 •0757 •8195 •t, OC,0
I •0681 •0454 .8297 •482
• 0t57 •0211 •8389 •6092
.0222 •0051 .8424 .5k2_
• 0001 .0 .84q5 .575_,
• 018_. •0059 •8438 .5573
.0360 •0213 .8418 .5,,5 1
• 053 _, •0395 •8406 .529q
• 0578 •0835 •8410 .5103
• 1057 •1125 .8_'07 ._'9t8
• 1237 .1463 ,838_ ._ 558
.1592 .2233 .8328 .3959
• 1765 .2626 .8292 .387_
• 1939 .3010 .8252 .3714
.2116 ,3372 .8210 .3454
.2299 .3714 .8176 .3130
.2977 .'_012 .8160 .3123
.265 2 . _,27'+ .8175 .3657
+_ .2829 ._512 .8174 .3133
,3009 ,4732 .8211 .3659
P .3154 ._928 .8260 ._654
.3356 .5109 .8301 .5q07
.3533 ,5284 ,8329 .582 1
.3709 .5_52 .83_5 .5934
.388_ .5613 .8360 .633k
' l" * _ 0 5 8 .5769 .8367 .666C
,_236 .5923 .836 _' .67_'8
._'12 .6072 .8353 .6638
._585 .6216 .8352 ,6_80
,, ._758 .6357 .8337 ,6724
._936 .6500 .8324 ,6837
.5109 .6636 .8312 .703C
.5285 .6772 .8300 .6839
,5t63 .6910 ,8301 .6qBO
.5673 .7068 .8314 .6_51
.5591 .7232 .8311 .6705
.6099 .7387 .8293 .6539
- .6310 .7542 .8306 .6t85
.6527 .7701 .8323 ._361
.6736 .7853 ,8306 .6737
.698+ 9 .8006 .8279 .6876
.7169 .816*_ .8333 .581 0
.7350 .8315 .8e847 .5165
.7598 .8_68 .8527 .6_71
.7810 .8617 .8501 ,5765
.8316 ,B760 .8570 ,_480
196 .8231 .8907 .871'_ ._ 257 ._
.8e, e.0 ,90_'9 ,8795 ._, 318
.8662 ,9196 ,8814 .68:}_ ',
,8870 .9331 ,8828 .325C ,
k
..... r
r
Surface Axial OF POOh' _)u:_Lfryd_stance distance
OV er OV er
arc axial
length chord PS/PT
•1027 37 •9885
_+ • 1527 . 1632 •98_7
• 2029 •2302 •98_1
• 289_ ,53B_ •9798
.3751 ,_369 •9712
•_603 •5265 •9589
• _22 •6949 •908!179 ,7570 .8641
. .7_I k .7755 8370
,8073 ,8255 :7862
.889_ .88_3 ,678_
.97_5 .9_16 .6431
SLCT ION SURFACE
.0393 .02kb .9775
.078! .0597 .9380
• l l?b .1342 .85k7
• 1569 ,2181 .6753
' . l 962 .3058 .5997
,2358 .3816 .5313
• 2750 .4409 .5002
.3_47 .5200 .5379
._ lk5 .58_ ,5317
.553 .69,3 .58 1
.86233 .7485 .5816
• 166 .8863 .5629
,, .9020 .9_27 .5679
,9505 .9"/23 .5635
RLN Nil. 159 C_C_LANT FLE_ DATA
AVERAGE COOLANT
TEMPERATURE REC FLON RATE
HOLE NC. DEG F DEG K X (ICE-4) LBH/SEC KG/SEC
i 287.93 _15.33 5.256 0.13_E'01 0.610E-02
2 289.01 k15.93 <,.600 0.118E-01 0.53kE'¢2 "I
3 259,_ 39_,51 4.630 0.115E-O1 0,522E-02
270.70 k05.76 _.920 0.124E-01 0.561E-02
5 234.k7 385.63 5.1_6 0.125E-01 O,566E-02
6 328.55 t_37.90 4.587 0.122E'01 0.552E'02
7 262,39 _01.15 _.799 0.120E-01 0.Sk3E-O2
,_ 8 355.82 .53,05 3.1C6 0.418E'02 O.190E'02
9 392.3_ _,73.34 1,,31 (,,199E-02 0.900E-03
i!:l
i0 _78.85 521._O 1.305 0,122E"02 0.555E-03
.t
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APPENDIX B. RECOMMENDED ANALYTICAL PROCEDURES
Three alternative procedures are presented herein as suggested approaches to
the definition of effective viscosity for airfoil suction and pressure sur-
faces. The procedures are outlined in order of decreasing predictive _apabil-
Ity, based on the comparative studies discussed previously. Although company-
unique design systems may argue for a preferential order different from that
recommended here, our own experience would rank procedure No. i best, followed
by procedures No. 2 and No. 3, in that order.
PROCEDURE NO. 1
For both suction and pressure surfaces, the effective viscosity definition
given by Equation 54 is recommended together with the turbulence viscosity
definition given by Equations 58, 59, 60, 55a, 18c, and 19 for _TU, T2, KI,
TI, _ , and TUe, respectively. If the low free-stream Reynolds number term,
T1 (Equation 55a), is problematic due to lack of precision in the definition
of the stagnation point pressure gradient term, A, it is recommended that T1
Ii be set equal to 0.5. Comparative results based on this approach are shown in
Figures 58 thru 67 where, in these specific calculation, T1 has been set equal
i PROCEDURE NO. 2 _ . .
I This procedure differs from the first in that different effective viscosity
• formulations are defined for the two (suction and pressure) surfaces. A1-
! though less appealing in terms of universality, this approach is recommended
as a workable alternative for design system applications. For pressure sur-
face calculations, it is recommended that Equation 54 be used (for effective
i viscosity definition) with the turbulence viscosity defined, using Equations
ii 57, 56, 55a, 18c, and 19 for _TU, T2, TI, _, and TUe, respectively. Note
that this procedure is very similar to No. 1 except the simpler pressure sur-
I face unique model is used. Again, T1 should be set to 0.5 if the stagnation
point pressure gradient determination becomes a problem. For suction surface
calculations, it is suggested that the laminar-transition-turbulent mode be
i set up using the effective viscosity definition given by Equation 53. The
turbulent viscosity _t is defined here by Equation 18, which iS the original
Crawford and Kays (Ref. 8) STAN5 form, including the pressure corrected Van
Driest scale damping and lag equation. The transition process intermlttency !
function (Tt) should be defined using a transition origin model which is a
function of free-stream turbulence and pressure gradient (e.g., Seyb's,
Dunham's, or Abu-Ghannam and Shaw's, as given by Equations 27, 30, and 31, re-
spectively). All three methods yield similar quality predictions. In the in- _>
terest of unified theory, it is suggested that both the transition length and
__thr(intermittency) function, 7t, of Dhawan and Narasimha (Equations 33 and
espectively) be used together if the Dhawan and Narasimha method is se-
lected. The turbulence viscosity (_TU) should only be activated in the i
laminar zones. This implies that 7TU - 1 when Re@ < Re@t and 7TU - 0 when
Re@ _ Re@t where Re@ is the local momentum thickness Reynolds number and
Re@t is the momentum thickness Reynolds number corresponding to the transi-
tion origin. _i
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PROCEDURE NO. 3
With this approach, the suction and pressure surfaces are again treated separ-
ately. Relative to the pressure surface, the same approach given for proced-
: ure No. 2 is recommended. In the case of the suction surface, it is recommen-
! tied that the flow be considered fully turbulent, i.e., 7t = l, TTU = 0 over
' the entire surface. It is also recommended that Equation 18 be used for defi-
(_i nition of turbulent viscosity. Alternatively, any form may be acceptable where
i the near-wall length scale damping (Van Driest damping) is a function st pres-
_ sure gradient with an appropriate lag equation. Note that in this approach to
suction surface prediction, the effects of free-stream turbulence are not being
explicitly modeled. The justification for using this fully turbulent, pressure
I gradient-corrected, near-wall length scale damping method for gas turbine air- ]
! foils is that realistic free-stream turbulence intensity levels of the order
i acter over the suction surface may not be unreasonable.
As an aid in establishing perspective relative to the three procedures just
outlined, predictions made by the three procedures for one selected cascade i
data set are compared in Figure 68. )
PROCEDURENO.$ :: :"IPROCEDURENO.2 SEYB
PROCEDURENO. !
LAMINAR H/HO '_ RUN|O? _3/2_102 4412
I.8 | .I
HO, 1135watts/M2/K ,
(2008tulhrlft2/ F)
O + + , + ,I. _'_"_" .S
+t+ '(' ,1'
.4 _ .4
I
i
,2 / 1
PI_SS, A_ StX:TION
8LRFACE DZSTANCIr. S/ARC TE82-0474
'i
Figure 68. Predictions from three recommended procedures compared i
with C3X cascade heat transfer measurement. 1.
i
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APPENDIX C. STAN5 INPUT FOR RUNS 145 AND 149
Included in thls appendix are four unmodified format, STAN5 input data streams.
These four blocks of data correspond to two different operating conditions from
the C3X experimental data matrix. These are Runs 145 and 149. (The operating
conditions for these runs are summarized in Table IX.) Since boundary layer
computations are performed for the region downstream of the stagnation point,
both suction and pressure surface input data streams are listed for each oper-
ating condition. Suction and pressure surface input streams for Run 145 are
given first followed by those for Run 149.
Those familiar with STAN5 should readily recognize the input sequence noting
that STAN5 rarlable name cards have been inserted ahead of each new data type
line to facilitate recognition. Heat transfer coefficient results obtained
_,___ngthe data sets contained In this appendix with the unmodified STAN5 code
documented in Ref. 8 for Runs 145 and 149 are shown in Figure 69.
...... C3X 4_I_'¢14r_) • R_'4_ BB/3'.82 dial2
......... C3X 44t2t'!O_J) I_ RUNIB.q 86/2._182 4411_
L3X 4312(149) H/H0 _ 4 RUNI49 09/81/82 4312
L /"_'-_ HO.1135wat_s/M2_ ; _... ,e
t ' _" •
/ (200Btu/hrlfl2rF) I • " .i.
i k_ #• -. [3' _.,** u_ "_._,_4._ * *
,i °°''
_ "_ _OC] _ , _,
' 0 6 R45 2 _ 4 6 8 ;_
s_*ce OZS_*NCLS"*_C _335A
Figure 69. C3X Run 145 and 149 STAN5 results obtained using data
sets in Appendix C.
Note that to reproduce modified STAN5 type predictions (see Figure 64b), _he
same input streams given here are still appropriate. However, turbulence model
modifications as suggested in the main text or Appendix B must be made before
these results are reproducible.
ORIGINALP/:kGEr.:l
OEpOOR QUALITY i
23456_9_23_5_189_2_45_9_23_56?_9_23_56_9_2_56_89_1_3k567B9_23_5E_B9_
_*__,I,W,O_ _TAN5 INPU_ DATA ___+_
_2_56_23_56_23_56_89_2_56_2_56_2_6_2_56_12)_5_?_9Q
TITLE l:lB)
C3X CASCADE M2=0,90 6512(]_5) TUm6._5_ SUCTION SURFACEGEOM,MODE,FLUIDmNEQtNtKE_K]NtKENT
1 1 2 39 2 1 1
XU,XL_DELTAXm_ETRANtFRAeENFRA,GV
0.0003¢¢ 0.5¢8385 1,00 25C.00 0.01 0_003 0.0
BODFORtSOURCE(I_5)
1 0 0 0
PD,_HOC,VISOCtPRC()|5)
o,ooooz*zo,_eea_eo o.o o.o o.o o.o !
5_' _ O" O O 0
X(_:NXBC_,RW(I|NXBC)_UXI(I_NXEC)mAUX2(1;NXBC]8.8003_4t 0.oO_O 8_ tli°° iii °'°o.o_, o :0,038600 0 0.0 t0.050868 1.0
8:8_It) o.o°° 8:8
0.08922 _ 1.0 0_0 0,0 1;::_0,096690 1,0 0.0 0,0
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APPENDIX D. NOMENCLATURE
A Nondimenslonal free-stream velocity gradient at the stagnation
point
i A+ Nondlmensional effective sublayer thickness of boundary layer
[
C Chapman-Rubesin parameter _/@e _e)
I ¢ - Density-veloclty ratio (PeUe/p_U = )
Ii!i, Cp Specific heat at constant pressure
cv Specific heat at constant volume
;!,i D Near-wall length scale damping function, or cylinder diameter,
i_ or cooling hole diameter
d .... Partial transition zone length
du
Eu Euler number x e
I<i u dx
L: e
r
F, F' F.... Independent variables related to velocity in the transformed) eeoo
similarity boundary layer momentum equation ........
G, G', G...... Independent variables related to enthalpy in the transformed
I:. similarity_boundary layer energy equation
H External airfoil heat transfer coefficient
HO Reference heat transfer coefficient for normalization
I Static enthalpy
IPGM Initial Profile Generation Method
K Dimensional free-stream velocity gradlent-at the stagnation
point
k Turbulent kinetic energy or thermal conductivity
Lr Characteristic reference length
£ Mixing length scale or total length of transition zone
_c Curvature corrected mixing length scale
MN Mach number
Me Local free-stream Math number
Ml, Ml Upstream or vane row inlet Mach number
M2, M2 Downstream or vane row exit Math number
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Nu D Nusselt number
P+ Nondlmensional local free-stream pressure gradient
Pr Prandtl number
Pr_ Turbulent Prand_l number
Ps Static pressure
PSW Airfoil surface static pressure
' PT, PT, PTI _ Cascade inlet total pressure
R Radius of curvature
Ri Richardson number
I!i Re Reynolds number
Re D Cylinder diameter Reynolds number (UooD/Uoo)
R_ D Cylinder diameterturbulent Reynolds number TU= (U.oD/_,=)
Re d Partial transition zone length Reynolds number (ued/ v e)
Re£ Total transition zone length Reynolds number (Ue_/ v e)
Rex Local surface distance Reynolds number (UeX/ _e) .:I
Rexe Surface distance Reynolds number at transition endpolnt !
location i
Rext Surface distance Reynolds number at transition origin location
ReI Upstream or vane row inlet Reynolds number 1
}
Relc True (tangent) chord upstream Reynolds number i
Re2, RE2 Downstream or vane row exit Reynolds number !
Re_ Boundary layer momentum thickness Reynolds number (Ue@/V e)
Re_e Momentum thickness Reynolds number at transition endpoint !
location
Rest Momentum thickness Reynolds number at transition origin
location
St Stanton number
T, T', T" Independent variables related to temperature in the
transformed similarity boundary layer equations i
<
TG, TTI Cascade inlet free-stream temperature I
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I
Tw Wall temperatureI '
: TU, Tu Free-stream turbulence intensity
• TUe Local value of free-stream turbulence intensity
TU= Upstream or vane row inlet free-stream turbulence intensity
TU Average value of free-stream turbulence intensity TU _ 0.5
(TU = +TU e)
Tw/Tg Wall-to-gas temperature ratio
• Uoo Upstream or vane row inlet total velocity
< U'>oo Root-mean-square of fluctua_ingupstream total ve._oclty
u Streamwlse component of velocity within boundary layer
[
ue Streamwlse component of velocity at outer edge of boundary
layer
u_ Boundary layer friction velocity
v Velocity component normal to the wall within the boundary layer
V Local airfoil surface velocity
-. VC Critical velocity
i x Streamwise coordinate (surface distance)
k
xe Surface distance location of transition endpoint
;_ xt Surface distance location of transition origin
y Normal coordinate
GreekY+ Nondimenslonal
Transformed Eu number i
T Specific he t ratio :_
7t Transition path (intermitteney) function
I
7TU Turbulence intermittency function _'
Boundary layer thickness !4
E Isotroplc dissipation rate
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'7.'_
H Eddy dlffusivity for heat
_ m Eddy diffusivity for momentum
: _ Transformed y coordinate
r .
!. Boundary layer momentum thickness
t_ K
_ Von Karman constant
_ _ Poulhausen parameter[
I _ Molecular viscosity
_t Turbulent viscosity
I _ TU "Turbulence" viscosity •
i _ Kinematic viscosity
_ _ Transformed x coordinate
i_ P Fluid density
i 7 Wall shear
stress
i 1
" _1
i
!
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